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Transitions from Sport Related Adversity

Abstract

Athletes competing at the elite level routinely are faced with instances ofsetback, and

challenge. These experiences can pose significant obstacles to personal health and well-

being. Research demonstrates that finding meaning in a difficult experience helps people

adjust, and move forward from it. The purpose ofthis study is to describe how a number

of elite athletes managed to progress from disappointment and chaos to meaning,

following a critical incident ofsport related adversity. using the straussian grounded

theory approach, interviews were conducted with th¡ee elite athletes who have

experienced a critical incident of adversity in sport and seem to have come through it

well. That is, they have been able to make sense of the experience, leam fiom it and

move forward in their lives. Data was collected using the responsive interview technique

and analyzed in accordance with the three stage coding procedure consistent with

Straussian gtounded theory.
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Transitions from Sport Related Adversity:

Interpreting the Elite Athletes' Experiences

SpeciJìc Aims

The purpose of this study is to eiplore how a number ofelite athletes managed to

make sense of, and get through a significantly adverse incident they experienced in sport.

of interest is describing the process by which the participants progressed from crisis and

dismay to meaning. An effort was made to develop a grounded theory derived from data

that is repfesentative of the participants experience with adversity in sport. Furthermore

the focus is on developing a theory that will provide useful remedial and educational

information for those parties living and working within the context of elite sport such as

athletes, coaches, spoft science professionals, and sport administrators.

Interest

I have always been fascinated by stories about people who have found the best in

themselves amidst haffowing conditions. People who have faced significant challenge,

change, setback and struggle and have come through the experience intact and in some

cases, even better for it. People like Terry Fox, Nelson Mandela, Victor Frankl' all

ordinary people whose stories are celebrated because of their capacity to endure, frnd

meaning, move forward, and grow fiom adversity. Take the story ofLance Armstrong for

example,

I won't kid you. There are two Lance Armstrong's, pre-cancer and post.

Everybody's favorite question is "How did cancer change you? " The real

question is how didn't it change me...the truth is that cancer was the best thing
that ever happened to me. I don't know why I got the illness, but it did wonders

for me, and I wouldn't want to walk away from it. Why would I want to change,

even for a day, the most important and shaping event in my life...when I was sick

I saw more beauty and triumph in a single day than I eve¡ did in a bike
race...(Armstrong & Jenkins, 2000, p. 4).
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The words ofTerry Fox offer another example offinding meaning in adversity, "That's

the thing about cancer. I'm not the only one, it happens all the time to people. I'm not

special. This just intensifies what I've done. It gives it more meaning' It'll inspire more

people." (Terry Fox commenting on the retum ofcancer and the end ofhis cross Canada

trek, http ://www.terry4oxrun.or

Each ofthese examples imply that there is another side to adversity beyond fear, hardship

and struggle, and that even under conditions ofsevere difficulty it is possible to come

through the experience and thrive. Further, that there may even be tremendous value in

the experience. The key it seems may lie in finding meaning and purpose in the

experience.

In the world ofelite sport, cyclist Lance Armstrong is perhaps the rnost notable

case of triumph through adversity. First he survived an aggtessive and deadly form of

cancer and then went on to win seven consecutive Tour De France titles in what has to be

one of the most gnreling and demanding of events in modem sport' To hear hirn tell it,

the success he has enjoyed as a cyclist foliowing his bout with cancer conveys only a

small, relatively insignificant part ofhis story.

I want to tell the truth. I'm sure you'd like to hear about how Lance Atmstrong

became a Great American and Inspiration To Us All [sic.], how he won the Tour

de France...You want to hear about faith, mystery and my miraculous

comeback...You want to hear about my lyrical climb through the Alps and my

heroic conquering of the Pyrenees...But the tour was the least of the story

(Armstrong & Jenkins, 2000, P. 3)'
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Amstrong mentions in his book how significant the many "human moments " he

experienced while dealing with cancer were to him. He describes them as more beautiful

and inspiring than any sporting achievement he has ever experienced. I believe that these

instances reflect part ofa process offinding meaning in his experience with cancer. In

fact the book by Armstrong & Jenkins (2000) is really about how Lance Armstrong made

sense ofhis cunent realities, and how he slowly began to evolve as a person with new

priorities, new values, and a new perspective because ofhis experience with cancer' His

book is an autobiographical essay on how the selfresponds to, and is transformed by an

adverse experience.

Certainly Lance Armstrong's story had a strong influence on my desire to explore

how elite athletes make sense of difficult events. It should be noted that a lot of the

motivation behind Armstrong's transformation came from facing death, not fiom

crashing during an important time trial, or losing a sponsor, or working through an injury.

The prospect ofdeath is a powerful catalyst for self-discovery, personal growth and

change (Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2000; Yalom, 1980). However adversity comes in many

other forms as this study will illuminate. Under the right conditions, the experience of

adversity can be a stimulus for tremendous self-discovery and personal growth. I describe

this as the ,,ugly duckling effect" in that something which appears initially as frightening,

messy, and disappointing can evolve into an ìncredibly positive, rich and meaningful

experience. I set out to leam more about how athletes make sense ofand work through

instances of setback and challenge in sport.
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Key Definitions

The following terms figure prominently in this investigation. The purpose of this

section is to explicate what these terms mean, as well as to describe how they are utilized

in the study. A description ofhow the definitions fit into the context ofelite sport, anti the

purpose of this inquiry, follows.

Adversity: A state or condition contraty to one of well-being and/or of continued

dfficutty. The word adversity conjures up images of events and experiences that are often

diffrcult, challenging and unwanted. In some instances adversity may bring about intense

physical, mental and emotional pain in people' Feelings of confusion, frustration,

disappointment and despair are commonly associated with adversity. By extension

adversity may pose problems to an individual's health, happiness and outlook.

In the context of elite sport we will refer to adversity as an unwelcome,

unforeseen event that threatens that part ofthe self we identify as "athlete", and which

may challenge core beliefs and assumptions we have about our selfand the world as we

k¡ow it. Assumptions such as the world must be fair, that bad things only happen to bad

people; and that the world is just and meaningful corne into question when we are faced

with a significant challenge or setback (Anderson & Anderson, 2003; McMillen, 1999)'

sport related assumptions may include beliefs such as, if I work hard I'll get the results

I'm after, or if I take care ofmy body I will avoid injuries. Then something happens that

challenges these beliefs (e.g., we perform horribly, we suffer an injury' etc.) and we are

left dumbfounded and lost as to how to make sense ofthe situation. A serious injury, a

marked deterioration in skill, a devastating performance outcome, battling through high
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levels of fatigue, and feelings of overwhelming pressure to perfolTn are some examples of

sport related adversity.

It is not the event itself, but our reaction to it that matters most. That is, our

perception ofthe significance and meaning of the event as it pertains to important goals

and interests, as well as to our capacity to deal with it, determines whether or not we label

the experience adverse. Reactions to painful and distressing events may differ

considerably from person to person due to, among other things, differences in personality

(Tusaie & Dyer, 2004) and perceived competencs (Masten, 2001). It is useful to think of

adverse events as occurring along a continuum of'1nore" or "less" adverse as opposed to

"adverse" or "not adverse". The more or less distinction provides a measuring stick to

assess the intensity and severity ofa difficult experience that can accommodate

individual variations in perceived significance.

Resilience: An ability to recover from or adjust easily to misþrtttne or change.

Essentially, resilience is the skill or process ofovercoming adversity. It is also marked by

the ability to bounce back after a stressful event. Resilience is a central theme in this

study. Each ofthe athletes I interviewed has found a way to get through a difficult sport-

related experience. What remains unknown however, at least explicitly, is how they

managed to get through the incident. That is, the process by which the participants made

sense of the experience, adapted to it and moved forward is under exploration.

A strong case can be made that the context of elite sport is a training ground for

testing and developing resilience. Success and failure are for the most part based on

outcome measures, which often are separated by very nafrow margins such as they exist

in sports like swimming, track and field, and speed skating. Comedian Jerry Seinfeld
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fittingly porhays this idea in one ofhis stand up routines. He suggests that while the

difference between first and last place is often decided in some races by a few 1/100ths of

a second, we nevertheless tend to only celebrate the achievements of the winner' Or as he

puts it the winner is "the greatest guy in the world" while the other competitors "never

heard of them". Seinfeld's observation supports the notion that the world of elite sport

can be cruel and lonely at times. Added to the list ofresilience testing realities in elite

sport, is the tremendous pressure to perform consistently at a high level, and having to

deal with failure and cope with injuries. Resilience in character may help athletes thrive

as opposed to merely survive in their environment.

Meaníng making: A process ofinterpreting the inner significance ofan event or

situatíon in a way that gives purpose and value to life' Meaning making is essentially

about finding an answe¡ to the question "why'' (Anderson & Anderson, 2003). Why me?

Why now? Why this? These are some of the questions people may wrestle with when

trying to make sense of a diff,rcult experience. The purpose of"why" questions are to

assist a person in their search for meaning. As Anderson & Anderson (2003. p' 190)

suggest, "Finding meaning is the process ofgaining a deeper comprehension or

understanding of events that are unquestionably aversive'"

It is this process that I have tried to illuminate in the study. Specifically I ask how did

each ofthe athletes make sense ofa distressful sport related experience?

Critical htcidents: (Jnanticípated, and often highly charged events or silLntions

that pose a significant challenge or lhreat to a pet"son, attd tt'hich stitttulate a period of

self- reflection (Angelides, 2001; Herr & Anderson, 2003; O'Neill, Jones, Willis &

McArdle, 2003). The moments of self-reflection following a critical event involve
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making judgments conceming the significance and meaning of the incident (Angelides,

2001). Critical incidents have been described as events that serve as catalysts for change

(Furr & Carroll, 2003) and which have tremendous potential for personal growth (Sikes,

Measor & Woods, 1985, as cited in Angelides, 2001). Moreover, the experience of a

critical event may bring about issues related to self-identity (Measor, 1985, as cited in

Angelides, 2001).

Athlete identity (or athlete selfl: Refers to the extent to which an índivídual

identífies with the athletic role (Brewer, Van Raalte, & Linder, 1993, as cited in Webb,

Nasco, Riley & Headrick, 1998). Identity issues are noted as one of many psychological

difficulties for athletes in elite sport (Brown, Caims & Botterill, 2001)' Problems may

arise if a person identifìes too strongly with the athletic-selfat the expense ofother roles

and attributes that also contribute to their identity. In particular, events or situations that

threaten participation in their sport may, by extension, lead to a significant loss ofidentity

and perceived worth.

Elite athlete: Refers to athletes compeÍing at the national and international level

of amateur sport, as well as in the professional and semi-professional ranks (Brown,

2001).

Ralionale

'IYhy 
adversíty, why elite athletes?

"There is nothing in the world, I venture to say, that would so effectively help one

to survive even the worst conditions as the knowledge that there is meaning in one's life

(Frankl, 1984 as cited in Ande¡son & Anderson,2003 p. i89)."
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The environment of elite sport provides many opportunities for athletes to experience

adversity. I have seen how adversity can be a major theme in the lives of elite athletes

through my role as a performance consultant intem, as a student in sport psychology, as a

former provincial level athlete, and as a fan ofsport in general. Through these different

perspectives I have observed athletes bounce back from failure, deal with getting cut

from a team, suffer through slumps, have their role reduced, cope with injuries, battle

tfuough fatigue, retire without a plan, manage immense pressure to perform, fail to

perform well, and make tremendous personal sacrifices (e.g., time with family and

friends, pursuit ofan education, and career opportunities put on hold, etc.) all in the name

of"sport". Some researchers have described the world ofelite sport as a demanding and

at times brutal environment (Brown et al., 2001). It stands to reason that one's ability or

inability to manage the effects of adversity in this context may partially determine how

successful and content one feels about their athletic career.

Furthennore, odds are elite athletes will face some form ofadversity in their sport

tkough the course of a career, and this may pose significant problems for them. The list

of problems may include strong feelings that are difficult to process (e'g., feelings of

anxiety, fear, uncertainty or frustration), a loss ofidentity, and an erosion ofones health

and sense of well-being. Some people it seems appear to be better equipped than others to

make sense of, and adapt well to, situations and experiences of setback and challenge

(Schinke, & Jerome, 2002). Researchers refer to this ability as resilience (Jacelon,1997;

Nettles, Mucherah & Jones, 2000). There are many other examples of athletes in the

world of elite sport other than Lance Armstrong who have managed to deal with

adversity well. Given the likeliness that an athlete will experience some form of sport
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related adversity during their athletic career, it may be worthwhile to learn how others

who have been through it, and have handled it well, managed to do so. Their stories may

provide valuable insights that can be used to help educate other athletes about dealing

with the effects ofadversity in sport and life. Moreover, the findings may help to inform

professional practice. As you will see in the next section very little research on adversity

in sport has been done in the field ofsport and performance psychology'

. Few studies on adversity and resilíence in sport

The constructs "adversity" and "resilience" are well documented in the fields of

nursing (Jacelon, 1997; Tusaie, &.Dyet,2004), psychology, (Chaitin, 2003; Miller,

2003), social work, (McMillen, 1999), childhood development (Katz, 1997; Masten,

2001; Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000), and education (Nettles et al., 2000).

Interestingly, very little research on these topics appears to exist in sporl related

literature. This seems surprising considering the range ofdifficulties athletes may be

exposed to in sport. As a result it appears as though further research in this area within

the context of sport is wananted.

Few qualitative studies

Only one of the research articles on adversity in sport reviewed for this study was

carried out using a qualitative approach. Experiencing some form ofadversity is a

plobable consequence ofparticipation in elite sport as I have observed through my work

with athletes and in conversations with colleagues. I am aware ofathletes that have

handled sport related adversity very well, and ofothers who did not. Research that will

illuminate the process by which athlete's have leamed how to make sense of, and get

through difficult experiences may provide useful remedial and/or educational information
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which can be used to assist others. Questions conceming the meaning ofexperience are

well suited to qualitative inquiry.

Value of inten iewing

An additional consideration is the value of the interview process to the ¡esearcher

and the participant. Done well, the interview can be a rewarding experience for the

interviewer and the interviewee (Rubin & Rubin,2005). The interviewer is afforded the

privilege of the interviewee's time, and experiential knowledge pertaining to some topic

ofinterest. The interviewee is given a forum to share and give voice to their experiences.

This approach may lead to the interviewee developing new understandings about

themselves and their experiences that were previously unknown, or at least unarticulated'

Ideally, both parties leave the interview feeling good about the experience'

Benefits to Jinding meaníng ín adversity

"Going through hardship is like being in a rock tumbler. You're tossed to and fro

and get bruised but you come out more polished and valuable than eve¡. You are now

prepared for even bigger lessons, bigger challenges and a bigger life (Kubler-Ross &

Kessler, 2OO0 p.222)." Researchers have identified numerous psychological and

physiological benefrts to making sense of adverse experiences (Anderson & Anderson,

2003; McMillen, 1999). It appears that finding meaning in adversity can help people to

adjust and move forward in their lives. Furthermore the experience may lead to

trernendous self-discovery and personal growth.

It may be difficult for an athlete to recognize and appreciate the potential value of

a distressful sport related incident, particularly if they have had little exposure to these

kinds ofsituations or if they feel as though they lack the necessary skills and personal
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resources to cope effectively. Leaming from the experiences ofother athletes who have

been through hardship in their sport may sensitize the person to new ways oflooking at

and dealing with some ofthe challenges they face in their sport'

Background

Proponents of Straussian grounded theory--the method used in this study-

recommend the researcher engage in a preliminary review ofrelated literature before

entering the field to conduct interviews (McCann & Clark, 2003a)' A subsequent review

is conducted following data collection and analysis to compare and validate the findings

with existing literature. The line ofreasoning being that overexposufe to research in the

area under study may contaminate and hamper the "anal¡tic senses" of the researcher

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The question ofhow much material should you review in

advance is largely at the discretion of the researcher. Given the lack of literature on this

topic within the context ofsport I broadened my search into other fields such as nursing,

psychology, and social work to leatn more about the concept of adversity and to better

understand what has been done academically. Whether in the end I read too much' not

enough, orjust the right amount is difficult to know for sure. However I do know that I

covered enough material to provide me with a sense of what the construct adversity

means, how it has been studied, and whether my thesis topic had already been explored.

Thankfully it had not been.

So my next question was how do I know I did not read so much that it influenced

my approach to collecting and analyzing the data? The material I reviewed on adversity

and resilience was completed six months before I began conducting interviews. In the

year following my thesis proposal I purposefully did not refer back to any of the
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adversity articles I reviewed until the latter stages ofdata analysis for the purpose of

theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling involves looking at other sources ofdata such

as further research that has been conducted in the area one is studying, as a means to

stimulate new ways oflooking at your own. All ofthe data for this study had been

collected and all the categories identified at that point. For the reasons stated above I feel

the initial literature review had little to no influence on the process ofdata collection and

analysis.

Adversíty

It has been said about trying times that while we are unable to stop the waves, we

can leam to surf (Kabat-Zinn, 1994). Every living person faces an anay of diffrcult

events of varying intensities and effect throughout the course of a lifetime. Our ability to

make sense of, and cope with adversity has a significant effect on our state ofhealth and

well-being (Anderson & Anderson 2003). The ability to manage the effects ofadverse

experiences is influenced by a number ofprotective factors, examples ofwhich include

social support (Anderson & Anderson, 2003), perceived competence (McMillen, 1999;

Masten, 2001), coping style (Chaitin, 2003), explanatory style (Martin-Krumm, Sarrazin,

Peterson & Famose, 2003), and cognitive skill (Jacelon, 1997).

Protective factors function to lower the risk ofharm for individuals in the face of

difficult circumstances. They serve as buffers not as shields. That is, protective factors do

not prevent against the occurrence ofadverse incidents; rather, they improve one's ability

to manage the effects ofthe experience and endure th¡ough it. Moreover they may reduce

negative reactivity to stressful events.
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Experience can also be considered a protective factor. McMillen (1999) points out

that direct experience with adversity can produce an inoculative effect' However this only

occurs if the person believes they are stronger as a result oftheir exposure to an adverse

event. In some ways experiènce is the ultimate protective facto¡ because unless a person

has previously experienced considerable hardship they may not know whether their

protective mechanisms (e.g., coping skills and sources ofsupport, etc.) are sufficient or

lacking. During periods ofcrisis and turmoil our protective capacities are brought out in

full view and we may leam quickly how equipped we are to deal with situations of

adversity.

Some studies described examples of the process by which growth occurs in

response to traumatic events. Dewar & Lee (2000) interviewed people who have endured

"catastrophic illness and injuries" to understand how they managed to cope and adapt to

their circumstances. Three categories emerged. The categories are presented as stages,

but the progression was not strictly linear. In the course of coming to grips with their

situation, participants moved back and fofh between the different categories at different

times throughout the process of adjustment. The initial phase, "Finding out", was

described as overwhelmingly painful and in some cases, a relief. At this point the

participants were unable to comprehend the reality of their circumstances' "Facing

reality" followed, as each person "got real" and began to accept what had happened to

them and acknowledge what the implications were. In the final stage, "Managing reality",

people began to assimilate the experience into their lives and move forward That is not

to say they were comfortable with their new reality, merely that they could no longer

deny it. In addition, a process of emotional adaptation marked this stage. Coming to
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terms with feelings of anger, bittemess and loss was evidence that they were beginning to

deal with their current reality.

WÏile these findings do demonstrate a process of growing through adversity, one

is left with the feeling that these individuals have a long way to go before regaining some

semblance of the quality of life they had before the incident, This is not at all surprising

given the severity oftheir circumstances, but it leaves the impression that they are still

early on in the process of transition. Finding meaning was still very much a work in

progress for the research participants at the time of the study.

McMillen (1999) reports four additional pathways through which people can

grow through adversity. The first pathway, "what doesn't kill you makes you stronger (p.

459), refers to the way in which exposure to adversity may improve a person's ability to

deal with future incidents ofhardship. It is suggested that by effectively dealing with a

difficult event, one's coping skills and sense ofself-efficacy are enhanced and this may

improve the ability of a person to handle future instances of adversity.

"Heeding the wake up call" (p. 459) is another of the pathways discussed'

Basically, in some cases adversity may sensitize a person to what is really important in

their life. After a period of reflection following a traumatic event an individual may come

to the realization that they have been operating under a set ofsynthetic values and

misplaced priorities. In this way adversity serves as a catalyst for making important

lifestyle changes. other researchers have observed similar effects ofadversity serving as

a stimulus to re-align a person's values and priorities (Kubler-Ross & Kessler, 2000;

Yalom, 1980).
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Adversity may also lead to "changed views of others" (p. 460)' In this example

people often come to appreciate how important supportive relationships are in times of

struggle. Adverse events can illuminate for a person, who the people are that provide

support to them when they really need it the most. This máy open up a person to share

feelings with others who normally they may have felt uncomfortable towards' Allowing

one's selfto open up and be vulnerable may in tum make that person a better source of

support to others. In the words of Nelson Mandela, "As we are liberated from our own

fear our presence automatically liberates others" (Mandela, 1994, cited from Newburg,

1999). Moreover, just knowing that you have people in your life who provide you with

genuine support may help a person cope with difficult circumstances more effectively.

Finally, growth can occur through an attempt to find meaning in the experience of

adversity. The rationale being that once an event is perceived as having had some value

and purpose it rnay be easier to live with. Author William B. Helmreich interviewed 170

survivors of the holocaust in an attempt to fìnd out how they were able to "piece together

the sh¡eds oftheir lives to carry on" (Anderson & Anderson, 2003, p.189)' Interpreting

the experience in ways that gave meaning and purpose to their lives was mentioned

frequently (Anderson & Anderson, 2003). In the words of Victor Frankl, "Suffering

ceases to become suffering in some way at the moment it fìnds a meaning" (Frankl, 1962'

as cited in McMillen, 1999).

Often the process of finding rneaning involves cognitively restructuring the event,

and assimilating it into a person's worldview, Spirituality is another way in which people

find meaning in adversity (Albaugh, 2003). Putting faith in the idea that things happen for
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a reason as determined by a higher power than the selfcan lower stress and help a person

find meaning in their struggles.

Several studies provide evidence that adverse experiences can lead to positive

benefits. According to Anderson & A¡de¡son (2003) research demonstrates that finding

meaning after a traumatic experience is literally good for your health. Among the benefits

noted is better adjustment for soldiers following combat. ln addition, researchers have

observed a lowering effect ofstress hormones in cancer patients, a reduction in risk for

recurrìng heart attack, and improved immune functioning and lower mortality rates in

people who have suffered a significant loss. While none ofthese experiences are sport

related, they do point to some general processes that athletes maybe forced to deal with

in sport such as stress, anxiety, and loss. Additional benefits reported include enhanced

spirituality, greater appreciation for life, improved relationships (Anderson & Anderson,

2003), changed life priorities, and increased self-efficacy (McMillen, i999)' Moreover,

Kerfoot (2003) proposes that valuable leadership skills, such as leaming how to bring

people together and refiaming stressful situations, are honed in times ofcrisis.

However, other researchers point out that in some cases ofhardship it is

exceedingly difficult to perceive any benefits at all. For example, children who have been

raised in environments marked by extreme poverty, violence (Katz, 1997), abuse and

familial instability (Gartside, Johnson, Leitch, Troakes & Ingram 2003) are likely to

suffer long{erm psychological pain and difficulty. Furthermore, because these

experiences occurred early on in development, people who have experienced these

conditions are at an increased risk for mental and physical health problems in adulthood'

Problems such as depression (Davies, Avison & McAl pine, 1997), suicidal tendencies,
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anxiety disorders (Gartside et al, 2003), and fiequent cases of somatisation (Schilte,

Portegijs, Blankenstein, Latour, van Eijk, & Knottnerus, 2001) are discussed in the

literature. Alother study showed a link between cumulative adversity and drug

dependence (Tumer & Lloyd, 2003).

However, it should be noted that most of the previous examples of hatm as a

result ofadverse experience refer to chronic, sustained conditions ofhardship that have in

some instances occurred during critical developmental periods in people's lives. Long-

term, chronic exposure to traumatic events is presumably quite a different phenomenon

than acute incidents ofadversity, which is the focus in this study. Furthermore, even the

most resilient individual would find it hard to make sense of and overcome the kinds of

severe adverse experiences mentioned in the above examples. Whether an individual

perceives benefit from a particularly adverse experience depends on the severity of the

event, the tlpe of event, personality characteristics, and the class and age ofa person

(McMillen, 1999). In some cases the severity of the event is so great that it is near

impossible to work through and recover from.

Resilience

There is much overlap in the research literature on adversity and resilience. This

is not surprising considering that resilience ¡efers to the ability to bounce back from, and

overcome adversity. In fact, for an individual to be considered resilient they must have

previous exposure to a distressing event or situation, and they must have adapted

positively to it (Luthar et al., 2000). There is some debate as to whether resilience should

refer to a set oftraits or to a process (Jacelon, 1997). According to Luther et al. (2000),

from a historical perspective research on resilience initially focused on illuminating
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specific personal attributes that were thought to demonstrate resilient persons. Further

research, however broadened the definition ofresilience to include the role of family and

environmental factors indicating more ofa process orientation' Some researchers

describe resilience as a process and add that along with personality characteristics and

environmental factors, experience with adversity also plays a role in determining a

person's ability to rise above difficult events (Jacelon, 1997).

Others emphasize that the process ofresilience is dynamic in nature' As Tusaie & Dyer

(2004,p.6) suggest, "There is a dynamic interaction of pattems ofcoping responses,

personality characteristics, social support, and genetically determined biological

reactivity with an individual's appraisal ofa stimulus.. '"' A key problem in viewing

resilience using the trait perspective is it may lead people to believe that if they lack some

of the qualities ofresilient individuals they have little hope ofovercoming instances of

adversity in the p¡esent o¡ in the future (Luthar et al, 2000). Examples oftraits that are

believed to indicate resilient persons include above average intelligence, a positive

outlook (Jacelon, 1997), positive self-perception (Masten,2001), strong support networks

(Nettles et al., 2000), humor, creativity, and belief systems that provide meaning to life

(Tusaie & Dyer, 2004). Interestingly many of the characteristics ofresilient individuals

noted in the literature minor the protective factors for adversity. In a study conducted by

Jacelon (1997) these traits were demonstrated to be consistent in children, adolescents

and in adults who have faced significant adversity.

Some researchers point to an inconsistency in the way the terms resilience and

resiliency are used that adds confusion to the trait versus process debate. Luthar et al.

(2000) asserl that the torm resilience should be used exclusively to refer to the process of
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overcoming adversity, while resiliency should be reserved for describing particular

personality traits.

Nettles et al. (2000) identiff the role of extra-curricular activities as a means to

develop resilience in students at-risk. Their findings suggest that in some cases school,

sport, and church activities foster optimism, increase levels of competence and self-

efficacy, as well as provide opportunities to develop supportive relationships with peers

and adults outside of the family. Similarly, Crosnoe & Elder (2004) assert that close ties

with a supportive teacher may buffer against a lack of support experienced at home'

Moreover, support from a school teacher may promote confidence and improve coping

skills necessary to handle challenges in the classroom.

As demonstrated, the constructs resilience and adversity are closely related The

majority ofresearch literature on resilience reviewed for this study focused on

developmental issues for at-risk children. Unfortunately, little research surfaced on the

study of resilience in adults, which may have provided more applicable information with

regard to the study I have conducted. Nevertheless, I was able to trace some of the

historical and philosophical underpinnings of the construct ofresilience and gain a deeper

understanding of the process.

Adversity and Resilience in Sport

Brown et al. (2001) interviewed several elite amateur and professional Canadian

athletes who appeared to have found a \¡/ay to excel in sporl while maintaining a healthy

view ofselfand close ties to significant others. Furthermore these individuals made a

concerted effort to find meaning and fulfillment ìn sport and life. The key it seems was

the development of a perspective which comprised the elements of a strong multifaceted
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identity, a solid support system, clear values and a personal understanding ofwhat is

important in their life. A strong perspective r¡/as demonsftated to function as a buffer

against adversity in a variety ofways. For example, a broad definition of self was

demonstrated to protect a person f¡om over identifuing with any one aspect of the self In

the case ofelite athletes this may serve to prevent against intemalizing the athletic self

too strongly at the expense ofother aspects of the whole self. When events arise that pose

a th¡eat to the athlete identity, the person who has a well-balanced perception oftheir

whole self may be less affected than someone who identifies too strongly with the role of

athlete.

Other researchers looked to describe how certain protective factors contribute to

resilience in sport performance. It is suggested by Mummery, Schofield & Peny (2004,

[np]) that:

A combination ofpsychological rneasures relating to self-concept, social support
and coping skilts can successfully discriminate between those who perform well
initially; those who perfotm poorly initially and rebound to perform well, and

those who display initial poor performance and follow that with subsequent poor
performance.

The participants in the study by Mummery et al.were age level swimmers' The ¡esults

demonstrated a notable relationship between the presence ofprotective factors and the

likeliness a person may bounce back after a poor performance. Specifically, resilient

performers appear to possess high levels ofself-esteem and coping skills. Surprisingly

social suppofi did not contribute significantly to ¡esilience in performance. However, the

researchers point out that while resilient performers scored lower than the other groups

on perceived social support it is not the case that these individuals necessarily lacked

sufficient support. Considering the preponderance of¡esearch on I esilience that
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demonstrates social support to be central to the process of overcoming adversity, these

findings are surprising.

In another study researchers demonstrated that explanatory style influences

resilience in sport performance as well as success expectation and state anxiety.

Participants with an optimistic explanatory stf e routinely showed improvement after

sport failure while those individuals with a pessimistic style did not. Moreover the

pessimist group experienced a greater reduction in success expectation and an increase in

state anxiety following a poor performance compared to the optimist group. It appears

that explanatory style may also distinguish between resilient and non-resilient sport

performers.

Schinke & Jerome (2002) also discuss the influence ofexplanatory patterns on

resilience in performance. They offer a more complete description, however, of the

mechanisms of athlete's explanations regarding sport performance, such as locus of

control, stability, and pervasiveness. Furthermore they describe three techniques that can

be taught to athletes for developing resilience. First, the athletes are encouraged to

identifu potential sources of problems that ìncite unwanted thoughts and feelings' It is

believed that acknowledging and monitoring problematic thoughts brings the emotions

that typically follow under control. The next step is to challenge the validity and accuracy

ofnegative thoughts a person harbors and replace them with more optimistic ones. The

final step is to identify and prepare for worst-case scenarios, best-case scenarios, and

most-likely scenarios that may occur in sport, as well as to evaluate the likeliness ofeach

occurring.
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As evidenced in this section, there is a dearth ofresearch on adversity in sport'

The lack ofliterature on the constructs ofadversity and resilience in the context ofsport,

while prevalent in other fields ofstudy, provides additional reinforcement for carrying

out this study.

Method

Research Questíon

The research question that will guide this study is: How do elite athletes make sense

ofand move forward Íìom a critical ìncident ofsport related adversity? Participants were

asked to describe a particularly difficult experience they have experienced in sport. The

aim was to develop an understanding ofhow they have managed to work through the

experience and to describe the process.

A Case for Qualítative Research

Understanding and describing the process by which athletes have leamed to

navigate through difficult sport experiences and find meaning in them is at the heart of

the research question for this study. In keeping with the view that the research question

(Creswell, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and the purpose of the study (Patton,2002)

should inform decisions about methods and methodologies (Creswell, 1998), it would

appear that in this instance a qualitative approach is most appropriate. The case for the

use of a qualitative framework is made by first elucidating some of the core

characteristics ofthis particular style of inquiry, followed by a rationale to explain why it

represents a good fit for this study.

Qualitative research has been described as an interpretive, naturalistic, inductive,

process oriented mode of inquiry that helps to make sense ofphenomena based on the
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meanings people bring to them (Creswell, I 998). Strauss & Corbin (1998) add that the

purpose ofqualitative research is to discover concepts and relationships in raw data,

which serve as the basis for developing theory. Qualitative research is an umbrella term

that describes a philosophy ofinquiry as well as a method for collecting data' There are

many distinct traditions ofqualitative research (e.g., phenomenology, grounded theory,

ethnography, etc.) each with their own rich history and methodological nuances. The

specific method that was chosen for this investigation is covered in the next section.

Creswell (1998) suggested that there are several reasons and/or conditions that

indicate when a qualitative approach is appropriate. The first ofthese was mentioned

earlier, that is the nature ofthe research question should guide decisions pertaining to

methods. Inherent with the research question proposed for this study is an attempt to

understand how elite athletes make sense ofa specific kind ofexperience (i'e., sport

related adversity) and then to describe this process. The infomation that informs this

inquiry resides in the thoughts and feelings of the research participants and, as such,

requires a method that can access and illuminate that information' This information is not

readily observable. To access it we need to ask questions to people with direct experience

with the phenomena of interest. Therefore, what is required is a method that allows for

in-depth exploration ofpeoples' experience. Coincidentally, the need for an exploratory

method ofinvestigation that enables a detailed view of the phenomena represents two

more reasons for doing qualitative research as proposed by Creswell. In addition, the

inductive and process oriented nature ofqualitative research fits nicely with the aims of

this study which are to describe a process that is representative of, and grounded in, the

participants' experience with the phenomena ofsport related adversity.
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Why Grounded Theory

The principal advantage ofgrounded theory lies in its utility for generating a

model that is grounded in the everyday lives ofresearch participants (Creswell, 1998;

McCan¡ & Clark, 2003a; Piantanida, Tananis & Grubs,2004; Strauss & Corbin 1998).

The practicability ofgrounded theory is what makes the findings useful' Recall that one

of the goals of this study is to develop a theory to explain the process by which

participants make sense ofa particularly adverse experience. In fact, what distinguishes

grounded theory fiom most other qualitative frameworks is the focus on constructing

theory. The process ofgrounded theory goes beyond describing the sigrrificance and

meaning of events and experiences to suggest relationships among concepts, offer

explanations (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) and help guide action (Boychuk Duchscher &

Morgan, 2004). The prospect ofutilizing theory to inform practice and to provide useful

feedback to athletes, coaches, and other individuals involved with elite sport is also

mentioned as one of the aims of this study.

That the theory is grounded in the experiences of the participants is also ofvalue

and flows nicely with the objectives of this inquiry. A grounded theory refers to theory

that has been derived frorn interviews with the participants which form the basis for

building theory as opposed to making comparisons and drawing inferences Íïom pre-

existing theories or fi'om apriori assumptions. It is the participants' experience with

overcoming adversity that this study elucidates.

The contributions of Anselm Sttauss to the development of grounded theory offer

additional support for its application in this study. Among the beliefs that he wove into

the fabric of the grounded theory approach lvere that people take on active roles in
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response to challenging events, act on the basis of meaning, and that meaning is best

unde¡stood through interaction (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Each of the athletes chosen to

participate in this project has experienced a significant adverse incident in sport and has

managed to cóme through it in good health. How they were able to rise above the

challenge and find meaning in it is among the key questions this study sheds some light

on. Questions that seek to unearth the meaning of experience are well suited to research

methods that enable the investigator to tap into the thoughts, feelings and actions of the

participants (McCann & Clark,2003a; Strauss & Corbin, 1998), Furthermore, McCann &

Clark state that grounded theory methodology is built on the premise that people are

motivated to make sense of and provide order to their social world. Qualitative interviews

carried out within a grounded theory desigr provide the researcher with the kind of in-

depth look that can flesh out the meaning people attach to events and experiences.

A final advantage of grounded theory is the systematic nature of the process. The

steps and procedures of this methodology are well structured and as such assist the

researcher in organizing, conducting, and synthesizing large quantities of information that

surface in grounded theory research. In addition, it is suggested that the emphasis on

structure in this approach enhances rigor (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).

Data Collection

The primary source of data collection was two in-depth qualitative interviews

with three participants, modeled after the responsive intelview technique. This style of

interview is especially well suited when the goal is to understand and describe the

meanings people attach to experience. The responsive interview method calls for

openness and flexibility in its design whereby the analysis ofdata from each session
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guides the line ofquestioning and the direction ofsubsequent interviews. It is

acknowledged that each party has an influence on the process and product ofdata

collection. The goal ofin-depth qualitative interviewing, such as the responsive

technique, is to collaborativeþ explore and record the participant's experience of some

topìc ofinterest to the interviewer (Kvale, 1996; Rubin & Rubin, 2005). Essentially'

qualitative interviews are guided conversations (Rubin & Rubin, 2005). This approach

provides the researcher with a degree of flexibility and latitude to explore new concepts

and questions that ernerge in the course of the interview, which may enhance their

understanding of the participant's experience.

Interviews lasted between 30-60 minutes on average and were audiotaped on a

digital voice recorder. Following each interview the data was downloaded into a

computer and then transcribed verbatim for data analysis purposes. It was anticipated

that each participant would be interviewed 1 to 4 times and, in the end, two sessions were

sufficient. The exact number ofsessions is impossible to predict ahead of time because it

is not until after the data Íìom each ìnterview has been analyzed that the researcher will

know whether additional interviews are necessary. In fact, the suggestion that four

interviews are sufficient to capture the phenomena is equally difficult to predict with any

certainty. It is understood in advance that the number of interviews carried out may be

subject to change once the analysis ofdata commences.

Interviews took place in a rnutually agreed upon setting with preference given to a

location where the participant felt comfortable. The start time and dates for each

interview were determined jointly between the researcher and participant. The length of

time between successive interviews is also diffrcult to predict in advance because it is
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dependant on the researcher completing the anaiysis ofdata from the previous round of

interviews. This is necessary because it is the analysis ofdata that informs the direction

and focus ofsubsequent interviews. On average there was a th¡ee-month span between

the first and second interview. During the iniiial interview, participants were asked to

respond to the main research question outlined in the study. Topics for discussion for

subsequent interviews were formulated after the content from each interview had been

coded and analyzed.

The Process of Grounded Theo:

Before detailing the process of grounded theory, a briefhistory lesson is

warranted to highlight a critical tuming point in the evolution of this methodology. After

introducing grounded theory in 1967 the co-creators ofthis method, Bamey Glaser and

Anselm Strauss, came into conflict regarding the direction the methodology should move

in and, as such, severed their collaborative relationship. As a result, we now have two

streams ofgrounded theory design and application, each with its unique epistemologies

and properties (McCann & Clark,2003b). The Glaserian grounded theory approach

posits that theory must emerge from data directly, void of interpretation (Boychuk

Duchscher & Morgan, 2004). It stresses the strict adherence to a systematic set of

procedures for generating theory. Bamey Glaser came from a predominantly positivistic

research enviromnent, while studlng at Columbia University, and this setting strongly

contributed to his conceptions ofgrounded theory.

Anselm Strauss was schooled at the University ofChicago, a setting with a long

history ofdoing qualitative research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The Straussian method of

grounded theory is steeped in social constructivist philosophy (McCann & Clatk,2003b
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& c), which holds that each individual creates their reality as they interact with and

interpret the world they live ìn. Moreover a single and absolute reality does not exist "out

there" to fìnd (Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003). Rather each person constructs a view of

reality that is his o¡ her own. As Ludwig Binswanger puts it, " There is not one space and

time only, but as many spaces and times as there are subjects" (Yalom, 1980, p. 17).

Generating useful knowledge is the goal ofgrounded theory as opposed to uncovering

truth (Arurels, 1996, cited in Brown, 2001,p. 14). Strauss's model ofgrounded theory

posits that theory should emerge from interplay between the researcher and the data. The

Straussian approach places emphasis on interpreting the participant's experience. This

method also acknowledges the subjective nature ofsocial science research and attempts

to account for the biases and assumptions the researcher brings into the investigation. It

becomes paramount then that the researcher engages in a process to identifl and flush out

any thoughts, beliefs, or feelings they may have in relation to the phenomena, as these

may restrict their ability to be objective and influence the final product. On that note, we

will now describe the process by which the researcher accounts for his or herselfin

grounded theory research.

Unpøcking my conceptual baggage

There may be some potential baggage the researcher brings into the research

arena. That is the values, beliefs, attitudes and experiences of the researcher may

influence the way in which the data are understood and perceived if left unchecked.

Rathe¡ than assuming these factors will not have an effect, it is important for the

researcher to make explicit some of the feelings and ideas they have about the topic they

are studlng. Moreove¡ because grounded theory involves the researcher in constructing
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the concepts and categories that will come to tepresent the participant's experience, steps

must be taken to ensure that their interpretations are accurate and grounded in data.

I was a fairly successful athlete myself and have personal experience with failure

and struggle in sport. I have also been exposed to instances of elite athletes itruggling to

cope and work through difficult sport related experiences, through my work as a sport

psychology intem, through dialogue with colleagues and mentors, and as a fan ofsport in

general. To think that I do not have some pretty strong thoughts about how it is elite

athletes manage to make sense ofadverse experiences is un¡ealistic. I certainly do not

claim to have all the answers, but I do have some ideas and these need to be accounted

for and recognized, Rather than deny the existence ofpreconceived beliefs, feelings,

attitudes, and values I have about adversity, and the process of finding meaning in it,

grounded theory research acknowledges the researcher's history with the phenomena

under study and weaves it into the design. It provides the researcher with a reference

point when analyzing data to help distinguish between concepts that emerge fiom the

data versus concepts that we think have been informed by the data, but are actually

derived fiom our own experience.

Bracketíng

Bracketing is a process that qualitative researchers engage in to identify

presuppositions they may have about the phenomena under investigation, prior to data

collection and analysis (Ahem, 1999; Ashworth, 1999; Gearing,2004). The source ofour

assumptions rnay be extemal (e.g., history, context, class, etc') or intemal (e.g.,

experience, values, knowledge, scientific orientation, etc.). The researcher's task is to

reflect on their beliefs, values, attitudes and experience with the topic under study in an
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attempt to locate and bring to light any conceptual baggage (Kirby & McKema, 1989)

they may be harboring which might obscure or influence their understanding of the

phenomena.

LeVasseur (2003) provided a useful analogy to describe the purpose and the value

ofbracketing. Imagine an object that you have come across before; the example used in

the article is that ofa bird. Our ability to generate new ideas and understandings about

this object may be obstructed by our assumptions of, and experience with it. It may be

difficult to see past what is already known and understood about the object and, as a

result, we are closed offto new conceptions and possibilities ofwhat it could be, or

mean. In the same way, our preconceived ideas, beliefs, and experience with the topic we

are inquiring about may cloud our ability to stay open and true to the data that emerges.

To address this problem, I kept an audiotaped journal to record my thoughts and

impressions about adversity, and the ways in which people work through and overcome

it. In addition I made detailed memo notes during the transcription and analysis ofdata to

raise questions and to stimulate different ways of looking at what was in front of me. In

this way I have tried to account for my personal experiences with instances of sport

related setback and challenge as well as the influence ofresearch literature on my view of

adversity.

The Circular Nature of Data Colleclion and Analysis

One of the more distinguishing characteristics ofgtounded theory is the circular

relationship between data collection and analysis. Following the initial interview session

and aÍÌer the data has been transcribed the researcher beg;rns analysis looking to identify

concepts and categories that appear to be significant and which may contribute towards
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understanding what is going on. This process is referred to as conceptual ordering. The

information that emerges from data analysis guides subsequent data collection efforts.

That is, the goal ofensuing interviews is to test the accuracy of the categories and to

illuminate the properties and dimensions ofthem in greater detail. The process continues

until all categories are thoroughly developed.

Once I had identified what I felt were the key themes in each participants' data I

met with them to discuss what I had come up with. I shared with each person what the

categories were, how I had come up with them, and what each represents. Through these

discussions the participants were afforded the opportunity to clarifu, change or omit

elements ofmy interpretations oftheir experience where it did not fit or it was lacking.

Having a mechanism in place for the participants to check the accuracy of the

¡esearcher's claims helps to validate the categories. Moreover it provides the participant a

layer ofprotection against misrepresentation or fiom the researcher taking too much

liberty with the data.

Conceptual Orderíng

Conceptual ordering refers to the systematic process of identifuing and classifling

data into concepts and categories and then developing these further to reveal their unique

properties and dimensions. The aim is to describe what the cha¡acteristics ofeach

category are and are not, as well as to illuminate the range ofvariation within and

between categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1 998). For example the properties of an apple may

be established by color and taste. Apples range in color from dark red to green and in

taste from very sweet to very bitter depending on what kind ofapple one is referring to.

Classifuing an apple based on its propeÍies and dimensions provides a composite picture
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ofwhat fits in the range ofpossibilities conceming an apple and what lies outside. The

same logic applies to classiffìng aspects of the participant's experience. Clearly

established and well-defined categories are the pre-cursor to developing a quality theory

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). A grounded theory is established by demonstrating statements

ofrelationships among categories to explain "who, what, when, where, why, how, and

with what consequences an event occurs" (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Conceptual ordering

is accomplished through use of three distinct coding procedures inherent to grounded

theory research.

Concepts and Categories

Concepts refer to events, happenings and objects that share certain properties.

Because concepts consist of like properties they can be grouped under broader headings

or categories. This is a particularly useful way to manage and pare down large quantities

of information into smaller blocks while still preserving the defining qualities ofeach

concept. It thus follows that categories are comprised ofconcepts that have been

identified as potentially significant to the participants. Well-developed categories provide

a measure of explanation as to "what it is going on", i.e., they represent and describe

specific phenomena (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Categories are further divided into sub-

categorìes, which describe the conditions and circumstances in which a category occurs.

The properties and dimensions of the categories and sub-categories I have

identified are described in detail. A summary ofeach is included in the storyline and

represented visually through a series offigures. The boxes in the figures represent the

properties ofeach sub-category as they relate to the main category they inform. The

range of variability between categories is represented on either side of the figure. For
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example, the main category "Striking the core" is comprised of the sub-categories

"Support system audit " and "Depersonalization and "fts"-personalization ". The

properties of the latter sub-category are laid out in a top down manner while the

dimensions are represented across each property. In this case variability is accounted for

by describing how the selfis lost and how it is regained. The same organizing principles

apply to each of the figures in the study that represent key sub-categories.

Theoretical Sampling

Theoretical sampling is another tool that grounded theory researchers can use to

identifu and develop properties and dimensions among categories. It involves the

researcher looking to sources outside ofthe researcher-participant context to provide a

means for comparing emergent themes, concepts and categories in the data. The

investigator may look to research literature on the topic they are studying or perhaps talk

to people in a different setting who have some experience with the phenomena. It is

important to note that information obtained from altemative sources is merely meant to

provide the researcher with a different way to look at the data that is surfacing in the

study. They are not a source for generating new data, only new ideas that may assist in

understanding the phenomena more completely. That is, the information may stimulate

new ways to think about and compare the categories that are being developed.

Coding

Open coding is the first ofthree coding procedures in grounded theory. As the

name suggests the aim is to "open up" and disassemble the data into units that can be

described along properties and dimensions. Similarities among concepts enable them to

be grouped into categories where they are developed fuilher in axial coding, another of
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the coding techniques. Open coding highlights another central feature of grounded theory

research, and that is constant comparison ofdata. Throughout the process ofgenerating

grounded theory the data are subject to intense scrutiny by the researcher who compares

themes, concepts and ideas that emerge from the data to identifu and refine categories.

This requires the researcher to immerse him or herself into the data in order to detect

subtle nuances that may contribute towards new or deeper understandings.

In axial coding the goal is to continue developing categories, but also to relate

categories to one another. Whereas data was disassembled in open coding, it is now

reassembled to demonstrate the ways in which categories and sub-categories are linked.

Part ofthis process is identifring the conditions under which the category occurs, as well

as the process by which the participants react to the category. Strauss & Corbin (1998)

provide a framework that can be applied to the data to uncover these themes. Recall that

categories represent phenomena. Essentially the researcher compares the data to try and

identifu the conditions or circumstances in which the category occurs, the response ofthe

participants when those circumstances arise and finally, the consequences of their

response. Collectively the answers to these questions describe the structure and process

ofeach category which is a leap forward in terms ofunderstanding what the properties

and dimensions ofthe categories are as well as how the categories are similar and

different. Ideally at some time during axial coding a point ofsaturation will be reached.

That is, no new information emerges that would contribute further to the development

and understanding of each category.

Reaching saturation is another consideration that is largely left to the discretion of

the researcher. The question "how did you know you had reached a point of saturation" is
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an important one to address. In this study key themes and categories were identified

following analysis of the first set of interviews. This information was taken back to the

participants for the purpose of clarifying, modifying or omitting themes that did not

represent their experience justly. This process left me with a clearer picture of the

categories and sub-categories as well as how they should be represented. At this point I

set out to further develop the categories, which was the emphasis ofthe second interview.

Participants were asked to expand on or comment further about some aspect of their

experience that was now being represented in a category. Once the second interviews

were complete I had sufficient information to fill out the categories and describe the

process, which is the idea ofsaturation.

Selective coding refers to the process ofputting together and refining the theory.

The fìrst step is to decide upon a central or core category. The core category is to be

representative ofall other categories that have been developed, and should provide a clear

sense ofwhat the findings are about. In addition Strauss & Corbin (1998) assert that this

rnain category must appear in the data often, it must be logical and consistent, and it

should also account for variations in the data. Once this category has been identified the

researcher prepares a storyline for the purpose ofrelating each category to the co¡e and

therefore bringing the data from the level of abstract description and conceptualization to

theory.

Sampling

Puryoseful, criterion sample

Research participants were purposefully selected based on the criterion sampling

technique. According to Patton (2002):
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The logic and power of purposeful sampling lie in selecting information-rich
cases for study in-depth. Information-rich cases are those from which one can
learn a great deal about issues ofcentral importance to the purpose of the inquiry

Cr. 230).

ln some ways this approach is the antithesis of the aims of random sampling. Random

samples are generated to remove the possibility of selection bias and to generalize

fìndings to a broader population. Conversely, purposive sampling targets individuals who

have specific experience related to the aims of the study, and the goal is to comprehend

and illuminate not generalize the participant's experience (Patton,2002).

With criterion sampling, participants must meet certain standards or conditions

for inclusion. Participants in this type of sample have been selected because they are

exemplars. The criterions, which are established prior to sampling, should fall in line with

the puryose ofthe srudy. Critical incidents can be used as a means for establishing what

the criteria need be (Patton, 2002).

Participant crítería

First and foremost the participant must have direct experience with the

phenomena ofinterest. In this case that would mean having experienced some instance of

challenge, setback, struggle, or difficulty in their sport that had a profound effect on

them. That is the incident may have posed a threat to their continued participation in

sport, to their athletic identity, to their enjoyment ofsport, and/or to their overall sense of

happiness and contentment. Moreover, the precipitating event may have caused some

confusion and dissonance within the person because ofbeing confronted with

information that runs counter to core beliefs and assumptions about the world as they
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k¡ow it. For example the beliefthat the world is supposed to be fair, or that bad things

only happen to bad people, etc.

Examples of sport related incidents that may present such problems include

serious injuries, immense pressure to perform, role reduction, getting cut from a team, a

devastating performance and/or result, and dealing with the sacrifices that are necessary

to be an elite athlete. Please note this list is not meant to be conclusive. There may be

additional events or experiences athletes are faced with that meet the criteria for

inclusion. What matters most is how the individual perceived the event. If it is believed

that some other sport related event not mentioned in this section posed a significant

challenge or problem for an athlete and their attempt to make sense ofit and move

forward was successful, then they would have been considered for participation in this

study.

The ability of the participants to articulate their experience with adversity clearly

and intelligibly is an important consideration as well. I was aware ofa few people in

advance who I felt would make exceptional parlicipants because ofwhat they have been

through and because I was confident that they could communicate their story well. One

ofthesé individuals I know personally, while the other I have leamed about fiom

colleagues who have had direct experience working alongside the person, or know of

other professionals who have. Both people agreed to participate in the study.

Locat ing and acce s sing parlicìpont s

In this study the choice of whom to interview and why boiled down to

convenience and accessibility. This being my first foray into qualitative interviewing I

felt it would be important to conduct in-person interviews as much as possible to aid in
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the development of a working relationship and to get a feel for the more subtle kinds of

information such as non-verbal communication that is absent in telephone or e-mail

interviews. Non-verbal information further contributes towards understanding the

participant's experience more clearly and accurately. Furthermore I am mo¡e comfortable

working with people one-on-one and in person through my work consulting \ryith athletes,

and this factored into my decision as well. These ideas, combined with fact that I lacked

the time and funds to travel very far outside the city, limited the pool of potential

participants I could recruit. In the end I wanted people I had ready access to, who were

referred to me by respected colleagues, who fit the criteria I was looking for and who

were willing and able to share their story. For those reasons I chose participants in

Winnipeg. An argument could be made that I chose participants from a relatively small

pool. However my counter argument is that there is no guarantee I could have found

better participants elsewhere, particularly since all three participants I recruited were very

gracious and open about sharing their story with me. FuÍhermore each person articulated

their experience in great detail, which is precisely what the researcher is looking for.

As mentioned I called upon a few close colleagues to help identiff potential

participants for the study. Calling on others who may have access to people or

information about potential participants is consistent with the purposive criterion

sampling technique, which is the approach that I used to inform participant selection

decisions. Moreover it provided me an element ofcont¡ol I felt would be necessary to

ensure the participants would be reliable, open, and at ease discussing a very personal

challenge they have been through. Researchers Chiang, Keatinge, & Willìams (2001)

suggest that in grounded theory research, control over the composition ofthe sample is
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essential because the researcher needs to ensure the participants meet the criteria they are

looking for and that they are willing and capable ofcontributing to the project as it has

been outlined. Because I had informed each of my colleagues about what I was looking

for and because I trust their judgment, I had total confidence that the people they

suggested would be a good fìt for what I was trying to do.

The participants were contacted initially by phone and tll'ough e-mail. Each

person was given a letter (Appendix A) that contained information about the purpose of

the study and the nature of their involvement, as well as a consent form (Appendix B)

that provided detail about how the interview material will be used and protected. Signed

consent was received from all three participants prior to their participation. The

pseudonyms A, B, and C were used to protect the identity ofeach participant and an

effort was made to omit rnaterial that could potentially identify each individual. For

example references made to the sport they are involved with, f iends and family names,

etc. has been altered.

Sample size

It should be noted there are no concrete guidelines for sample size in qualitative

research. Essentially, the choice is left to the researcher who takes into consideration

what they feel are a useful and credible number ofparticipants based on the purpose of

the study, and available time and resources (Patton,2002). I interviewed th¡ee

participants in the study. I leamed through my literature review that the number three has

the advantage ofbeing readily triangulated across participants, which has been shown to

improve the accuracy and depth and quality ofthe data, in qualitative research (Begley,
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1996). Furthermore seeking out multiple perspectives can be an effective means for

verifying the consistency of the findings (Patton, 2002).

It is important to remember that the goal of purposeful sampling is in-depth

description and understanding and not represèntativeness to broader populations. The

number ofcases is less important than the quality ofeach case. Furthermore, openness

and flexibility in design are defining characteristics of the grounded theory approach

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Therefo¡e if information had emerged during analysis that

warranted being looked at through a different lens or from a different perspective, which

might contribute to a deeper understanding of the phenomena or if a parlicipant resigned I

would have looked to add another participant to contribute to the study.

An additional consideration is time and human resources, specifically with regard

to managing large quantities ofdata. Three cases produced a significant amount ofdata to

be transcribed and coded and, as a result, required a considerable amount of time and

energy. A sample size ofthree, while demanding and time intensive, is still acceptable

and manageable for the purpose of this project. More participants would mean either

investing more time and energy, which may be difficult, or sacrificing depth of

understanding and therefore the quality of the findings.

Validity Issues

There are a variety ofmeans by which to establish validity ofresults in a

qualitative study. For example researchers may look to verifu whether results are

credible, reliable, and trustworthy. Essentially the purpose of confirming validity in

qualitative inquiry is to answer the question: "Are the interpretations ofthe findings

accurate and representative of the subject's experience"? Establishing validity in
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qualitative research requires that the criteria for making judgrnents about quality and

credibility be made explicit (Patton, 2002).

Straussian grounded theory is shaped by social constructivist philosophy, which

posits that truth and reality are socially constructed. An absoiute, single reality does not

exist "out there" to find (Lomborg & Kirkevold, 2003). Rather each person creates their

perception of reality through interaction and experience in the social world. Moreover,

validity in qualitative research is thought to refer to knowledge as a construction of

reality, not a mirror (Kvale, 1996). From this perspective, claims about validity are

mostly concemed with whether the researcher's interpretations are congruent with the

participant's experience ofthe topic being studied. As Kvale (1996) puts it, the issue is

one of whether the results represent knowledge claims that are defensible as opposed to

absolute.

With this in mind the question that follows is: "What steps have been taken to

build towards establishing congruency"? This question refers to some of the more

practical issues for verifying results of the study such as, is the method a good fit for the

research aims? Furthermore, has there been an attempt to account for researcher effects

that may contaminate the findings? Have multiple data sources been considered? Finally,

have the findings been checked for accuracy? Each ofthese concems has been accounted

for in the present study. A description as to how follows.

Methodological Fit

The aim ofthis study is to illuminate how elite athletes find meaning in adversity.

A key assumption ofthe Straussian grounded theory method is that people take on active

roles in response to challenging events that they act on the basis ofmeaning, and that
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meaning is best understood tkough interaction (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). A grounded

theory approach is useful for getting at questions conceming the meanings of experience.

Furthermore qualitative intervierrs provide the researcher with an effective means to

access the thoughts and feelings of the participants, which hold the key to urìderstanding

and being able to describe their experience with adversity in sport.

Another reason why grounded theory is an appropriate method for this study lies

in the systematic nature ofthe process. The principles and procedures ofthe grounded

theory approach are well defined and structured. While it is inaccurate to state that the

procedures follow a step-by-step format, a general sequence is provided. However,

flexibility is allowed in the way the steps are followed. The researche¡ can go back and

forth between procedures as often as is necessary to develop categories more thoroughly.

The systematic nature ofgenerating a gtounded theory is thought to contribute to rigor,

which is noted as a means for establishing credibility in qualitative research (Patton,

2002).

Reseørcher Efects

The researcher in qualitative inquiry plans and carries out the interviews-- which

are the primary source of data collection-and analyzes them as well. Steps should be

taken therefore to identifu and rnake explicit the thoughts, beliefs, and experiences which

the ¡esearcher holds conceming the topic ofinterest. Ahem (1999) describes bracketing

as a means for confirming the validity of the research design and the results of the study.

This process is thought to account for the researcher by making explicit the conceptual

baggage they carry with them into the investigation and that doing so contributes to the

credibility of the findings.
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Accuracy of Claíms

There are efforts to assess and verifu the accuracy and credibility offindings built

into the process of grounded theory research. They do not exist as separate steps. Rather,

the data is confirmed in an ongoing basis through actions such as the constant

comparative technique, member checks, and through theoretical sampling. Researchers

suggest that the constant comparative method is designed to ensure credibility, and

trustworthiness ofthe findings in grounded theory research (Lomborg & Kirkevold,

2003). Emergent themes and concepts are checked for accuracy and further developed

through subsequent interviews and by immersing oneself in the data. In essence the

concepts are retumed to the expert on the subject (i.e., the participants) to gauge and

confirm whether or not they indeed represent what the person has experienced. Ifthey do,

then the goal becomes to illuminate them more completely. If they do not, then they are

modified or discarded altogether. This sequence is ongoing throughout the duration of the

study. Knowledge is created through an ongoing dialogue between participant and

researcher. Essentially the research participants provide experiential knowledge; the

researcher interprets this information and sends it back to the participant for further

clarification and conceptualization.

Multiple Data Sources

Triangulation between sources is another quality control check that has been

employed in this study to gauge whether the findings al€ accurate and credible.

Triangulation is a valuable tool used for comparing and contrasting emergent themes and

categories across different perspectives as well as for developing a deeper understanding

of the participants' experience with the phenomena (Begley, 1996). Obtaining data fiom
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a few different respondents on multiple occasions enables the researcher to check for

consistency in the interpretations they have arrived at as well as to explore altemative

explanations for events (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). Triangulation is one ofthe ways in

which congruence of findings are established in qualitative research.

What's ln the Data

The participants describe a process for getting tkough sport related adversity that

begins from the initial reaction offinding out the situation is serious, through to a point

where they have found meaning in the experience and achieved a sense ofclosure. The

language used by the participants' supports the claim that indeed it is a process they are

illuminating. Webster's (2004) defines "process" as a series ofactions or operations

marked by gradual changes that lead towards a particular result o¡ end. The people

interviewed make reference to different stages and phases along the way to getting

through the experience. Phrases such as "at that point", or "initially... and then" suggest

the process is marked by different transitions and that there is a sense of temporal

sequencing, but which is not in a linear, step-by-step manner. People go back and forth

within and between categories and sub-categories as they move through the experience.

Furthermore, the length of time it took for the participants to reach certain points on the

joumey was different from person to person.

Moreover while each person expressed that they had indeed "got through" the

experience, that is not to say they "got over" it. Significant personal challenges lìke the

ones these people have been through are bound to stay with you in some way. What

matte¡ed in the end is that each person found a way to accept any romaining uncertainty

or unresolved feelings and move forward in their lives. Here then is my interpretation of
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the participant's process as informed by the data. What follows is a detailed analysis of

that process.

Adversity Biographies

Participant "A'" has been a member ofa Canadian National team since 1998 and is

a World and Olympic champion. In Fall of 2004 while training for the upcoming season,

this athlete suffered a freak concussion after colliding with another player. It was the first

concussion, and first serious injury this athlete had faced in sport to that point. The

symptoms, which were quite pronounced, prevented this athlete from engaging in any

physical activity ofeven moderate intensity and lingered for several months before they

began to subside. At this point participant "4" resumed sport and continues to compete

for the national team at the time of completing this study.

Participant "8" has been a member ofa Canadian Nationat team since 1997 and

has competed intemationally in sport as an amateur and professional. This athlete was

diagnosed with an arterial blockage in the lower leg, which caused intense pain and

limited this person from training at a level of intensity necessary to compete at the elite

level. Complicating matters for participant "8" was that the condition-while common to

this athlete's sport-was rather unknown to doctors and other sport scientists here in

Canada. As a result participant "B" endured through multiple misdiagnosis over a period

ofseveral months while traveling across Canada in search for an answer to explain what

was happening. Once the problem had been properly diagnosed surgery followed to

correct the condition. Participant "B" retumed to competitive sport in spring 2006

without complications.
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Participant "C" competed at the provincial, national and intemational levels for

twenty-four years prior to retiring from competition in 2002. The opportunity to represent

Canada at the Pan-American Games in Wiruripeg in 1998 was the highlight of this

athlete's career. In preparation for the Olympic trials in 2000, a routine drug test came

back positive for the steroid agent nandrolone, which resulted in an automatic two-year

suspension, which was subsequently raised to four years ending any hope of competing at

the 2000 Olympic Games. For the next two and a half years this athlete fought to have the

suspension overtumed and their name cleared. In 2002 a review board overtumed the

suspension and gtanted participant "C" full reinstatement. This athlete, whom had

planned to retire after the 2000 Olympics before the incident occuned, did so shortly

after the decision was rendered and has not refumed to serious competition.
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Life Intem:pted

The process of getting through a signifìcant sport related challenge begins when

something unexpected happens (e.g., an injury) that disrupts the normal flow and routine

of life as an elite athlete. As a result the first transition the athlete must work through is

the initial shock ofwhat is transpiring. Because the experience is novel and far reaching,

it can be quite overwhelming to comprehend and accept initially:

C: Ifelt as lhough there was a rock in my stomach. I don't know how to describe

it but ít wasjust awful. I've never been through anythíng like that in my life. It

was awful. It was really bad.

Denial, downplay, and even self blame were strategies used to make sense ofwhat was

happening early on before the full ramifications of what they are dealing with were

known:

B: I had been to the Commonwealth Games ín 2002 and so the Olympics were the

next step. So in traíníng-- infall 2003-- thíngs were goirxg greaL I was going

faster than I'd ever gone before, I was stronger than I'd ever been beþre, so the

Olympícs were looking greal. And then I startedfeeling this liltle twinge in my left

leg... And I chalked it up 1o one of those "overuse" things. That it's just weaker so

I'vejusl got to make it stronger, or get more massages, or stretch harder, stretch

Ionger -- tlrcse sorts of things.

1 (inÍerviewer): So your thínking it's not a big deal?

B: No it's not a big deal and so I just kept working at it and kept pushíng it away,

pushing it aside... I wouldjust lose power all ofa sudden. And so we kept going, I

kept phtgging away. I went to thefirst Olympic qualifiers in Moscow, Russia and l
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didn't qualify, and it was really tough. And I stillfelt this pøín in my left leg but I

still didn't think anything of it. I just thought, "I suck, what's going on"? I was

really struggling,eith the fact my perþrmance was decreasíng but there was no

real explanation. I didn't know why, but at the same time I am thinking "It's

something that I'm just doing wrong". I was blami.ng myself mostly and that was

really tough.

Denial and downplay soon give way to the realization this experience may be more of a

challenge than first thought:

A: Inilially I dídn't think it was a big deøl when Ifirst got hit. I remember thinking

my jaw just hurts but i.t's not a big deal and then througlxout the next week, and a

couple of weeks after, I realized it was a little more serious than I had initially

thought. So I think when it started to sink in that ntaybe this wai going to take a

heck of a lot more tíme than I tlrought initially I was jttst hugely disappoínted and

sad.

Complicating matters for the athlete early on is that they may only have partial

a\rareness of the full implications of what they are going through:

I: What wss the hardest part early on?

B: Not knowing. Not htowing and meanwhile the harder I went the slower I got-

that's tough.

It was difficult to make sense of what they were going through, and what it all means,

without more knowledge of the situation. The lack ofawareness invokes strong feelings

ofuncertainty, frustration, and disappointment, which the following participant indicated

was the hardest part to deal with in the beginning:
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A: I think the hardest part was probably at the very beginning where youjust

suddenly realíze I wasn't going to be okay in just a day or two... so I thínk the

hardest partþr me wos just the initial tíme f'ane of being sort offrustrated and

' 
uncertaìn because it probably took me a couple to a few weelts to get to the poitlt

where I was accepting and being like, "Okay, Ijust need to relax and let myself

rest and heal and recover, ønd do all ofthose thìngs " ... So that was the hardest

partfor me was thefear of not lonwing how bad it was or if it was minor.

One athlete admits their initial frustration from not knowing more about the situation

turned to anger and resentment towards sport:

C: Andfor me I was jttsl so angry and bitter at my sport and evenjust sport in

general. I wssjust so frustrated...I can't descríbe how Ifelt because il was so

bad. I've never cried so much.

Another describes the difficulty of giving in to the idea that the situation is beyond their

control, There is a sense ofhelplessness to alter the course ofevents in the beginning:

I: How would you describe the initial period before you knew what was going on?

B: Ajourney. And I sayjourney because you don't have an ultimate destination.

You'rejust kind of going through evety day, every challenge and meeting ít and

you don't lonw where it's taking you. I would also say adventure... Adventure in

the sense thøt there are ups and downs when yott don't know [what's happening

to youl , and there are nnny valleys.

Allowing themselves to feel and honestly express whatever emotions came up,

though oíìen painful is described as a natural part of the process:

I: htitially, how did you deal with the emotions you werefeeling?
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C: I cried lots. I wasn't eating. I was just trying tofrgure out what has happened.

I had no clue and was just always crying. I didn't want to go out. I dídn't want to

go to work.

I: Obviòusly then though, you allowed yourselftofeel, you know. I mean ifyou

.felt like crying, you cried.

C: Yeah, and I cried a lot.

According to the athletes, masking how they felt and looking too far ahead only created

problems and slowed down progress. Honest self-expression and avoiding the temptation

to repress emotions that came up helped this athlete:

I: Initially, before you knew full well what your condition was how did you deal

with the entolions you werefeeling?

B: Byjust takíng Ìt day-by-day because I didn't know what I u,as dealing wíth and

as such you couldn't look toofar down llrc road...you were looking ín the monrcnt

when you were dealing with it. I also realized tltat il's ímportant to go tllrough the

emotions. So wlrcn I was sad or if I was frusn'ated by things I wouldn't try to

repress those feelings because it's important to go through those emotíons...I

knew that I would have lots of emotions sort of brimming at the surface.

I: But that was okay. That was part ofyour process?

B: That was okay yeah, oh defnitely. And it's so important to realìze that ít ís part

of the process.

I: You didn'tfight it
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B: You can'tfight it. If youfight it that's when things go wrong. That's when you

don't let yourselfjwt go through the emotíons, you don't let yoursefjustfeel hovt)

you do, ønd I think that's just part of dealíng with situations like this.

I: Almost like to do thai, you'd be getting ín the way ofyour process?

B: Completely. And it wíll prolong it, ntaking ít a longer process.

Once the initial shock and frustration has been processed the focus shifts fiom a sense of

"what is going on" to "what can I do to move forward". This shift marked the end of the

first stage of the process for this athlete:

A: I think definitely the hardest part was the initíal stage offrustratíon probably

beþre I got to a poínt where I said, "Okay, lets turn it around and make the best

of the situatìon" .

Another athlete also makes reference to the transition f¡om the initial stage to a new one.

Having dealt with the initial loss ofsport, the athlete began to look at the situation as an

opportunity to engage in activities that were irnpracticable while immersed in elite sport:

B: I thinkfor me there were two dffirent phases. Thefirst phase was, I didn't do

anything. Again in the process in ternts of dealing with the sense of loss, I hadjust

lost a huge part of what I do in my lífe. And a lot of the tínte you deal with it ín a

way that you almost make iî worse by not doing the things you love. I deJìnitely

went through that phase where I wasn't exploríng the things that nake mefeel

happy and that I love. Then, after I got out ofthat phase ønd Ijust said "No, what

am I doing, I'm making myself more miserable", I started exploring sonte

wonderful thíngs. I ntean they were things that you don't get ro do as an elíte

athlete because your so tunnel focused on the one goal u,hereas now I'm gettíng
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to explore so many different aspects of life, and aspects of myself I was never able

to explore like being creative, andjust doing so many different thitxgs.

Before the following athlete tumed things around, feelings ofguilt, frustration and

loss ofpurpose prevented this participant ÍÌom feelingjoy and embracing possibilities

besides sport:

I: Just to add to that then, why did youfeel in thefirst phase Íhat you didn't want

to do anything?

B: It was during phase one where I didn't htow what I was dealing with. So in

some ways that can be tough because you don't htow, you're so frustrated that

it's kind of like you're punishing yourself ìn a way.

I: Almost like I should be competing and,

B: Yeah, I should be doing all this but I can't.

I: And ifI cøn't do that I'nt not doing anything else.

B: Yeah and I'm not going to call anyone, or do any other things that make me

h,PPY'

I: Almost like youfelt guìlty?

B: Yeah. And that happens a lot I find when we're ttying tofind explanations for

things and either when we'refeeling sad, or we feel as though we've done

something wrong, or somethíng not right we'll almost punish ourselves more and

more, as though we shottldfeel guilty of something.

A shift in focus frorn ',vhat you camot do, to what you can helped participant "C" to

regain some control of the situation. This athlete learned quickly there are a lot ofthings

they can do and need to do to in order to move forward:
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C: lle were thinking "llell how are we going to deal with this, what's our next

step" and you kttow we had to look at who we can talk to, places we can go to,

things we can do and so... Ijust had to sit down and thinkwhat was the next thing

to do.

As bleak as things seemed in the early going there was a beliefthat things will be alright

regardless of the outcome:

I: When did you htow you were going to be okay?

B: Front the beginning...

I: So despite all the doubts, deep down...

B: Deep down I knew.

I: How díd you know?

B: Because I have confidence in lhat I can tackle anythíng. There's a strength

there that's just, I don't htow ít's hard to articulate but Ifeel it... Ijust thínk that

the environment you grow up ín is a big part of ìt. And also knou¡ing that my

parents would always be there ís huge.

Early access to people and information that can help make sense ofthe situation coupled

with a beliefin their ability to endure setbacks reduced anxiety and helped the athletes

move forward as participant "4" explains:

A: I don't think I'm a pet'son that dwells too much on any negative tltoughts so I

always felt I was going to get healthy... &rre right now [tlten] I wasn'tfeeling

quíte myself, or quite as energetic but I always felt I would still be hwnan. So the

only doubt was whether or not I would play [sport] again. So it wasjust conting

Ío terms with that and being okay. But Ifeel that phase was vety short. There
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were lots of doctors and people who htew something and pretty quickly they were

able to say you're goíng to befine. So Ifeel that was a really mínimal stage

becøuse I had access to people ríght away and so there was never any panic or

anythíng. I mean yeah I was upset but I neverfelt as though my life or ànything in

terms of my life skills v)as at rísk. So I didn't lçtow how it was goíng to go take but

doctors were so reassuring that "You're going to befine, completely, it'sjust that

we can't tell you how long". So it wasjust the uncertainty of knowing how long as

opposed to ífI was going to be okay.

I: Right. You believed you would.

A: Yeah. I really htew that I would.

Having only partial awareness can erode the beliefone has in their ability to overcome

the challenge in fiont olthem:

C: I didn'tfeel real confident at the beginning when all of thís happened. I knew

of my ínnocence because I did not take steroids but I didn't knou, how to explain it

until we storted to get the informalion.

I: You don't lcnow what you're up against yet.

C: Yeah and somelimes people would come ask me to come out and speak and

there definitely was none of the confdence then because I would be thinking "Do

they want me to come and talk" do yott know what I mean? So I did feel negative

to a certaín extent even though I was conJìdent I had nothing to hide but yet

because this still happened to me, and I dìdn't have any answers and I dídn't

lonw what was going on I wasn't feelíng too confident.
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To summarize, the athletes described the initial period of "Life Intemrpted" as the

first stage in the process oftransition through sport related adversity. The initial reaction

is one ofshock and confusion. Denial and downplay are temporarily effective shategies

for dealing with these feelings. However, as the athlete leams the situation is more

serious than first thought strong feelings of frustration, helplessness and disappointment

emerge. These and other feelings such as guilt, anger, and loss ofpurpose came to the

surface as the athletes began to acknowledge and come to terms with the fact they are

unable to --at least temporarily-- continue participating in their chosen sport, and by

extension retum life to normal.

Contributing to the strong emotional reaction early on is the fact the athlete may

only have partial awareness ofwhat has happened, what the implications are, and what, if

anfhing, they can do to change things for the better. Leaming more about the situation

reduces anxiety brought on by the uncertainty ofwhat they are dealing with. Honest self-

expression (i.e., feeling and expressing whatever emotion comes up) leads to acceptance,

which enabled the athletes to shifì their focus Íiom ruminating about the situation to

taking action to change it. A comparison can be made to the process ofgrieving. Once the

athlete comes to terms with the initial loss of sport they are more likely to feel ready to

move forward and commit to tuming the experience around. Continual denial and

repression only compound the problem and get in the way ofprogress. The shift in the

athlete fiom feelings of frustration and helplessness to a commitment to tuming things

around is empowering. It helped the athletes interviewed to regain some semblance of

control over the situation, which until then, was perceived as being largely beyond their

control to change.
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Fizure 2.

Facilitatesprogress: 

@ ïeven"prosress:

Leaming more about the situation
reduces anxiety and helped the
athletes to move forward.

Honest self-expression led to
p¡ogfess.

Lack of awareness fuels
frushation, uncertainty and
disappointment.

Denial and repression prolongs
the initial stage.
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Striking the Core

This major category is thought to represent more ofa sub-process. Whereas the

participants refer to the transition Íïom "Life Intem:pted" into "Tipping Point" as distinct

stages in the experience, the category "Striking the Core" does not have a discemable

point ofdeparlure. Issues relating to a loss ofselfand social support surface early on in

the process and remain throughout. There is no end point ifyou will. The category is

reflective ofhow deep and how personal the experience strikes into the core ofthe

person. It deals with questions about things of central importance like one's personal

identity, the strength ofsupport network, the level oftrust and beliefin the selfand

coming to terms with losing out on important dreams and goals

The adverse experience the participants faced tested their personal strengths arld

challenged core beliefs and assumptions they have about themselves and others around

them. The challenge, as the athletes interviewed have described, is to re-establish a sense

of self that encompasses the whole person, not just the athlete self. Maintaining a more

balanced identity is thought to safeguard the individual against experiences that threaten

the athlete self, such as the loss ofsport for example. Furthermore, the athletes explain

how having key support people present and being in a supportive physical environment

also helps reinforce a stable sense ofselfin times of turmoil. Collectively, these factors

reduce anxiety and facilitate forward progtess.
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Depersonalization and " Re " -personalization

It stands to reason that being an elite athlete requires the ability to do certain

physical activities well. The inability ofan elite athlete to exert himself or herself

physically contributes to a significant loss ofselfbecause being physical is a big part of

their day{o-day lives and a pre-requisite for remaining an elite athlete. The incapacity to

physically perform at a high level not only takes away a large part ofwhat athletes do,

but also by extension who they are (i.e., their identity). For example:

I: You mentioned that the experience "struck the core" ofwho you are. Can you

expand on that?

B: I think because in sport, there is no holding back. You give one hundred

percent o.f yourself; ít's all heart, body and soul. So to have an injury where you

don'l lotow wlwt's going on and your petformance is decreasíng. It's reflective of

who you are and your heart, body and soul. So all ofa sudden when you can't

perfornt and you're giving so much ofyourself, it's líke a slam on your

charøcter...you feel like there is something wrong with you. ll'hen I say "you" I

nrcan everything.

I: Beyond the physical.

B: Yeah. And I'm the type ofperson who absolutely loves challenges and I always

søíd that the harder ít got the more I loved it. And I love pushing the limits,

pushing nty limits, and all of a sudden itfelt like my límítations-because I kept

pttshing the barrier and nty tintes were getlíngfaster andfaster-and then all ofa

sudden itfelt like there was something stopping me beþre I could even push those

limits. So that was really toughfor me as an athlele because I couldtt't push lhose
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physical boundaries anymore lhat I had been lesting so often. So that was again

hitting the core of my physical self as well.

Accepting that you are unable to engage in physical pursuits is difficult to admit for

someone whose passion and routine revolves around it as the following athlete explains.

Again we see how a lack of information-in this case, why bodies are failing-can make

matters worse:

B: IfeU it affected me in the deepest way because it was what I lcnew, because it

was something that I wtts putting complete trust and faíth into-my body-and all

of a sudden it was faílíng me and I wasn't sure why. And also, again wíth the

people around me, the support structure, simple things like trust in people, trust in

my body, tnßt is one of the biggest things in life. Ife put so much trusl in

everything-walkíng down the street, driving in our cars thal when thqt gets

shaken youfeel líke you can't trust anything. It strikes deep into the core.

Going from a very busy and physically demanding existence to one oflittle

activity requires a major adjustment. Physical withdrawal symptoms posed a challenge

fo¡ some athletes, as one participant explained:

A: Ifeel as an athlete you'rejust so used to being aclive, and wilh some injuries

you can work through it, like ìf you have a shoulder injury or something at least

you can still ríde the bíke, or workout, or do certain things, and wìth so many

other injuries it's just wìth one specífic part ofyour body that's affected but you

could workout the other parts of your body but wilh concussions and headaches

and stuffyou just can't do anything! You have tojust rest andfor me thatwasj st
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so dffirent. And Ifeel like you get so used to the high of exercising and working

out and then youjusl don't have that anymore.

One athlete endured a physical loss ofselfby being temporarily barmed fiom

competition. This added to their frustration because while physically capable the athlete

was unable to do what athletes do, which is participate in sports:

I: I hat was it like to not be involved in the sport that you love, that you've done

since you were young?

C: I started playing some baseball, which was good. I haven't done that ín a long

lime. But again íf we went to the provincíals I wouldn't be allowed to play.

I: So it u,as everywhere. Your world of sport was on hold much líke your life in

any respects.

C: That's right, yeah.

However, the repercussions of being physically unable to participate in sport (as opposed

to being banned from sport, but physically able to play and compete) transcend the

athlete selfand can effect the whole person:

B: During that ntonth I really asked myself what is quality of life? Is qualily of life

somethíng that evetyone says isjust living lífe or is it actually doing something,

doing things you love to do, and I love to be active. I've always been active-I've

been involved in sport since I was eight years old. I had ten years offigure

skatíng and ten years of [current sport] and naybe I didn't know at thøt point

whether I wanted to get back into contpetitíve sport but I knew that I still wanled

to get to a level where I could stìlljust etjoy being active, feel ny body, go
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outside, go for a run do thíngs líke that. And I couldn't do any of that at that

Point.

For the above athlete an additional cost ofbeing unable to participate at a high level

meant coming to terms with missing out on important dreams and goals:

B: It was hard because it was the year leading up to the Olympics, and earlier on

ín myjourney I had toface thefact that I wasn't going to make the Olympics. And

tllen at that poínL once I had said 'Okay, I'm not goíng to make the Olympícs,

I'm just going to keep [trainingJ with my professional team" but then when I

couldn't even do that ít wasjust like the ínjury kept whittling away at the

strengths that I hød as an athlete and you kind ofhave to keep reassessíng your

goals while thinking "llhat's goíng on".

In the case ofan injury, the physical symptoms can have an effect on the mental and

emotional capacity ofa person, which further exacerbates feelings ofa loss ofsell

A: llith a concussion I think it's hard because at times I didn'tfeel like myself

and that was one thing that was awful scary because ít [concussionJ does affect

you, your enrctions and everything. And so that's why I think it probably took nte

longer than usual to turn it around. Initially Ifelt the disappointment and the

downside of it because thefact is with a concussion you may not have the same

emotional capacity, or the san?e feelings you usually experience so thaî wqs a big

challenge in it to as well as just.feeling so sad and lltat this isn't ne you know.

This isn't what I'm about or how I usuallyfeel...

I: And don't know how to turn il o.ff, or change things?

A: Yeah, yeah. So I think that was one part tlnt was also very disappointíng.
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The self is compromised in other ways as well beyond the physical.

Simultaneously the athlete must deal with forces that challenge the non-athlete self. That

is the whole person, of which the athlete selfis a part of, is also affected when the athlete

idéntity is too strong, or when the actions ofother people such as coaches, tearnmates,

friends and family reduce the person to an athlete identity only:

B: You really have no idea until you've been there. And again, I mean you do

expect sometimes that your reputation is whot precedes you and is a big thing in

that people who don't know you very well and hear something like "Oh, she's you

lrnow, look at her results". They øre the ones to kind of quickly dismiss you [the

personl as well because they don't know who you are and what you encompass

and what yott embrace as a person. They don't know you as a person, just as an

athlete. I|hich is-I mean that's one of the tltíngs in sport ís that you're an

athlete-and you'rejust an athlete often, you're not a pet'son underneath. And so

I believe that you're a personfirst andforemost and then you're an athlete. It's

the person who is successful because ìt's the person underneath when you

encounter challenges and I think every athlete will encounter challenges that

enables athletes to pursue success and achíeve success. The athlete, who isn't a

strong person, will crumble in facing adversity.

The following athlete distinguishes between people in sport who know and support the

athlete and those who know and support the whole person, The former scenario was a

difficult ¡ealization for this athlete to accept:
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C: People that really lotew me, knew that il

they saw it in the paper, they were thinking

went"...

I: It's a mistake.

wasn't true [doping charge] . ll/hen

" Oh my gosh something obviously

C: Yep. People that knew me knew. But the people that didn't andjust knew me as

an atltlete thought "Oh, she's saying that she doesn't know how it came about"

and all of thís well, that really hurtfor even people to think that, but that's what I

had to deal with.

It is important to recognize the athlete selfas one ofmany roles in life. Too strong an

attachment to the athlete role comes at a cost to other important aspects of the self. As

one paficipant explained, a person-first mentality in sport may minimize the effect of

setbacks on the athlete self:

B: I also have learned I thínk-through this challenge and some other

challenges-that you can get lost in that role [athlete identity] ønd you can start

defining that person by that role. And that's when it becontes dangerous because

all of a sudden, when you encounter challenges, you're no longer a person,

you're an athlete. And so you define your self by your results. That's when you

run into trouble.

I: And then when something happens thal threatens your athletic career il's really

threatening to your whole ídenlity?

B: Your being.

I: You went through sonte of that?
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B: Definitely atfirst, yeah. Because I mean, when you're goìng to the Olympics

you're putting everything out on the line and you're doíng everything to be that

top athlete, to be that elite athlete. You're not really thinking about that "person",

and that's what I mean by the academic void [school], in my life that I hadn't

fulfilled. I wasn't thínking about that I was only thinking about the athlete. And so

in some ways, one of the most important lessons I've learned is that, if I was to go

back to elíte sport lhat person comesfirst, not the athlete... Andalso thatyou

need to surround yourself with people who support that person, not just the

athlete. That's a big one.

The actions ofothers in sport such as coaches, teammates and administrators can

contribute to the loss ofself, particularly \¡/hen their actions fail to recognize the person

and focus only on the athlete. Participant "C" explained the emotional and psychological

challenge of trying to call attention to themselves as human beings:

C: I couldn't believe that they didn't believe me because I know wlto I ant and I

know my silualion. But I guess they [sport administrators] deal with tlùs on a

daily basis and a lot ofathletes have ruined itþr others...Bttt I phoned the

Canødian Olyntpic Center, I know some people in fhere, and I wrote them all

Ietters andjust said " I can't belìeve you don't look at me [the person] ". That

was really hardfor me to understand that they wouldn't look at that.

I: It's as though all ofthat gets erased?

C: Totally. They didn't even look at it.

This same athlete comments further on how total the sense of depersonalization is felt

when the person is dismissed or relegated to the background by others:
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C: I was sofrustrated that they dídn't you know, they treøted it as every other

case. It was not personal whatsoever. The hard part is that I was treated like a

number.

Further still there were constant reminders that thè above participants' status as an elite

athlete had been revoked:

C: [A former coach] phoned me up to see if I wanted to come to an all-comers

meet and I couldn't. I wanted to just because Íhere were still some athletes I løew

that were competing, but if I would have competed with them they would lnve

been disqualified and suspended because they were competing ín the

surroundings ofa druggy athlete who hadfailed a drug test...So that's what I had

to deal with...You know, I competedfor so long, represented my cowtry, been on

the podium watching our Canadianflag ríse and this is how they lreat me-- líke

I'm a crìminal. So that was just really hard to deal with.

The reactions ofothers in sport should be tempered until there is enough information

available to make accurate claims about the source of the problem. In this case the

doubting and questioning by people in sport can make athletes feel as though their

character is being attacked. One athlete expressed how it felt to be the focus ofnegative

attention:

I: Day by day ín the early going your condition was getting worse and you still

had no answers. What was at stakefor you?

B: My reputation and my integríty. Just because of the nature of the irlury ít

Iooked as thottgh I had stopped trying which was really hard to deal with because

I'm ø person thqt gives one hundred percent in whatevet' I do and always gave
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one hundred percent in my sport. And Ifelt líke suddenly this was beíng

challenged, because it looked as though I couldn't do that [gìvefull effort], but

yet I was [to the best of their abilityJ . That was the hardest thing just dealing with

the perceptions ofwhat people were seeing but at the same time I was giving

everythíng...

It is tough to separate the athlete identity fiom the person when others challenge your

core attributes and what you believe in:

B: ll'hat was different about thìs experience ís that people challenged whether I

was committed, and through that, actually challenged who I am as a person.

Again it comes back to that person-athlete, as in the person I am. That was lhe

hardest thing.

Conversely, the athletes interviewed in this study found ways to regain or offset

the loss of self they were experiencing. For one athlete, it was a matter of remembering

there is more to life than what one does as an athlete:

A: I don't wanl to sound repetitive, butfor ne ít ís notjust being defined by one

moment or one incídenL I can play my sport and love it, but I want to be the best

[family member] andfríend and student and everything that I can be all in one,

and løtowing that people don't think of me any lessfor one certain moment.

That's somelhíng I want to do [be in competilíve sport], but not something I have

to do to deJìne my worth as a person.

Going through a difficult experience can serve as a catalyst to remind athletes who they

are and what is important in life:
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A: I pride my self on being really balønced and havíng all these other aspects of

my life. I think that with everything that happens to me, I look at the personfirst

and then the athlete. And so,for me, it ís such a reminder of all the other thíngs I

want to be in life. And certainly, my little saying of pursuing excellence-i want to

pursue excellence in everything I do and being a good athlete- an excellent

athlete ìs one part of that but I take more pride in being a good petson and being

a goodfriend and family member. And so I think it'sjust a good perspective

remínder ofwhat really are the most important things to you, and how do you

want to live your life. So, I think it was goodfor me as a person to look at all

those things and remind myself of how I pride myself on that balance.

Bringing "all ofyourself' to whatever you do including sport and maintaining a balanced

identity by making time for other important roles in life helps a person to appreciate any

one role even more:

A: I y,ant lo be a great athlete, but I'm all of these other things at the same time.

When I'm an athlete all of those other [parts of me] aren't forgotten. And I think

ítjust makes mefeel my líttle saying "moments of appreciation". Ifeel so

fortunatefor what I get to do and the position I ønt ín. It's just another remínder

ofhow lucþ I am and how much I enjoy sport. And also, that I am all these

dífferent things, but I cøn be a little bit of all of them at the same time too.

I: And this reminded you about the value ofbringíng them all under the same

rooJ?

A: Yeah. Certainly.
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The value in maintaining a balanced identity was further emphasized by the participants.

Doing so helped put them at ease with the idea that things will eventually work out fine,

as one paÍicipant explained:

A: I think it was so importantfor me to be around friends and famíly and just

truly relax and know that I have this balance. When I was younger I learned that

I'm more thanjust øn athlete. I love playing my sport and it's fun for me, but I

take pride in beíng an overall human being and notjust an athlete. So I thínk for

me that [having balanceJ just helped me realíze that you ltnow what, it's okay.

This is okay, and I'm going to be better because of it ín the long run.

The experience reminded these athletes that while sport is an important part oflife, it is

only a part of the human experience. As the following participant suggested, the window

for participating in elite sport will inevitably close some day and keeping this perspective

will only help smooth their transition away from competing in sport when that day

comes:

A: I think one thing to that helped is, I remember høving a chat with my dad and

hejust sort of made a comment, " lI/ell, I mean this isn't the casefor you but iffor

some ,'eason that this were that serious that it would end your career you could

still look back and know that you've had a great career". And I remember just

sort of smiling and saying "You know I hadn't really thought about it". But I

thínk that also just made nte more relaxed with the recovety knowing that, yeah, I

want 10 recover, and I will eventually be healthy, ønd I would like to play sport

again. But iffor sonte reason I don't, I'm stíll okay.
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Being physically active, ifpossible, and doing other activities that bring

enjoyment and facilitate recovery helps to fill the void ofparticipating in elite sport and

restores a sense ofpersonal well-being:

B: One of the things that I've changed is I'm doing a lot ofother sports as well to

diversífy and to meet other people but also just to keep-I think it's goodfor the

body to do a lot of dffirent ranges of motíon and it's goodfor the psyche to get a

little breakfrom just doing one thing all the tíme...

Moreover engaging in other leisure activities and pursuing other interests brings meaning

and purpose to life, which may have been diminished somewhat by the loss of sport:

B: It helps you get your mind off it. It serves as a good distraction, but at the same

time doing other things gives meaning again because it gives you a sense of

purpose and also that you are exploring other things, at least in my case anyways,

that I wasn't able to do before.

Engaging in activities outside oftheir sport also provided some respite from the feelings

ofloss and served as an opportunity to explore other interests, which may not be possible

while participating in elite sport as the following athlete explains:

C: I started doíng things. I started playíng baseball and other stuff that I hadn't

been able to dofor a long time, so that helped a lo1. And also because the people

didn't lrnow me-I only lorcw one person on the team. These people weren't in my

circle and didn't know the whole story. TIrcy just lotew me, here [in the context of

baseballl .

I: So iÍ was like having a.fi'esh start witlt no baggage if you will?
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C: Yeah, that's ø good wordfor ít. As much as ít's good to talk about it sometímes

youjust don't want to.

Taking time to reflect on the situation also facilitates coming to terms with the

loss ofselfb¡ought on by the experience. Because the life ofan elite athlete is very hectic

and regimented it is rare that one takes pause to assess who they are and where they are at

in life. It takes something significant to disrupt their routine and force them to stop and

reflect, as one athlete describes:

B: The ínjuryforced me to take a step back...

I: Let me see if I understønd you correctly. II/hat you are saying ís the rhythm of

your life prior to this injury revolved for the most part around training and

competing?

B: Yes. I was sofocused on thís one thing that I couldn't step out of it. Andforced

is a good word in the sense lhat it did-ítforced me to go a completely dffirenÍ

way that I may not have... The thing ís this was a "physically forced", in that it

forced me to actually physically stop because I have been active all my lífe. So it

would take somethíng líke a physical aílment to stop.

The subject matter of the participant's reflections dealt with many existential concems

relating to their personal identity and what they value for example. This exercise

reminded them about what is important in life within and outside of sport:

I: Is it safe to say lhat because of thís experíence, it made you look back? As

opposed to, I mean, I don't think ít's somethíng that nþst people do nornnlly?

A: Yeah.

I: I ntean we'd like to thinkwe do.
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A: Yeah.

I: But this really forced you to?

A: DeJìnitely ít did. I'd taken little breal<s once in a while but not a significant

time I guess to really-- again, a situation like thatjust makes you be grateful for

everything else in your life-- and I think that's what helped me through every

major or mínor setback that I've had and also to have that balance in your lífe. So

that experience really didforce me 1o stop and look back at past experiences, and

who I am today, and what I'm about. And I thínk staying grounded and

maintaining that balanceþr me is always one of the most important things, if not

the most important thing for me.

Another athlete used the time away from elite sport to get clear on life's purpose as they

see it:

I: It sounds líke this was a real soul searching timefor you. What kinds of things

díd you reJlect on?

B: Purpose, priorities, perspective, support I mean,friends and family and

importance. I mean [specifically] , what's ímportant.

I: That's a bìg one for you?

B: Yes.

I: Wat do you mean by purpose? I have an idea bu...

B: I think when I say, "purpose" I øtn referring to the purpose ofmy journey

lhrough life. More to do with. the purpose of what we do everyday in life, and the

purpose ofdoing the things that make us who we want to be. And how can we be

that person at the end of the day.
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In the absence of information to help understand the situation better one athlete found

comfort in ¡eflecting on and sharing their experience:

I: It sounds like this experience led to a lot of soul searching, obvîously. What

kind of things díd you think about?

C: I don't like confrontatíon and I would think about what other people míght be

thinking about nte. Some people would ask me to do speeches and I'd be thinking,

"Do they really want me"? It was o bit of a down time for me. I never doubted

myself. Ijustfelt uncomfortable because people did not understand how I didn't

know what caused thefaíled drug test...

I: So what changed? Ilas there anything else that led to you becoming more

comfortable with your situatíon otlter than le(trning more about it?

C: Just thinking about the situation and talking to other people.

The question "why did the experience force them to stop and re{lect" warrants

some discussion. It appears it is largely as a result ofopportunity and time, which there is

an abundance of with the loss ofsport. Busy lives were cited as an obstacle to reflecting

on life on a more regular basis. However a significantly adverse event can be a strong

enough catalyst to make reflection a top priority:

I: I(hy did this experience þrce you to stop and reflect?

A: Because it was an injury where I did have to take time and slow down. It was a

change ofpace. But all those things turned out to be very valuablefor me because

it's a siluation where I really had no control over what my brain was doing right

there in ternß ofI couldn't play my sport. I couldn't control that, but I could

control lhings in terms of my recovery. So that's how come...I feel like on a daily
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basis my lífe is real busy and there are a lot of things going on and it's all stuff

that you absolutely love doing and so, yes, you enjoy it but you don't necessaríly

have the hours or even mínutes ín the day to really stop and reflect on where

you're at ríght now, or where you'ye come, so it was a chance to do that.

Going through a difficult experience may lead a person to lose sight ofwhat really

matters (e.g., balance in life). Taking time to reflect helps to put things in perspective and

reminds the person how important those things are:

I: Wat gets in the way on a regular basis of when we are not suffering through

setbacks what gets in the way of doing that kind of deep, íntrospective reflection?

A: I think busy lives ...and I think that again, people are so driven and focused.

And I think those are such good attributes for success but-and I think I

mentioned this in our previous intervìew-one of my favorite classes at

[university] was the Psycholog) ofBusiness. It was partíally about how little

people actually took tlte lítne to reflect, but yet how valuable it was [to reflect] .

lle do live in a busy world where there is always more things to do on your list of

things 1o do, but eventually things always get done. I think there is a definíte value

ín taking a minute or two to stop and reflect and to appreciate where you are.

I: Do you do that more now afler the experience?

A: Yeah, I do. I think because ít showed me the importance of all the balance and

things that I take pride in, in lífe but even more so I think there are even ,nore

moments of apprecíation. I think I've always taken them, but moybe I tøke afew

tnofe now.
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One athlete took advantage of the time and space afforded to them with the loss ofsport

to reflect on and get clear about the significance of sport in their life. While it is common

for this athlete to spend time thinking about what they want to do in sport (i.e., their

goals) the reasons why the goals they have set matter to them received little consideration

in comparison prior to being injured:

I: So, is it a malter that because there was this drastic change in the rhythm of

your life, you had all this time and space now that iî naturally led to asking the

queslions you did?

B: One hundred percent. Totally, because it's true. Evety year comes [and goes]

and anotlter one starts and you don't take that time and say, "What is the

purpose"? Evety year you sit down and write your goals out, such as I reant to go

to the Olympics. But really, you don't ask yotu'self the question, "What is my

purpose for going to the Olympics" or " Wlty do I do what I do"?

I: " ll'hy is it important [i.e., sport, the goals she has set, etc.] "?

B: Wy is it ínryortant, yeah. And I don't know ìf ít's enough to say I love what I

do. For others, that could be enough. Butfor me, I think I love so many other

things in life, and so what ís ít about sportfor me? Wtat is it about making the

Olympics and those kind of huge experiences? And ntaybe I'd lost a sense ofwhat

that was.

I: You asked those kinds ofqueslions?

B: Oh, þr sure. For sure.

The participants made reference to the rhythm oflife as an elite athlete acting as a

barrier to engaging in periods of self-reflection, despite the inherent value ofdoing so:
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I: llthat gets in the way of stopping and reflecting on some of the things you did

on a more regular basis when we aren'tforced to stop?

B: Everyday life. Especially when you're an athlete because your trainíng is so

monotonous that youjust get stuck in the same rhythm every day, and every year,

and every two years.

I: It's líke tunnel focus?

B: Yeah exactly. You don't step outsíde. You don't have a chance to step outside

or you mayfeel as though you'll get lost ín the raìn, that you may get left behind íf

you start asking those questíons. And yet, ultimately, I think it's the people who do

ask those questíons who do îhe tnost amazing things.

The topic of rhythm sufaced frequently ìn the interviews. The rhlhm of life as an elite

athlete revolves a great deal around training, traveling, and competing. Routine is what

they are used to day in and day out. All ofa sudden, for these athletes, their schedule is

fiee, their routine has changed dramatically and they are forced to establish a new

rhfhm. Coming to terms with that reality was the first step for the following athlete:

A: So, ít was just take a deep breath, your life ís goitlg to be a heck of a lot slower

than it's ever been pace wise and ìt was a good reminder for me to just tdke lime

to think and reflect.

Finding meaningful activities to fill the day helped the following athlete adjust to life

without sport:

C: I was expecling [a baby] at the time, and I spent a lot mot'e time doing stuff

with my daughter. I tried to look in other areasfor things to do. I didn't want to

have anylhing to do wíth my sport.
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For another athlete, the opportunity to establish a new rhythm enabled them to commit

time and ene¡gy to other important pursuits that had been put aside because of the amount

of time and energy that sport dernanded:

B: But it alsofot'ced me to step back and complete my education, whích was

always something ìn the back of my mínd going through sport. I grew up ìn a

household where qcademìcs were very imporlant and were very focused. And

because I had put academícs on lhe síde and pursued sport, I always had this

little naggíng voice in my head that saíd, "You still have academics to do, you

still haven't completed that side of things". I've had some people, such as some

coaches and a sport psychologíst I was working with, say to me, and talking dbout

that issue, talking about thatfeeling that I haven'r accomplished myself in that

aspect of my life.

I: Sure, there's still a void.

B: There's still a voíd. And maybe I could neverfully commit to sport because I

hadn't fully finished that. And so in some ways I was thinking that, it [the ínjuryJ

made me step back! Now I have I graduated [college] . Throughout that whole

process Ifinished my university degree. So now I've completed ìt, ønd now I'm

physically better. So in sonte rrays the injwy really coordinated with some of the

lhíngs that were a void in my life that now are opportunitìes for my future.

To summarize, this subcategory describes how these athlete's dealt with the

perception ofa loss of self (depersonalization) brought on by the loss ofsport. Moreover

it details the steps that lvere taken to regain a sense of self ("¡e"-personalization) that

transcends the atl ete role. The tenn depersonalization ¡efers to a sense ofloss ofone's
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personal identity. Mo¡eove¡ it accounts for the act ofreducing a person down to one of

the many roles that they may identify with, such as when a coach or teammate gives

consideration to the athlete only, not the whole person. Each ofthe athletes interviewed

dealt with having their personal sense of identity challenged by the experience itself and

through the actions ofothers. The sense ofloss affected the athlete selfas well as the

non-athlete (or whole) self.

Being physical is a big part ofwhat elite athletes do, and it is often a big part of

who they are (i.e., their identity). Wïen something happens that takes sport away it has

an effect on things ofcentral importance to the athlete, like their identity, their passion,

their dreams, and their well-being and requires that they make adjustments to their daily

routine. The person must deal with being physically inactive, which can be a major

transition for someone whose passion and occupation revolve around being active. Now,

they must adjust to having a slower, less regimented routine, which is opposite to the

hectic pace that elite athletes live, and they must find something to do with all the time

and freedom now available to them. These athletes derive a considerable amount ofvalue

and purpose from their participation in elite sport. Engaging in other meaningful pursuits,

and doing what they can physically, helped to offset these feelings and reestablished a

sense ofpurpose in their day{o-day lives.

In addition to a physical loss ofselfthese individuals experienced what is perhaps

best described as a personal loss ofself. That is, the effects ofnot participating in sport

go beyond the athlete selfand affect the whole person. The participants explain how

identifing too strongly with the athlete role left them vulnerable too losing sight of the

whole person, i.e., the many other ¡oles and attributes beyond athlete that comprise the
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selfas well. Recognizing that being an elite athlete is one ofmany signifìcant roles in life

and making time for other important aspects of the selfhelps alleviate the feelings ofloss

and fosters a broader sense ofselfthat transcends the athlete role. Moreover it reminded

these athletes about the importance of maintaining a moie balanced identity when or if

they retum to elite sport.

A personal loss ofselfalso occurs when other people fail to acknowledge the

person within the athlete, as in the case of someone making subtle accusations or

questioning the character of the pe¡son for their inability to perform at a high level. These

actions leave the individual feeling as though the people around them only care about the

athlete, not the person. Doing other things and taking time to reflect on the situation, and

on a holistic sense ofself, and what is important helped the athletes to deal with the loss

and put things in perspective. As valuable as it is to take time to reflect on these and other

existential concerns, the participants admit that were it not for the experience disrupting

their routine and ÍÌeeing up time they probably would not have reflected on issues

pertaining to their sense of personal identity, and the value of sport. Busy lives get in the

way ofreflecting on a more regular basis and it takes something significant to force the

athlete to stop and take stock.



Fizure 3.
Selflost:

I
Loss ofsport: a loss ofphysical
self which = a loss of meaning
purpose and control.

Athlete first identity = tt1¡ '.
compromised/lost when setbacks
or challenges occur.

People in sport recognize and
suppoÍ the athlete selfonly :
depersonalizing.

Infrequent periods of refl ection
left these athletes vulnerable to
losing sight ofwho they are and
what is important to them.

Busy lives get in the way of
reflection-
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Selfregained:

I
Doing other activities offsets the
loss, brings meaning and purpose
to life and helps re-establish a
sense of control.

Person first identity : self is
stable when setbacks or
challenges occur.

People in sport recognize and
support the whole person =
helpful/reinforcing.

Taking time to reflect
reconnected these athletes to the
essence ofwho they are and what
is important.

Significant disruption to day-to-
day routine facilitates refl ection.
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Support System Audit

The participants described how facing adversity provided them a clear picture of

who in their support network they can and cannot count on for support, which captures.

the essence of this sub-category quite nicely. Feeling genuine support from people inside

and outside ofspof was a key contributing factor in the participants getting through the

experience. Conversely, the withdrawal ofsupport fiom people whom they were counting

on to be there was one of the more difficult aspects of the experience that the participants

dealt with.

The presence ofkey support persons was ofreal benefit to the following athlete

while they were going through a sport related challenge:

I: Ilhere did you draw the strengthfrom to get through thìs thing?

C: Ummjust all my friends, family and even tlce media. The medía backed me up

one hundred percent, which was so good because ifyou're dealing with the media

and they are agaínst yott itjust doesn't help.

Support persons helped this athlete most by simply "being there". The participants

described "being there" as being present, caring, empathetic and understanding.

I: You menlioned that you drew strength from family andfrìends. I hat was ít they

did or said thøt helped?

C: Just beíng there to talk to you. They would ask me íf there was anything they

could do, it was just total support. Ilhether I needed to call to talk to thern or cw

to lhem...

I: Just being lherefor you.

C: Yeah, they were always there.
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The experience reminded the following athlete how fortunate they are to have such a

broad, solid support network in place. Genuine support from key people in sport reduced

feelings ofpressure or guilt and helped this person to relax:

I: What did you leørn about your support network as a result of this experience?

A: I learned that I am very fortunate and that I have a very good support system.

And its good because ít reminds me ofnot only all the people that I have met ín

sport but also all the people I htew from say growing up, or school or anywhere

and how all of them came to support me. They really were therefor me...andjust

to have so many people that lfeel I could turn to. And even evetyone in sport

being, "No, take as much time as you need. And obvíously we would love to have

you back, but do whatever you need to do" and so itjust relieved nte of any of the

silly pressures you might feel where "You should be tltere" or "Should be doing

that". Soþr me, with my family andfriends I don't think I could be more

fortunate ín terms of my support nenryork. So that was hugely helpful for me.

Though it is painful to experience a lack ofsupport from people who are expected to be

there when needed, strong support from even a small group ofpeople helps to offset the

problem:

I: What did you learn about your support team through this experience?

C: That I have a huge support team. There were sone that shocked me by their

lack ofsupport, but I had greøt support. Obvíously nty partner was the biggest

support but also my parents andfriends were really good...

Real support can come from a variety of sources as the following athlete demonstrates:
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C: I work at Safeway and I've been there hrenty-truo years and a lot of the

customers that knew me, they werejust so disgusted, and some people asked, "

Can I write a leíter"? They wanîed lo prove my innocence and clear me just by

telling them who I am, who they htow I am. And I was thinking, íf only we could

do it that way. But so, I had a lot ofsupport...

One athlete extols the value in being around people who they feel know them well and

remind them where they are from:

I: You mentioned support people. What was it about the support they gave you

that really helped?

A: llell, I think just showing that they were therefor me, and just coming home to

ø familiar environment where I grew up, and goingfor a walk in my

neíghborhood...it remìnds you of the days when you grew up and why you are the

way you ore. And so I thinkjust being around those kind ofpeople is naturally

relaxing. Andfor them to be encouraging me to rest, and take as much tíme as I

need, and doing the litile things like going þr a stroll in the park, or going outfor

dínner, or andjust doíng all of those things-the little things that probably end up

makíng a big dffirence.

The athletes I interviewed had clear conceptions about what kind of support is helpful

and what is not. For example:

I: In terms ofattributes, what makes a support system solídfor you and what

nøkes it weak?

A: I jtrst think caring and understanding and beíng there for you. I think that that

could be in so møny dffirent ways-obviously there are so many dffirent
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personalilies in life-but it's people ín their own ways showing their support for

you and being caring and compassionate and understanding, andjust showing

that They are therefor you in their own way.

I: And how about in tenns ofa less than ideal support person? llhat could they

do or say that would not be helpful?

A: llithdraw or questîon or criticíze.

One athlete commented on the importance ofbeing supported unconditionallyl

I: What in your opinion makes a support system solid and what makes ít weak?

llhat do you lookfor?

B: Uncondítional support. Support to pursue anything.

It was ofgreat personal value for the following athlete to have people around who

believed in them. Conversely, people who doubted or questioned this athlete caused them

considerable hurt:

I: What do youfeel makes a support teø¡n solid and what ntakes it weak, because

you had examples ofboth. So on the solid síde, what was it about people that

helped?

C: Theyjust really listened to me and helped me out. And theyjust really belíeved

in me. You lvtow they dìdn't lcnow any of the answers either but they didn't need

to. In fact it was probably me who needed to htow the answers more than them

because they knew-they knew me. So that was the good part.

I: And the bad side?
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C: I couldn't believe that these people that I had lonwn, you would never think

that they would doubt you, and they did. So that made me angry, and that's not

me, that's not in my character.

There were instances where people who were being counted on to provide support

actually withdrew it and this was hard for the athletes to accept. In times of challenge the

participants realized quickly who supported them and who did not:

I: There were people who didn't provide you the kind of support you needed.

Ll'hat was the effect on you?

C: I didn't talk to themfor a long time, and it even made it hardfor the family

because there was one person ín my family [who withdrew] and the rest were all

supportíve. So it was uncomfortable at famíly gatherings, though never to the

point where I wouldn't go, but there was just no communication. I e would say

hello and that would be the extent of i\. Now things have changed. They've turned

around totally. But you surefind otú who your friends are when something like

this happens.

While it challenged the following athletes faith in people, the athlete still saw another

side to the issue of people pulling back when they needed them. It helped illuminate who

the people are in their circle that provide true support when it is needed as well as whose

support is provisional. The reactions ofothers around this athlete in response to the

sìtuation brought this issue to light in a huny:

I: There were people who did not provide you with the kind ofsupport you needed

during that time-doubting you, questioning you. llhat was the effect of that on

. you?
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B: You losefaith in your support network. You losefaith in the people that you

trusted prior to that evenl. I think that's the biggest thing, is that youjust lose

faith ín the people around you. And in a sense it's negative because you start to

question everyone in some way and that's the consequence of it I guess. But you

also are fortunate to realize that the people who stick with you through it are the

real deal.

I: And they've now been baltle tested.

B: Battle tested, right, exactly.

I: How did you deal with the fact that some people who you were looking to for

support withdrew it?

B: In sone ways I think you realíze that their support you didn't even need

anyrl)ays. Because if it wasn't true support then good riddance.

ldeally, the good supporters outweigh the bad, as one participant suggested:

A: I think becattse I have such a strong support network and everyone that's been

a pørt of my lde for longer than [their friend] was fherefor me.

I: And that ounueighed the fact your friend pulled back?

A: Yes. I don't thínk ít buithdrawal offriendl in any way burdened me or

híndered my recovety or anything like that.

I: If I could ask you about that effect though.

A: Yeah, go ahead.

I: When you say yourfriend witltdrew, is that the same as sayíng when you

needed this person, they were not there?
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A: Yep. And who lcnows why it is. Maybe I needed people who had been there by

my side beþre. Maybe I didn't need that [support from friend] . Maybe I needed

all these other people who have been a part of my life so much longer and have

seen me through a lot of dffirent things in the past.

I: Bottom líne, your support system is way more slanted to the good side?

A: Ohfor sure. And that's why I don't even Imow how much you could even count

thø| because, as I said, I feel the rest of my support networkwas so strong that I

don'tfeel that ít deteríorated f'om it at all.

It is possible that an overemphasis on performance and results leave athletes at the

elite level vulnerable to fluctuations in support. Once again the value in ascertaining the

state ofones support network is emphasized:

B: Yeah, I think the hardest part is that sport can somelímes befickle. In that

people support you when you're successful, when you're on the top. lllhen you're

struggling, youfind out who the indiviùtals are that stick with you and who

doesn't and that's dfficult. But at tlrc sarne time ít's a good lesson. In some ways

agaín you're confronted wíth aþrce in that those that don't [support you], that

chøllenge, ít ís good to learn and tofind out who when you're strugglìng won't

þllow you, won't support you, and who will. But at the same tíme it's tough

because you get disappointed, you don't want tofind that out... It kind of goes

back to putting yourself ín a vulnerable position as (ln athlete in that by putting

yourself in the public eye you are going toface more adversiQt because you are

nore vulnerable.
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Another athlete who initially tested positive for a banned substance and was later cleared,

felt betrayed and depersonalized by the leaders in their sport. At issue is that this athlete's

history and characte¡ did not weigh more heavily into the decision on the part ofpeople

in sport to withdraw their suppod:

C: They didn't want to listen to me. It was very dfficult to get a hold of

then...they didn't wdnt to work with me and it was just really hard. And of

course, when you're innocent you want results right away. And they just didn't

want to give you the tíme of day. And that was really hard as an athlete trying to

deøl with that [the wíthdrawal of support] when you've been on the national team

represenling theír country. I wrote letters to the Canadian Olympic Assocíation

within the Olympic committee ín Canada...I am not a tt'oublemaker. I've been an

athlete's representative in the pasL I don't have a bad reputation. There's never

ever been any questions. And so it was just really hard to deal wilh.

The difficulty these athletes experienced dealing with the perception that people in sport

have abandoned them highlights an interesting paradox about support. It oíÌen takes

something bad to happen for a person to get a true feel for how strong or weak their

support system actually is. The problem is that athletes need support more than ever

when something bad happens, and that is a less than ideal time to find out their support

system is not as strong as they thought:

B: Again, it's that support structure around you that you think is sofirm and so

solid arottnd you. And then all ofa sudden, when you are facing a clmllenge, that

Jìrm, solid basejust keeps crumblìng underneath you, and youjust keep t,'yíng to

step on stones bttt you can'tfind your footing.
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Repeated questioning from people in sport about the athlete's level of

commitment and character further fractures the trust the athletes have in those around

them:

B: Sofnally, in July, I said, "I quít, IjustI can't handle thís anymore, I'm

startíng to doubt myself and I know it's not me". At this point I was convinced it

wøsn't my will or anything like that. Because people at that point had started

questíoning my desire and my commitment to sporL

I: Mental toughness?

B: Mental toughness, right, exactly. So Íhat was really dfficult because I lorcw at

lhat point it wasn't me.

One athlete explains how frustrating it was trying to defend themselves against the

criticism ofother people in spof without knowing the cause ofthe problem that had been

limiting their ability to perfom at a high level:

B: There was questioníng by people. I rentember at one point somebody said to

me, " ll'hy are you goíng 10 that race anyways " implyíng-and this is right beþre

a World Cup event-ímplying that "Wlnt's lhe point, you're not doíng well".

That lead to one of the hardest conversatíons I had throughout that whole tìme

becøuse I was tt?ing. It wasn't a ,natler of me not \rying. It vias just that I

couldn't explain ít [the problem] and I couldn't do it [perþrm wellJ.

In the absence of information to explain why the following athletes performance was

dropping off some people in sport assigned blame to the athlete, which was hurtful as

well as being imprudent:
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B: And people around me...there were certain people who were starting to say

things like, "Ilell, what are you doing? Your perþrmance is so bad". That was

really hard to deal with.

The following athlete was made to feel like an outsider in their own sport because of the

intense questioning and scrutiny they experienced on the part ofsport administrators:

C: The [sport governíng body], they were really dfficult to deal with. Especially

at the beginning. Even halfway through was still really hard. Theír.way of

thinking, and the way that they operated was, "A cheater ís a cheater" ... lle met

with the [sport representative\. He came to LIlinnipeg and we sat down and his

way of thínking is that obviously atthletesfeel that when tltey first fail a drLg test

theyfight it but then itfades away. That was what he told us. Iüe asked ifwe could

pr,tt us back on the supplements ond be drug tested again and he said no, that he

was scared I would cheat. So this is what I was dealing with, was that they just

totally felt I was lying.

The withdrawal ofsupport from people in sport may have additional residual effects on

the athlete. In this case significant expenses were accrued as the athlete was forced to

look elsewhere for the needed support:

C: ll'e found more helpfrom out of the country, in terms of doctors and people

thøt would helps us and that was really offensíve, really hard. And the cost-

that's the thíng-il's at our cost, at the athlete's cost. So here I'm innocent and

I'm |ryíng to prove it and I have to payþr everythíng myself, And the lavvyers

that I had and the doctors they were absolutely great but still. It was over ten

thousand dollars to prove ny innocence.
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The question is raised, how did the athletes deal with the fact people around them

pulled back when they needed them? A few different shategies came up in the

interviews. ln the following example, the discovery of the physical problem that had been

limiting performance brought reliefand hèlped change peoples perceptions. The lack of

support from people in sport tested this athlete's resilience. In the end this person was

able to stay focused and remain on course by trusting and believing in themselves when

others would not. Moreover the following athlete's testimony lends additional support to

the importance ofgaining full awareness of the situation. If the people around this person

who jumped to conclusions and made wrongful judgrnents about character would have

exercised more caution in terms ofwhat they said and did, and waited until they had

more information first, a considerable amount of disappointment and misunderstanding

could have been avoided:

B: I remember geltíng the results and walking out of the hospital witl¡ the results

in my hand crying.

I: You felt víndicated?

B: Oh completely vindícated. I mean, Ijust sat in my car and cried. I cried

because I felt vindícated feeling that I fought so hard for something I knew. I

lmew, but yet I had to prove it to everyone and to myself because I had this little

sheet ofpaper that showed a little graph, that explaíned what was happening to

my body and what wasn't moking me gofast...

I: You mentioned youfelt vindicated by the results. Could you expand a bít?

B: For never losing the course, for not swaying from the coø'se, and for the

months of taking the wrong road and then coming back to the main roød that I
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was on. And that's not to say that all the people along the way dídn't have my best

interests in mind. I mean they were lrying 10 help, but a lot of times it wasn't the

right thíng. As with any exploration you may go off course, but you can come

back onto it. Also vindícated htowing that I was right all along, that I knew

something was wrong.

I: And that it wasn't you?

B: It wasn't me, yes. And I think that's somethíng big I've taken front that

experience is at the end of the day it's really important to trust your own self,

your own instíncts.

For this athlete, it was more a matter of being reminded about the kind of person they are

and by believing in themselves that helped deal with the withdrawal ofsupport by others:

I: How díd you deal with thefact that some people you would have expected to be

there for you and support you t4)eren't, and in fact actually withdrew their

support?

C: I found that really hard. I belíeved in them and gave then all my arpport

through all my years competing so it was really hard and frustrating. I had a

family member who also questioned me and that lurt even more than [people in

sport| .

I: So when those people are makìng acanatíons or questioníng, doubting you,

etc. And these are people who you have said are very close to you-Jtow did you

get past that?

C: I just had to remember who I am, and that this will all work out.
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Recognizing and accepting that the support of some people in sport may be

conditional is seen as a reality that some athletes might face. The kind ofperson you are

may not be as important as how you are performing in the eyes of some. While this is

difficult to acknowledge, doing so helped the athlete below to identiff who in their circle

supports the athlete, and who supports the whole person:

B: I think after reflecting on itfor a lìttle bít, it's the people that knew me the best

as a person and apprecíated me as a person versus apprecíated me as an athlete,

that stuck with me throughout. Because really ít was the people who to some

degree were only with me because of, or lhrough sport fthot withdrew their

supportl. It's the people like my famíly and really closefriends, and also there

were certaín people in sport who kept their support going and wet'e amazing in

helping me get through this difjìcult time. But there were people who were just ín

itfor sport.

I: That was a real eye-opener...

B: It was a reøl eye-opener.

I: To realíze that there are people out there thatfunction as though who you are

as a, person doesn't get as much consideration or importance as...

B: As who you are as an athlete, exactly.

The importance ofclearly communicating to others what you need from them to help you

get through whatever challenge you are facing is implied in this passage. It may be the

case that people are not that interested in who you are as a person and/or it may be they

just do not know how to provide the kind ofsupport that is helpful to you:
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B: I learned that there are some people who will be there and stay wilh you and

there's some that won't. That you truly find out who your support network is

through challenges as big as these. And you also find out in some ways-I don't

want to blame completely the support network because I think sometimes we all

deal with things differently. And so in the sense that some people may react

dffirently, such as if you tell me something you may not mean what you say or

you may be sarcastic because that's how you're dealing with it. But I may

interpret that a completely dffirent way and so there may be a

miscommunication. So you learn not only who your support network is but also

who understands you best. Because there was one instance where I thínk someone

was trying to be negative in a motivating way, and to me, at that point, ít just

came across \9rong,

I: It wasn't what you needed.

B: It wasn't what I needed, yes. And whether or not that was íntentíonal, or

whether or not that was how that person 'was dealíng with ít, it just wasn't ltelpful.

I: It's how you perceive it that matters?

B: Yes, and I think that's really important.

In addition to having key support people around in times ofadversity, the physical

environment the athletes find themselves in can play a major supportive role as well. As

one athlete explains, getting away fiom the training environment reduces feelings of

pressure and guilt the athletes may be placing on themselves:

A: For me conting back to lltinnipeg and having a little change ofpace was huge.

llhereas ifI slayed in Toronto I think lhere was just so ntuch pressure to just get
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right back into your routine. Even ifI wasn'r playing, Ifelt like I should be going

to the [training sìte], or doing certain things. lI/hereas coming back home and

reconnecting ,l)ith famíly andfriends who have been so important to me

throughout the years just reminded me of that balance ìn my life. And so I think

coming home and having all that support network it helped me gain that outlook

on the injury.

Furthermore, the same athlete commented on how coming home and gaining a little

psychological distance fiom sport enabled them to relax and recover more readily and

completely:

A: By continuing to talk to people and being in environments that were goodfor

me, I couldfeel a difference in-like we lalked about earlíer-in Toronto wíth

pressures and stuff. I was there to train and do Íhis and do that. lIlhereas ifl

could get somewhere else andjust relax, andjust be, I felt like that was just better

for me.

I cannot help but be reminded of a line from the theme song for the television program

Cheers, "Sometimes you want to go where everybody knows your n¿rme, and they're

always glad you came". Home is often where you will find the people who really know

you, care about you, and allow you to just be yourself. Home is where things are familiar,

safe, comfortable, and feel right. Home is full of symbols that remind you who you are

and reconnect you to where you are from. Home provided a peaceful setting for the

participants to recover and to get clear on what they wanted to do:

B: And then another Olympìc qualifer came and again I didn'r qualify, and agaín

my petfornmnce A)as gettíng weaker. So I didn't øctually nnke qualifyinq. That
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wss now, I guess, about March. So I came home ønd lrainedfor a month just by

myself. I just needed to get away from it. So I hadn't qualified for the Olympics at

that poínt. I wøs just dealing with my dísappoinnnenl.

I: You mentíoned that you came home to get away from "it". To get away from

what?

B: To get away from thefrustration, the unlmown. Coming back to home is a

place of comþrt; it's a place of safety becawe it's familíar.

I: A sanctuary.

B: A sanctuary, exactly. Whereas everythíng else is unfamiliar, especially when

you're goíng through a hard time and you're in unfamiliar terrítory and you don't

l¡now what's happeníng. To come back to this sanctuary where it's safe and

comfortable, is ideal.

I: Could you have recovered or progressed as well as you did ín another settíng,

or was home the place you needed to be?

B: I think home is an important place. I think you deal wíth the cards your dealt

and, fortunøtely, I was able to go home and have that option. I mean some people

might not, but I díd and that was really import(lnt to me.

It is interesting to note that the following athlete believes they would not have got

through the adversity they faced as quickly as they did were they to have remained in or

around the training environment. It is common practice in sport to request the athlete to

recover and rehabilitate in the training environment which may not be the best option in

every case as this athlete suggests:
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I: What specifically about beíng home contributed to your progress?

A: The comfort of it, and that it's famíliar, and soothing and supportíve. And I

think I've been so lucþ with where I grew up and my family, that home is just an

environment where I feel safe and comforted, and ít's cozy. And I think that's

goodfor me that ít's so familiar. Ijust needed a place to relax and just...

I: Be you?

A: Yeah, and so ít was perfect for me.

I: Could you have recovered as well as you did in Toronto or some otlter place?

A: I actually don't think so. Ifeel like you can be a lot ofplaces in the world and

always make it work. And eventually I would have been Jìne had I stayed in

Toronto. I certainly think though that it helped my process to be at honrc, to get

fully healthy. I think maybe ít would havejust taken longer ín a setÍing

where...and maybe had I spent more tìme in Toronto I would haveþrced myself

10 get away ffrom sport] . But that is the thíng with staying in an environment

where it's busy, and that's what I'm there to do is be busy and train and work and

do all those things. So I think it was real helpful and that it speeded my recovery

defnitely to be home, be away, and it be quíeter and more restful-it helps your

recovery.

The familiarity and comfort of home-both the people and the sense of community it

brings-was also an essential part of the following athlete's process for getting through

the experience:

B: It's more the relationsltip you build with being near people ín your hontetown

and the people around you ønd your support network. I mean thot wos one of the
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reasons why I moved back to llinnipeg after beíng in Víctoriaþr six years. I

moved backfor that supportive friends andfamily network which I just think is so

important.

I: How did it make a dffirence?

B: Because ìt was leading up to the Olympícs actually. I moved home in fall 2003.

It møtters to me because I feel support is a big thìng you lcnow. When you're

putting yourself out there constantly day in and day out ít'sjust that familiarity is

real important and it was to me. I grew up in a family where family was a very

ímportan| critical aspect of life, and that sense of community within your famíly

was really importanÍ. And my parents are great. They support my participation

completely, and that support really helps.

I: And thìs was dffirent? You needed support on a whole new level?

B: On a whole new level, yeah, exactly.

I: And the support was there at home, and that was where you needed to be?

B: Yeah, for sure.

To summarize, the athletes who were interviewed referred to the impofant role

that support played in their process for getting through their adverse experience.

Experiencing what was a considerable personal challenge provided these individuals with

the opportunity to observe their support network in action. This in tum enabled them to

assess the relative strength and utility of their current support strucfure. As a result they

learned quickly who supports them and who does not when facing a considerable sport

related challenge. Genuine support from füends, family, and people in sport reduced

anxiety, and reminded the athletes what is good about thernselves and about life. Support
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people helped most by being a steady, caring presence, which helped the athletes to

process what they were feeling.

Experiencing the withdrawal ofsupport from people they were counting on posed

considerable difficulty for some of the participants. However the initial shock and

disappointment was eventually outweighed by the sum ofstrong support they received

fiom others a¡ound them such as close family and füends. Additionai strategies for

dealing with the withdrawal of support that were mentioned include believing in

themselves when others might not, accepting that some people's support may be

conditional, and clearly communicating what they needed from people to help them get

through the situation.

The physical environment also plays an important supportive role. The

participants described the value in removing themselves fiom the training environment

and being around people who know them well, care about them and allow them to be

thernselves. Being home where things are safe, familiar, comfortable and peaceful

provided an optimal setting to relax, reflect and recover. Remaining in or near the

training environment was thought to invoke feelings ofpressure and guilt, which makes

recovery more difficult.



Figure 4.
What helps:

I
Key support people are present in
times of adve¡sity = beneficial to
recove¡y.

Support from sport reduces
pressure and guilt = puts the
person at ease.

Support people are caring,
present, believe in you and are
unwavering in their support :
optimal support.

Being home, away from the
training environment brings peace

and comfort.
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What hinders:

I
Key support people withdraw
their support in times ofadversity
= problematic to recovery.

Lack ofsupport Íiom sport leads
to feelings of bittemess, and
mistrust : heightened anxiety.

Support people withdraw,
criticize, question and provide
conditional support = poor
support.

Remaining in or near the training
environment invokes feelings of
pressure and guilt.
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Tipping Point

This category describes the next major transition in the process ofgetting through

an incident ofsport related adversity. Once the initial shock, disappointment and

uncertainty have been considered, the athlete is ready to shift their attention and efforts

towards doing what they can to get through the experience. This was accomplished first

by leaming as much as they could about what they were dealing with, including what the

ramifications are. Gaining full awareness leads to understanding and acceptance. With

acceptance came piece of mind and energy, which facilitated a seismic change in attitude

fiom fiustration, uncertainty and helplessness to optimism, beliefand trust. The change in

attitude mobilizes the person to take ownership of the situation and get busy seeking out

people, resources and experiences that can help them deal more effectively with the

challenge in f¡ont of thern.

The term tipping point cornes from the novel by Malcolm Gladwell (2002) and

refers to moments ofgreat sensitivity when things can change dramatically. Recall Íiom

the first main category "Life Interrupted" that the prevailing uncertainty of the situation

(i.e., what is happening, what the implications are, when this will pass, etc.) was a

sigrrificant source ofstress for the athlete's early on and led to feeling frustrated, sad, and

helpless. Developing full awareness seemed to reduce these feelings by filling in the

informational blanks. Now the athlete's had a better understanding ofwhat they are

dealing with, what the implications are, and what they can do to change things. This

enabled them to accept the circumstances they found themselves in and get excited about

making things better. At this point they began to look at their situation differently. It was

no longer as bad as it seemed, there was a lot ofthings they could do to improve the
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situation, and there was reason for hope and optimism. Leaming more about the situation,

committing to an outlook that was helpful, and getting busy doing what they could to

remedy things sparked considerable change. In other words, they had reached the tipping

point ofthe exþerience wherein the worst of times were behind them and the prospect of

getting through the experience became a matter ofwhen, not if. The road ahead was still

long and daunting, but now there was a sense that things were improving for the better.

Full Awareness

Recall from the section "Life Intemrpted" that the uncertainty ofthe situation

early on was a considerable source of discomfort for the athletes. Not knowing what they

were dealing with, how serious it was, when or if it would pass, and what they could do

to expedite the process led to feelings of fiustration, disappointment and helplessness. In

the sub-category "Full Awareness" we see how leaming the answers to these questions

can help reduce anxiety and get the athlete focused on tuming things around.

Developing a greater sense of awareness about the situation was a major tuming

point for the following athlete. Leaming what they are up against--and by extension what

the implications are-reduced feelings ofuncertainty and frustration and freed the athlete

to focus on what needs to be done:

I: You sîill do slruggle wìth ìt in some ways; yet, youfeel you're at a point where

the worst ís over and you're through it. How do you know?

B: Emotionally, I think it will always be there but I think I'nt over-much like we

were talking earlìer, ìt's as though there's a tipping point of at,t awareness and I

think it's that awareness once you've gained it that you're safe, that you're on

your way to recovering. So even though there are some things that conte upfrom
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time to lime and there will always be raw emotìon about it, I think that because of

that owareness ít makes ít okay.

Leaming more about the situation also buoys the spirits and creates energy. It helped the

following athlete tum things aiound:

C: At the beginning, until I understood what it was, I remember talking to my

mon and I couldn't gíve her any answers.

I: Because you didn't have any.

C: No. And she's asking me "llhy" and "Ilhat happened" and I couldn't answer.

Untíl my partner looked up whaî nandrolone metabolíte is, until we started

Iookíng up all the research, untíl we found the test that had been done in Gennany

thatfound all of those other supplements that were contaminated-eíghteen

percent of them untíl youfound out there were three hundred and eighty seven

people in the world that year who tested posítivefor nandrolone, did I realize that

I wasn't the only one...

I: That sounds like a pretty big turning pointfor you?

C: It was.

I: And it sounds like-correct me if I'nt wrong-that once you learned more about

your sìtuation that it did in fact change things for you. Or, at least yout' attìtude

may have changed ín the sense øt you're no longer alone and yott htow there

are mistakes tltat can be made that was a turning point for you?

C: Itwas. It really was because at the beginning I didn't htov,. If somebody asked

me "Wat happened" I really didn't know. The.fìrst thíng was to get ìny

supplements back [fi'om testing] and I was expecting tlrcy would find
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contamination and they didn't. So I'djust got over the initial shock of testing

posilive for a drug test and I was confident they were going to Jìnd contaminatíon

and they don't. So now I'm back to-I hit a low point again.

I: Peaks and valleys?

C: That's right. And then obviously things came back up as we were finding more

research and ínformation, but yeah, that's totally il,-it's up and downs.

I: So when you began to fnd out more and more about ìt and began to sort of

realize lhat you have a case here, and that this problem is a lot more wídespread

than you may have realized, what did this do for you?

C: It was líke a kick-start to get going again...the more inforntation we were

getting all the time would keep us fueled and keep us going.

I: And that's how you turned it around?

C: Yep-

Getting informed helped reassure the following athlete that a full recovery was likely.

Receiving that assurance from their doctor marked a real turning point in the experience.

Leaming more about what they are going through and how it may play out can help offset

any lingering uncertainty (e.g., how long it is going to take) and lead to acceptance:

A: But then I went and saw a specialist and realized that it wøsn't the worst case

ofconcussion and she reassured me that I was goíng to befine. Shejust couldn't

tell me how long. And, so once I got to that point, it was okay because I'd gotten

to that point where I have the patience and I'll give ít the time I need. And it's so

reossur¡ng to ltear someone say, "You're going to be okay, you're going to be
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totallyfine and normal. Ijust don't know how long it's going to take". That was

very reassuring.

Feeling more at ease now, this same athlete set out to tum around how they were feeling

and how the experience was affecting them:

I: What was the effect once you knew that you were going to be okay?

A: I thínk ít put me at ease...and I don't know when I saíd that earlier but agaín I

think I was so fortunate that I found that out preîty early...it was just the

uncertainty of not lmowing how long it was going to be. But pretty much from the

get-go I was reasstu'ed I was goìng to be okay. So I don't think ít was ever a

questionfor me of "I'm not going to ever be okøy" but more "How long is this

going to take"? But it deJìnitely \)as reassuring and put me at ease to lotow that

I'm going to be fine. And I knew ít \4]as going to îest my patience, but I just had to

turn it around a.s a timeþr me to grow and do all these other things. h's just thøt

I didn't know how long it's going to take.

Leaming to accept that there maybe uncertainty with the situation is also mentioned as

an important part of this same athlete's process:

I: How did you deal with the uncertainty, the frustt'atÌon, and the disappointment

ín the early going? What was it that you did to get past that períod?

A: Just talking to people, and talkíng to my support network, and getting informed

about it. Then you sort ofhave all the infonnation tllat you need to accept it and

thenjust to realize that there is uncertainÐ,) with this type of injuty and there are

no set answers. So, for me, I think ít was just talking to people whether it was

doctors or trainers or family or friends I think talking it through with other people
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who htew things about it. Then Ijustfeel like I had all the information I needed

and ít sort ofput me at peace with it knowing that I couldn't control it.

Another athlete draws a link between understanding leading to acceptance, and

acceptance leading to progress:

C: I think acceptíng it ís all a part of getting over what has lnppened, qnd that it

could happen îo anyone. At the beginníng you're thinking, "I could never fail a

drug test using supplements ", unlíl you understand it more. Once you understand

it more you realize that it can happen to anyone and that's part of acceptíng it as

well. To understand it and to be able to explain ít to others to help them out you

need to understand it yourself.

Leaming more helps a person to better understand the full ramifìcations of the situation

and instills belief in their ability to get through it. Simply put getting informed makes

things better as one athlete explains:

I: A shift occurred ín youfromfeeling bitter andfeeling angry towards your sport

to loving it once again. Wat led to that?

C: Having closure on the case was a big thing, and thenjust learníng more about

what happened. At the beginning you didn't understand what happened, you don't

know why, and once you Jìnd out nore and understand ìt more thíngs just get

better as time went on...And so when my partner and I started to Jìnd out more

information and contact more people, it started to get better and better as tìme

went on.

I: What got better?

C: I|/ell, when theJìrst research came out in 2001 that was big...
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I: Getting that research-what impact did that have?

C: Oh, it helped a lot.

I: How so?

C: Well you are conJìdent and yet you still doubt yourself so the researchjust

gqve me that assurance that it was goíng to work out.

Becoming informed does not immunize a person against experiencing subsequent peaks

and valleys along the way. However, it does appear to represent a significant leap

forward in the process ofgetting through adversity:

I: ll/as there a poínt at whích youfelt you were beginning to surgeforward, make

sense of this thing and get past it-was there a point?

C: Yeah, as I saídjust to get over the inilial shock of the positive drug test and

there were othet' stepping-slones along the way. Some things bring you up and

some down but I always lorcw there would be some closure I just dídn't lonw

when or how long it was going to take and I think ít changed when the research

started comíng out.

Coming to understand and accept the situation was a gradual process. However

once the participants got to that point they were able to relax, let go and feel more

comfortable with what was happening. Leaming more about the situation reduced anxiety

brought on by all the uncertainty, let the athletes know what they are up against, and

provided them with some idea about what it is going to take to get through:

A: I don't know if tltere was one specific mornent but I think it's just a gradual

process from gaining inþrmatíon and awareness so thal wlten you do just come

to terms with it and give into it that would help the healíng and recovetV process.
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So I think ít was a turning pointjust feeling like you lotow what, just make the best

of the situation and then your recovery will líkely be quicker as opposed to ttying

to þrce something.

Through a gradual process ofgaining more information the following athlete experienced

a resurgence in confidence and as a result felt increasingly more comfortable sharing

their story with others:

I: Ilas there a moment where you feel you moved from the anger, frustt ation, the

disappointment to where you're at now?

C: I1 was a gradual thing. And when all this lrøppened I couldn't talk about it. I

didn't even want anything to do with sport. So I couldn't talk about it before, but

as time went on and I could understand ít I could.

I: So learníng more about it enabled you to open up ,nore about it?

C: That's right.

There is a sense that momentum is generated once the person understands and accepts

what is beyond their control. Developing full awareness ofthe situation fiees the athlete

to concentrate efforts on tuming things around. The idea offinding meaning is also

touched on in the following passage as the athlete begins to make sense ofwhat is going

on:

I: There seemed to be a shift ín your outlook once you were fully aware ofwhat

was goíng on after talking with docrors and suclt. How did things change?

A: I think itjust put me at edse. And then I wasn'tfghting it any more, and I think

there was a few weeks where il was hard, and there was a few u,eel<s of

uncertøinty where I thought " Okay, this is just going to take a short amount of
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time" to then "Okay, this might take a lot of tíme" and not really lotowing. And I

thinkfinally when you're just patient with yourself and you know ít's goíng to take

time, and you don't htow how long and...ít jwt puts you at ease so that instead of

fighting it you're lístening to your body more and givìng ít what it needs as

opposed to fighting ít, or trying to struggle, or thinking that you lotow what's best

and youjust have to give it up ... I just feel ít's a ntatter of givíng ín to it.

Accepting it as opposed to--because again it's just a matter of turning it øround

where yeah, it is tough, but in the grand scheme of things--and now when I look

back, you lvtow sure it was tough but in îhe grand scheme ofthìngs we are all

going to have tìmes ofillness in life and what seemed so long then really is not

that much time.

To summarize, one of the most difficult aspects of the experience for the participants was

dealing with all the uncertainty surrounding them. The athletes struggled with not

knowing the answers to questions like "what is wrong with me", "why is this happening",

"when will it be over", and "what can I do to change things"? Leaming the ans\¡r'ers to

those and other questions put people at ease. Once they could understand what had

happened and what the implications were it reduced much of the uncertainty that had

been a source ofanxiety, and led to acceptance. With acceptance came peace of mind and

energy as the athletes began to get excited about tuming things around.



Generates momentum

Gaining full awareness increases
feelings ofcontrol.

Understanding and acceptance
mobilized the athletes to make
things better.
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Blocks momentum:

Partial awareness perpetuates
feelings of helplessness.

Continued uncertainty leaves the
athletes feeling stuck.

Fizure 5.

Leaming more about the situation
led to understanding and
acceptance, which reduced
anxiety and created energy.

Lack of awareness intensifies
anxiety associated with the
uncertainty of the situation.
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Attitude ís everythíng

There is a noticeable shift in the participant's outlook once they know what they

are dealing with. He¡e we see how the athletes are able to build on the momentum that

comes from accepting the situation, and letting go ofwhat you can't control. This sub-

category describes how a change in attitude helped these individuals go from surviving to

thriving in the midst of adversity. By attitude the participant's are referring to a state of

mind, a disposition, or a way oflooking at things. The change in attitude fosters

optimism, belief and perspective all of which energize the person as they move forward.

The combination of gaining full awareness and a change of attitude marks the beginning

of the second transition in the process for this athlete:

B: I think stage fiuo definitely came once I gained perspective and stepped back-

after the canoe trip-because all of a sudden you're saying "You know what, you

gaíned perspective, you've answered some of the questions" and you're able to

move on becøuse you realize its not the end of the road, its okay, and there is a lot

more road to go, And there is also a lot more ofyou, and a lot more that you can

explore in yourself and aspects of yourself that you haven't yet tapped into.

Looking at things optimistically helped the following athlete:

A: I think it's because I learned when I was growing up how helpful it is to look at

things in the right way and to see the good in things. For me I'm just so lucþ

that's just pqrl of who I am and how I like to víew those situations so that was

certainly a big help to me.

Altematively obsessing about things you cannot change, and being pessimistic does not

help the situation. This same athlete made a conscious decision to change their attitude
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and commit to a more positive way of viewing the circumstances because they believed it

would help them get through the experience. By attitude this athlete is referring to a

particular outlook, or disposition:

A: Ilell the other optíon would be to stay negative and to Jìght it or dwell on it but

I learnedfrom a young age the power of belief and what a dffirence attitude can

make. And I'm aJìrm believer in what the power of belief and the right attitude

can dofor you and sofor me it was going to help me and so that's why I did it

[chose to stay positiveJ because ìt was helpful. I don't thínk I stayed negative þr
too long. There were monrcnts that were really dfficult for me but I was able to

Iook at it ín a new light and see the potential good thís experience could have. I

was mìssing out on sonrc thíngs but I might be gøíning so much more. So for me I
jttst chose that outlook because it was helping me and I think that was goodfor

me, and evetybody around me to look at it that way.

Prior experience getting through hardship is an asset. Applying lessons ÍÌom

previous challenges helped refine these athletes process for getting through adversity. It

also serves to instill confidence in the person about their process knowing that it has been

battle tested, and that it works for them. The idea ofchoice appears again in the

discussion. How the person chooses to perceive the situation matters a g¡eat deal. The

effect is different ifyou view the situation as an opportunity to leam and grow versus an

overwhelming disappointment:

B: I've faced some prctty strong adversíties prior to thís etperience not of a

physical nature, but that really rocked the roots ofwho I am. Andfor this

experience it more confirmed how I process things, and how I go through

112
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adversity and it was interesting because when you have experienced this sort of

thing you can actually l mean every adversity is different-- but you can kind of

look at yourselffrom a birds eye view and watch yotu'self go through it-- the

process...

I: So then part ofyour abilíty to get through thís experience can be attributed to

thefact that you've experienced ups and downs in the past that were faírly

significant and you've learned ø process along the way that works þr you?

B: Yeah exactly.

I: And it involves much like you've said beþre looking at these kinds of

experiences as opportunities, as thíngs to grow from, learnfrom etc?

B: Yeah and you learn that it comes back to attitude! It comes back to how you

see adversity. Do you see it as on opportunity? Opportunity in the sense that you

can face it, and yeah it is a challenge, but you lorcw that you can overcome ít and

your beuer off in the long run because you've learned from it. And that's a key

lhing is learning from adversity and making sure thot in your future, and in future

instances of adversity that you--it's like a buílding block-- you build, you draw

lessons ...you draw lessons from all your experiences.

Drawing ÍÌom the experiences ofothers who have been through similar setbacks can also

be ofvalue. Once the following athlete realized how their current attitude (i.e., anxious,

impatient) wasn't helping their recovery they proceeded to identifo a new, more helpful

attitude (i.e., patient, positive) and committed to it:

A: So initially I know I was just really disøppointed, and then, I mean I'm really

lucþ that I have sttch a great support network in my life, and talking to people
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that helped me through it. And there was a phase where I stayed in Toronto and I

kept thinkìng, " Oh it will be better in a couple of days " or "If I just tøke it easy

for afew days", but the more I started talking to doctors and realízing that you

l<ttow, this may be something that requíres a little more patience then I míght be

willing to give it right now. So then I started realizing that no, I do have to be

patíent and thís is something that might just may take a lot of tíme. And I talked to

my brother a bit too who has had some concussions, and my parents are helpful,

and doctors I had access to and then over the next couple ofweeks ìt was jßt a

matter of turning that around. And I'd be talking to me líke "WelL ín terms of the

tímíng, maybe this is perfect timitxg", that I have afew weeks or a month and a bit

to rest, and or at this point I really didn't know how much time I had.

I: Right.

A: An undetermined amount of tíme to rest, and to recover to get back to being

healthy. So I hød to turn it around that it's good that this is happening now and

not in a year and a halffrom now you know. And so I guess it was just a matter of

putting it ínto a new light.

For another athlete a change ofscenery (canoe trip) and a powerful reminder about how

precious life is (loss of a loved one) helped facilitate a change in attitude. Both

experiences helped this person shrink their situation down to scale, regain perspective

and fully commit to an attitude that is helpful:

B: Sofnally in September I stopped lookingfor answers. I just saíd "All ríght you

htow what that's it, I'm just quilting sport-I've quit". But then I wentfor a two-

week canoe tríp, got out of the u,orld and came back rejuvenated and said "

114
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Okay, I øm not giving ìnto this. I know there ís something wrong and I want to-

not just prove to myself-but I want to prove to everyone else as well" ... plrhat

høppens isl you come back [from the canoe tripJ fresh, you come backwith a new

perspectiie, and you come backwith a new rejuvenated outlook. And almost like

afull glass. You come back as afighter whereas you may have gone out in the last

round..-

I: You get a second wínd?

B: Yeah, a second wind.

I: Wat about that canoe trip led to the change ín outlook?

B: I thínk ìt was multiple things. It was the canoe trip and also that two weeks I

spent with my grandmother when she was passing away ... spending those last few

weelrs with my grandmothet' as well as the canoe trip gave me perspective on life

again and on what's important like for example the people aromd you and when I

could see my grandmother clínging to life in the lastfew days and savoring ø

raspberry. Being able to eat a raspberty andjust, she wanted to live every

motnenl to lhe last. She wanled to be around her family and øgaín itjust

exempliJies for me that I can still walk, and yes nry Olympic dream might not

come true but look at the amazing people around me. My grandmother had given

me so much she said thankyott up untíl she passed away. Those were her last

words. And with the canoe tríp I was able to get away from things and also think

about what had happened to my grandmother and put evetythitlg in context, step

away fi'ont it and be able to I guess...

I: Shrink things down to scøle?
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B: Yes deJìnitely to the real building blocks of lífe...I thìnk that time period of my

grandma dying and the canoe trip built thefoundatíon again, and built again who

I am and what I standfor and being able to say "No, there is something wrong".

And being able to look iniide myself and basically turn ínside almost and say

" Okay I'm not going to listen to anything else I'm going to find the reason"...

A change in attitude fíom focusing on what you cannot do, to what you can do

helped the following athlete regain some control of the situation:

B: And so again it comes bøck to "Use it, don't let ít use you", talcing it øs an

opportunity r.tther than sayíng " Ilhat do I do with my time now" andþcusing on

what I can't do and not doing anythíng else rather than saying "Now I have all

this free tíme look what I can do".

I: So you focus on what you can, not what you can't do?

B: Yes.

Letting go is a useful mindset when dealing with something that is for the most part

beyond the person's control. As is looking at every experience as an opportunity to grow

as one athlete explains:

B: I allowed myselfjust to be, raÍher thanforce things... And I think also to look

on anything as a learning experience whether it be a challenge, whether it be a

success that everythíng you do is a learning experíence.

Support Íìom others also helps foster a change in outlook:

A: I went home and I vísitedfriends and family, and instead ofworking out I'd go

for little strolls with nty pqrents in the evening or go for a walk through the

park...that was definitely an adjustmentfor me but I had so many people to help
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me through ít and I reølized okay, just put it into perspective. In the grand scheme

of things I have been so fortunate with ínjuries that this has really been my first

seríous injury that I had to deal with. I mean I'ye been outfor maybe a week or

tyvo with muscle straíns or somethìng bui this is theJìrst thing that really set tne

back. And so to just realize that I mean, for me this was like an eîemìty, but really

it's not that long. And to realíze if this takes me two weeks, or two months, or síx

months that's its really okay. That I couldjust give it as much tíme as it needs.

Staying committed to the change in attitude is how one athlete dealt with additional

setbacks along the way. The idea that people chose to change their attitude because the

old one was hampering progress is a consistent theme. ln this way a change in attitude

helped people get through the experience:

I: How did you manage to stay the course when setbacks occurred?

A: I thínkjust knov)ing ín the end that it's going to pay off, and that thís is what's

rightfor me right now. And yeah it definilely took longer than I ever initially

thought it would but-and I don't mean to sound repetìtive-but just in talking to

people, and having my support nehvork there and reassuring nte that this is the

best thingfor me and I think it was that I had put myself in a mínd fi.ame where

you lonw I do need to take as much time as this needs. And I think Ijust knew thøt

despíte minor setbacks along the way-like that it took longer-I could still see at

the end it was going to be worth ít. I just knew at the end it would all be worth it...

IfI had done ít another way I think it would have taken longer or ífI had gotten

negaÍiye or something. So I don't know if ìt's that I had to do it that way but
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rather I think that was the way I wanted to do it. And I believe that was the best

v,ay.

For another athlete, maintaining the change in attitude was a matter of reminding

themselves they are doing all they can:

B: Partly it was a process of elimínation just by saying I am doing everything I

can possibly do even though ìt's still not explaining what is happeníng so that's a

big part of it.

The following athlete reminds us that attitude is more than simply what you think; it is

also about what you do. It was important for this athlete to demonstrate to others how

committed they were to getting tkough the experience:

C: I wønted to be there ìn person so they could see me, who I am. We would meet

with anybody. I wanled com¡nunication and I wasn't scared of talking to anybody

such as îhe doctors. I wanted to meet and talkvìith all the people who were

involved with my c(lse. So I thinkfor me meeting witlt people in person was

important.

I: I1 wøs important for you to share your story personally?

C: That's right, personally. I wanted them to see me, they didn't know what I

Iooked like they didn't know me, who I am. If I wasn't there and it was just my

partner they might think "Why is [name of athlete] not here, does this person

have somethíng to hide"? So that was a bíg part of it, being there in person.

I: It shows how committed you are?

C: That's right to show how committed I am I wanted to be there in person for

evetything and anythíng I díd.
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A final comment on how a change in attitude is all about choice:

B: But it's like anything ifyou look hard for the negatives you canfind a ton of

negatives too. Ifyou lookfor the positives you canfind a ton ofpositives so I

choose to see the positives in everything.

In terms ofthe kind ofoutlook that helped people, being positive and optimistic

has been noted. Trust and beliefare mentioned as key factors as well. Though an

experience like this tests the level of trust and beliefa person has in their process there is

faith that eventually things will rebound:

I: You've mentîoned afew times the importance of trust. How have you learned to

trust in your process for geuíng through a dfficult experience, through this

experience?

B: I've always trusted that there would be sunshíne on the other side. I think

every lime our lrust is somehow tested we go through the sante experience of all

ofa sudden not lrusting thíngs. But I think I've learned that Ì.t is an ímportant

experíence to go through [í.e., temporarily not trusting] and that I will tt'ust again

it's just ø matter of time.

I: So even thottgh you have been through some very dfficult challenges in sport

and life each time you go through it as a new one emerges, that even though you

have those past experiences to fall back on and draw lessons from, initially ít's

natu'al to have perìods where you don't t,'ust yottr process?

B: One hwdred percent!

I: But what you've said is that deep down perhaps you løow that in time you will?
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B: I just think lífe wouldn't be very fulfiling if I didn't. It's just such a gut, deep

feeling the trust I have.

A case is made for trusting one's intuition more in times of setback:

B: As an athlete your goal is to hrow your body ínside and out. And I guess there

was always a big part of me thatfelt that I knew that something was wrong. And

so part of it ís that whenever I was seeing all these physícians and doctors with

specíalties in different areas, part of it was that I wøs going on " gut feelíng" a

líttle bít. I mean when I'm sitting in the doctor's offrce in Toronto and having a

pelvic examínation I'm thinking líke what the heck. There were certain things that

just did notfeel right and a lot of time it was that people didn'tþcus on why the

leg was losing power. I didn't either, because you're going around and believing

in everyone at lhat momenl. So it was partly that.

Trust in others, particularly with resource people whorn are working with the athlete to

make things better, is also an important part ofthe process as one athlete describes:

A: Youjust have to lrust lhat your body ís going to heal, you have to trust the

people on your team ìn terms of resources you know, and I went to see a lot of

specialists...And youjust have to be proactîve in finding everybody that can gíve

you the best advice, and then yeah, just taking away front that the trust ín what

they're saying and that this is something that just takes time...So itwas a matter

oftrustìng everybody that had good things to say, and trusting that what I was

doing was what needed to be done.

Belief is a powerful concept for people facing adversity. Because the following athlete

believed in themselves and in what they were fighting for they endured:
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I: llhat were some of the ways you managed to deal with this thing, to come to

grips wíth it, to make sense of it?

C: I guess for me the biggest thing is I know I'm innocent... So I guess Ijust have

enough self -confidence in myself and I løow I didn't cheot and therefore th(tt

helped me 1o get over all the people who were dfficult and all the fhings I had to

deal wíth. I mean I know that I'm innocent so that helps a lot...

I: Why did you never stop believing?

C: Because there was never any doubt. I never had any doubt. I knew there had to

be something; Ijust didn't know how long it was goìng to take.

. As mentioned earlier attitude is expressed in actions as well as thoughts and

feelings. What these athletes did once they committed to make things better is an

important part of the discussion as well. Taking ownership of the experience was of

benefit to the following athlete who did so by getting informed, and being pro-active;

B: I remember aclually theJìrst time I started calling doctors across the country

and sayíng, "I need to do a VO2 test, who can get me ín the quickest". And I

found one in Ottawa thot got me ín right away.

I: No one was going to do that for you.

B: No. Or it would have îøken a lot of tíme and I wasn't willing to wait. I was sìck

of it and wanted 1o do away with it ... And up until that point, after I had missed

out on the Olyrnpics and I kept racittg wítlt my team and I retnember the race that

finally broke me. It was early on in the race and I got dropped, I got leJi behínd by

competitors that I generally do well and stt'ong with and it was that race where I

reallyjust said "Okay, that's ít"...
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I: I got to Jìgure this out.

B: Yeah I can'tjust keep entering races thinking that I will befine, thinking that

everything will be okay and then get disappointed agaín. I'm just sick and tired of

thøt. I don'| want to be disappointed anymore.

I: So you got busy?

B: Yes.

Getting busy is partly out ofnecessity because often there is not anyone available or

willing to do the work for the athlete:

C: If it wøsn'tfor my partner and I we wouldn't have any of the research to pass

on or any of the information you lmow so thank god we did that. l\/e became very

lcnowledgeable.

I: You got busy.

C: Very. My partner has been in the sport longer then I have and he justþund out

things that he had no idea about himself. And so ít wøs a huge learning process

for both ofus and I would say that my partner is even more lorcwledgeable about

the informatíon than I am. He was even telling some of the doctors about some of

îhe tests that were found that they didn't even know ofyet.

Furthermore, getting busy seeking out information about the situation helps enhance the

athletes understanding ofwhat they are up against. Recall the significance of the athletes

leaming all they can about what they are going through; it leads to acceptance and sparks

a shift in attitude:

I: How did getting busy help you?
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C: lltellfor both my partner and I, he didn't l¡now what nandrolone metabolite

was and neither did I. So just learning about what nandrolone ís, what causes a

positive nandrolone drug lest, and just finding out all the research that was out

there and there wasn't much... so it was really hard. Butwe had to keep busy

though; there was no such thing as stopping because we had to fnd out. We had

no idea what caused it so we met with lots of doctors and made lots of

appointments, made lots ofphone calls and we were always going on lhe internet

and phoning to places like Germany and South Africa.

I: So it's almost like there are two reasons. Number one vou had lo because no

one else was going to do this for you.

C: Nope, right.

I: And number tvvo it helped you getfurther along, as far as you htew what you

were then up against when you started leørníng about what nandrolone and all

that other sntff meant.

C: Yeah, for sure. And for us to understand we had to do the research ourselves.

We had to understand what we were trying to frght.

Taking charge and becoming more actively involved in efforts aimed at getting through

the experience had a positive effect on the emotional state ofthe following athlete. This

they suggest made a big difference in their recovery:

I: It sowtds like being proactive and taking ownership of this experience was an

important part of your gettìng through it. In what ways did you do thisT

A: I thinkfor me ìt was just getting as many opinions as I could, and gefiing away

when I found that was benefcial, and doing all those little things I found could
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make a big difference such as instead ofstaying in one city and seeingjust one

specialíst I saw a lot of dffirent people-dffirent doctors, neurosurgeons,

trainers, concussion specialists- and I took a trip to Montreal to see someone

who is renowned. So it was just being pro-active and getting all the informatíon I

could, and all the research, and that all was very reassuring to me. [name of

specialistl was her name in Montreal and again, to have a conversation with

somebody who--this ís what she does ís see people who are suffirìng from this-

people like that were a big help to me. So yeah it was being pro-active...

The efforts of another athlete were rewarded with the discovery of what had been limiting

their performance. Had this athlete not been pro-active in seeking out people and

information that could help shed light on their situation, the fruskation and uncertainty

may have lingered longer:

B: So I went and called around Canada asking sport physiologists whether I

could see sonteone. At the time I was down ín the States and the quickest that

someone could see me was in Ottawa so I went there. And I remember it so vividly

because it was this VO2 test where you jump increments by thirty watts, every

three minutes. And at a certaín point this painjust became so bad that I had to

actually stop. My heart rate was low, lower than it ever had been. My lactate

levels were at 4.00, which is not at all high and so at that point I just knew it was

somethíng in my legs, Ijust lotew it. And so at that point Ijust decided I had to

.figure out wlnt was wrong. And þr the next tlree months I went across the

country-
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Reaching out to many different sources of information in a variety of settings is

one ofthe v/ays the athletes took charge of thei¡ situation. It is interesting to note that

before these individuals knew what they were dealing with they felt helpless to change

things. Once they understood the situation and changed their attitude suddenly they

realized there is a lot they can do to help move things forward:

B: So then I started going across the country. No one had seen this before in

Canada so I had to startfrom scratch and think okay, well who's going to do this

and actually I looked to the Netherlands, and France because there were doctors

who had done this procedure beþre. And it's a procedure that's fairly simple but

they had never done it in young índíviduals before so they don't know the long-

term effects. So I contacted and did a lot ofresearch onwho had had the surgery

and the fficts and things like that. So when I decided to do it that was a bìg

decision but then I went to Vancouver because there was a doctor who had done

one before and so I decided to go see him, but ít didn't work out. So I came back

to Manitobø and talked a little bit more to the surgeon here who in talking to him,

and buildíng a relationship he lmew how dedicated I was, and the process I had

gone through.

I: And how important it was?

B: Yes. How important it was. And so he decided to do it and that was...it was a

big thing.

In this next passage one gets a feel for how time consuming the process of gathering

infomation was for the following athlete as well as how committed they were to

resolving the situation:
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C: And since it was all new-the drug tests on the nandrolone-there was no

research out there and my husband and I looked on the Internet every day. We

contøcted a doclor out in South Africa and one in England. lYe talked to another

doctor in England and we talked to [nøme ofdoctorJ in the United States so yeah

and we had the two doctors here. A lot of time was also spent meeting wíth our

lawyer.

Once the decision is made to take charge and get busy it is important to remain persistent

as one athlete explains:

C: Iüe had to keep lookíngfor stuff, and had to keep fighting because I think if we

would have sat back that it wouldn't have...

I: You wouldn't be where you're at is what you're sayíng?

C: Yeah so if it wasn'tfor [partners name] and I meeting wìth doctors and just

persisling. It was hard. There were a lot of ttps and downs and some days youjust

don'tfeel like looking at it or talking about ít and then another day you can.

Persistence in finding infonnation and in dealing with setbacks was key for the following

athlete:

C: I guess you could say wejust hit bumps in the road and there was definìtely a

lot of bumps and hills and stuff to oyercome but we just had to get right back up

andfight again because we knew there had to be somethíng that would happen.

Ile couldn't understand why it was taking so long and thought, " Why can't this

just be over now, why can't theyfind anythíng and why is the research so slow".

But we just lorcw we had to keep goíng.
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To summarize, once the athletes were able to understand and accept what was in

front of them they were mobilized to make things better. A change in attitude was a good

first step. This had a powerful effect on the athletes psyche by reducing feelings of

desþair and doubt and promoting feelings of hope and optimism. This switch ÍÌom

feelings that draw energy to ones that produce energy helped fuel the athletes I

interviewed through the long road ahead. Among the shifts in attitude the participants

went through are from feeling helpless to feeling more in control, from feeling stuck to

feeling empowered, from feeling sad to excited, fearii¡l to hopeful, skeptical to a believer,

and from doubting to trusting.

The paficipants described how their initial attitude was not helping progress, and

so they identified a more constructive outlook and committed to it. The effect of which

was that it boost morale, lowered some of the anxiety they were feeling and got them

focused on what they can do to change their situation. The notion that a shift in attitude

boils down to a choice is important to discuss. In the end the participants chose to change

their attitude-nobody did it for them-and chose to stay committed to it when setbacks

occurred and this made a big difference in the experience. Additional shifts in attitude

that helped include, letting go ofwhat you can't control, staying positive, looking for

opportunities in the experience, trusting in your process, believing in yourself and others,

and taking ownership and getting busy. Taking ownership involved getting informed and

being pro-active. Getting busy served to help enhance the athletes understanding about

what they are going through which brought peace ofmind and ultimately hastened

progress.



Fisure 6.

Full awareness generates
momentum, which facilitates a
shiÍì in attitude.

Lack of awareness stifles
momentum, which may have led
to a change in attitude.

Expressing optimism

Positive outlook (e.g., optimism,
belief, trust, etc.) motivates the
person to push forward.

Focusing on what they can do
increased feelings of control.

Taking ownership and being pro-
active speeds up progress.
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Rectal oculosis:

Negative outlook (e.g., helpless,
frustrated, hugely disappointed,
etc.) saps energy from the person.

Focusing on what thoy could not
do reduced feelings of control.

Waiting for others to provide
information and being
complacent slows progress.
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Finding Meaning

Finding meaning is the act ofmaking sense ofthe experience in a way that brings

value and purpose to it. It is the way a person chooses to intemalize and assimilate the

experience in the mind. Often in times of adversity people struggle with the question

"why''. The answer a person comes up with to the question "why" often determines what

the experience will be, and how sigrificant it is. The athletes I interviewed were all of the

beliefthat "things happen for a reason". And as the athletes have described in the

interviews, the "reasons" they came up with to make sense oftheir situation helped to

validate the difficult times they experienced, and also served to bring peace of mind, and

lead to a level of closure.

That is not to say the experience does not stay with the paficipants. The¡e still

may be unresolved feelings and unanswered questions that have an affect at times. It

would appear then that getting through the experience and getting over it is not the same

thing. What matters though according to the athletes is that they have evolved to a point

where they are okay with what happened, and how it has worked out. Once the athletes

were able to derive a sense ofmeaning and purpose from the challenge facing them, they

were able to move forward in their lives.

Assimilating the experience

Assimilation refers to the process of comprehending new information or

experiences taken into the mind. It involves making sense of things in a way that brings

meaning and purpose to life. This subcategory describes the different ways in which the

participants came to understand, make room for and embrace the adverse expedence each

went through. That is to say it is about finding meaning. Coming up with an ans\ryer to
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"whl'-as in "why is this happening", "why me", "why now", etc.-surfaced in the

interviews as an important step on the path to finding meaning. The participants

described how finding a reason why this happened and committing to it was beneficial to

them. The most often cited answer to "why" in the interviews is that "things happen for a

reason". The reasons the participants identified to explain why they had been subject to

such a difficult experience brought meaning and purpose to the challenge each person

faced:

I: At some poínt throughout all of thdt "stuff ' did you ever askyourself "Why"?

Why me, why thß?

B: I think everyone asks thdt question. I always ask that question when I

encounter a challenge or obstacle. Especially thíngs that challenge the base, the

core ofwho you are and challenge the real things that matter to you

I: þlhat were those things in this case?

B: My dreams, what I had been working so hardfor, for so mony years. Goíng to

the Olympics was something I had been working towards and this [ínjury] now all

ofa sudden challenged that and how ironic it was that the injury happened in the

year leadíng up to the Olympics. I mean my training had increased in intensity

and frequency and amount but at the sanre time why thenT But ifyou ask that

question too many times you'll get lost in it because you may startfeeling sorry

for yourself and why me, why me, why. And so I remember often I would start

askíng that question and then I would say "Hey, no it happened. Get over it. Deal

\+,ith it". And often the only way I could deal with things like thot were, ít meant it

happenedfor a reason. It's happened to ¡ne because, one, I lmow I can deal wíth
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it. Why else would this be happeníng? And, two, that I can be a help to others

through sharing my story. I mean that's one of the things I was excited about was

to be able to share thís with you because it is important to sh(ire our stor.íes so

that when other's encounter these sorts ofchallenges they òan look ít up... So

things like that youjust go through and íf you spend too long dwelling onwhy,

then you won't see the other side. You won'l see the little crest on the híll, and

reap the beneJìts. And so wíth this challenge Ifeel I was meant to go through it to

Iearnfrom it, to be able to go through it, and then be able to tell the story

afterwards.

The reasons that another athlete came up with helped to change feelings of frustration and

disappointment to optimism and gratitude:

A: I remember thinkìng this is a change of pace in my life but maybe its going to

be the best thing for me in the long rttn, and I have a busy couple ofyears

potentially ahead. And that is how I made sense of it as opposed to being so

frustrated and annoyed and disappointed that this happened instead I saw ít as a

change of pace where I have a chance to do some other things.

Even if the "reason" is initially unclear, the beliefthat it will reveal itselfin time helped

the following athlete get through the rough patches:

B: It was morejust confirming thefact that I embrace challenges, I embrace

ødversity ín the sense lhat I went to learnfrom them [adverse experíencesJ

because I know they make me a stronger person. And I remember crying-multiple

crying sessíons-- but often I would just say to myself "You Jntow, thís is going to

make me a stronger person, ít's going to in sonxe way, shape or þnn, in my future
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this will benefit me ín the long run. I wíll use this somehow to better myself as a

person, to better the lì.ves of other people, and I want to be able to use it to make a

dffirence in the future".

Another athlete commented on how committing to the belief that things happen foi a

reason helped to strengthen their resolve:

C: I always think that things happenfor a reason. So I just knew that my

believing in myself was key and it would just take time ín my situation. I didn't

understand how long it was going to take but the belief in myselfwas always

there. It was attacked though, and it got wounded but ít was still there.

It is easy to forget how difñcult the experience was for the following athlete

stacked against the lessons they have learned and value they have taken from it. One gets

the sense that the value in the experience and the diffìculty of it go hand in hand. That is,

because the experience was such a significant challenge, getting through it is all the

sweeter, all the more fulfilling. The idea of leaving a legacy so that others may leam from

what you have gone through was a sentiment shared by all the participants:

I: ll'hat reasons have you come up withfor why this happened to you?

B: Kind of along the same línes of what we were just talking about earlier is that

in some ways deep down inside I knew that it would strengthen me, and I lçtew

that I would be able to get over it or learn from it and share ít with others. And I

think sometimes the hardest lessons are the most valuable to be able to share in

that they stand out, because they were so dfficult. And I think just to make me

grow as a person as well.
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Efforts to help others though their story made it easier for the following athlete to make

the best ofan unenviable position:

C: I A sport psychologt consultant] said "You know you're setting a precedent

for future athletes. You're the guinea pig" and that really hurt atfrst because I

don't want to be the guinea pig.

I: Nobody asks þr thaL

C: No. No I don't v,ant to be the guinea pig but, I mean that's the way I also have

to look at it ís thot I'm helping out future athletes.

"Why" questions were useful to the following athlete because the reason(s) they came up

with to answer "why'' brought meaning and purpose to what they went through:

I: llthen you go through an experience like you did "why" must come up a lot. In

terms of why me, why now, why thís, that kínd of thing. Is that safe to say?

A: Yeah but then I feel like you just need to turn that around and thank goodness

now as opposed to another time when things were maybe more critical. Better

now at the very beginning of the season than at lIlorld championship time or

Olympìcs time. And I think no matter when it happens you just have to turn it

around and notface those "Oh, why nte or why is this happening". Ijustfeel I'm

a person who thìnks "llell, møybe everything does happen for a reason and

maybe ít happened because it's just tíme to leach me a lesson, and I just did need

a líttle break and to get refreshed and it's goíng to help me down the road ". So I

was dísappointed andfrustrated at times but I don't think I was ever ín a dauntíng

phase u,here I wondered " l4thy ìs this happening to me, why" I thínk Ijustfelt
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fhat yeah I had phases of disappointment and sadness but in the grand scheme of

things maybe everythíng does happenfor a reason.

I: llhat was the reason?

A: I think it's that I did need time maybe to get refreshed, and that it will help me

in the long run to be stronger and face challenges and J<now how to respond to

adversity in the future.

Recognizing the experience as an opportunity to leam and grow as a person were reasons

another athlete came up with:

B: I'd been on the national team since 1997 and it was what I knew and I think

there were things ín my life that kept comíng up such as that I hadn'tJìníshed

school. hsf knowing that things happen for a reason, in some ways I feel líke thís

stopped me to say "Finish those things " so that ifyou do choose to go back ínto

sport you have øn open mind, your slate is clean, and you can give one lrundred

percent.

Interpreting the experience as an opportunity to help educate others who may be

faced with a similar challenge is noted as well:

B: One of my key beliefs in life is that I don't let anythìng use me I use it. I try to

make everything an opportunity. An opportunity to learn, to move fonuard, îo

become a stronger person, challenges to me are opportuníties.

I: Even sontething øs signifcant as lhis you were able to frame it that way?

B: Yeah. One of the things it allowed me-and tltis is agqin, going through the

process of tsing it as an opportunity is I menÍioned beþre that I in 5 people in

my sport are at riskfor the írluty I had so it's about creating an awareness þr it.
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Someone had to create awareness and well because I had to go through it, I can

do that... If I in 5 have it [the injuryJ, and I have it, then that means there are a

lot more athletes in Canada that may as well and ít's never been seen in Canada

before so a lot ofpeople don't know about it. So that was one reason I agreed to

go public with it and share my stoty with CBC and Canada was to put the radar

out there so thdt the condition was lçtown, and so thal other athletes wouldn'f

have to go through the same thíng I did... So we put together this document to

share with everyone and to create awareness for it.

I: To learn from it.

B: To learnfrom it exactly. So I may have been a guìnea pig but at the same time

hopefully other people won't have to go through the same thing.

Another athlete reasoned that they have a responsibility to educate others in their sport

about the risks and consequences of the choices they make:

C: Yeah, it's to help out the future athletes. To help them to understand and

especíally the athletes that are close to me because they know what I went

through and so hopefully to them, and the people around me they can see what I

had to go through and think twice.

The following athlete illushated how the idea ofleaving a legacy helped them find

purpose in the experience:

B: It's one ofafew things that I can look back on and say this is why it happened

is that now I can help and hopefttlly prevent other athletes who are going through

the sante thing. Because now it's better lmown [i.e., since this athletes etperience]

and that to me is vety satísfiing to know I was able to help others... It resonates
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deep withìn the core of who I am ìn that, in asking myself the question of "Wat ìs

my purpose " I really truly believe that part of my purpose ín life and what I enjoy

doing most is being able to share experiences with others.

The participants described how committing to the idea that things happen for a reason

helped them gain peace of mind and move forward in their lives safe in the knowledge

that in the end there was a point to all the hardship they endured:

I: llhat is the ffict of committing to the idea that thíngs happen for a reason?

A: I think it's just another way of puttíng yourself at ease and knowing that thís

can be something that's really good. So I think it's just a way where say ifpeople

are spíritual and believe in destiny, or it's just a way of making it seem like this is

something that can be good in your lífe and ít happened because it's going to

make you a better person ín the long run. And so I think it's just lmowing that this

experience is okay.

For the following athlete part ofbuying into the idea that things happen for a

reason is being able to perceive benefìt in what they are going through. Perceiving benefit

is another way in which people found meaning in the experience:

I: llhat is the ffict of committing to the idea that things happen for a reason?

B: It kínd of goes back to exactly what we were just talking about ín that, that's

just how I want to líve, how every part of me wants to live in the sense that

everything is a learning process, everything is a learning oppo unity, eve,ything

happens for a ,'eason so we can learn from it and we can move þrward and be

richer people and live more fulfillíng lives.

I: So part of the ided is that it does help you move þnuard.
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B: Yes.

I: Once you can Jìnd a reasonfor whatever you're going through-good or bad-

once you can attach a reason to i\, it helps you move forward.

B: Yeah, and to look at what you gained from it and what you learned helps too

[i.e., to move forward] ...1 think that most challenges and especially this one

because ít was such a deep, core rocking experience make your lífe richer. It

makzs you a richer person because you've had that experience and we are after

all a compilation of all our experiences and this onejust made me richer.

Going through an adverse experience can help to illuminate for a person what they are

about, and what they are capable of overcoming. Much of the testimony in the interviews

on the topic ofperceiving benefìt referred to becoming a better stronger person because

ofwhat they have gone through such as the following athlete explains:

I: Final question. Looking back rlorÀ) that you've come through it do you perceive

øny benefits?

A: Yeah, probably lonwing that I have gone through something dfficult and I

think again, at the risk of sounding repetitive, but having gone through it and

knowing I'nc stronger because of it. I feel that there's always going to be setbacks,

big or small and I think now knowíng how to process it, and you lotow we can all

be taught little lessons in our lives but I thinkwhen you experience something like

this it really does just sirxk in and now maybe it's a n?ore natural reactíonfor me

to feel grateful everyday and høve monxents of appreciation and just make the

ntosl of it. I've always tried to have that in my life but when you go through an

experience like that ít really makes you re-evaluate it and re-ffirm all of those
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balance things in my life. I can look back now and l¡now that I have learned from

it and know that I'm better because of it.

By accentuating the positives about the experience the following athlete perceived

multiple benefits in facing adversity:

I: Do you perceíve any benefits from this experience?

B: Oh yeah, httge. I'm a stronger personþr it. I'm goíng to use it to make a

difference ín other peoples lives in the future. It made me stop and finish my

school and simple things like thal. It allowed me be able to go up to Bffin Island

and experíence the north something th(tt my grandfather did and I feel I became

closer 1o my grandfather because of it. I mean through everything, through every

challenge that we face there's a sunny side to it and you can always see the good

fi'om the bad.

In addition one athlete described how the experience served as a catalyst for them to re-

evaluate and perhaps re-align their priorities in life and regain perspective:

A: It really was a tìnte where itforced you to stop and reflect and to just sort of

re-evaluate again what kínd ofperson you are, and what you are about, ønd what

makes you happy, and what you enjoy in life and appreciate.

Anothe¡ athlete gained a deeper understanding about the kind ofperson they are and the

way in which they want to live their life:

B: I thínk in asking myself " llhy, what ís the purpose to nte"...1 have ntany goals

ín life and whether ìt be in sport, or whether it be ín school, or whether it be in a

professional cat'eer, it all comes bøck to the.foundation. And thatþundation is

who you are, and what makes you, you. And I think through thís experience I
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realized that I am a deeply creatíve person so in a way thìs experíence helped to

define for myself who I am and what I'm about. Because ultimately we are all

unique and I think I was able to celebrate that through this experience.

Moreover the following athlete found benefit in using the experience as an opportunity to

fulfill other important dreams and goals:

B: I got to spend a week wíth nty grandmother that I wouldn't have got to

otherwise. I was able to finish my undergrad. All these things that are happening

over the last year since this whole thíng happened have beenjust collecting and I

wouldn't have had the opportunity had the injury not occurred. I went up to

Baffrn Islqnd and was able to spend two months there and now I'm creating a

documentaty and may have the opportunity to go up to Ellesmere Island this

summer to make a documentary about my grandfather who set up the arctic

weather stalions. There arejust so many things that have...

I: Snowballed.

B: Snowballed from it and now I can look at all these opportutxities and think

wow, lookwhøt's become of this.

As difficult as the experience was one athlete extols the value in going through adversity.

Setbacks and challenges are part oflife. Leaming how to navigate successfully through

difficult experiences is of tremendous value as participant "4" described:

A: Yeah because no matter Ílte disappoíntment-if you're outfor two day's or two

nontlts, or a year, or whatever it is-I still think that it would be valuable to go

through that same process ofprocessing thíngs, and tut'ning it around to thínk,

"No thís ísn't a negative, I'm goíng to turn it around and I'm going to use this
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day off' ...The major point I want to make is that I îhink adversity can come in so

many different scales but th(tt the same process of turning it around, and making

it beneJìcíal to you, and reconnecting to what you take pride in, I think is very

'importanl.

The participants had clear ideas as to why finding a reason and perceiving benefit

helped them get tkough:

I: You mentioned afew ways ín which you perceived benefit. How did it help you

to really buy into that?

A: Agaín it'sjust believing that this can be something positive as opposed to

somethíng that's " Oh, this is so awful". I just think that right away you have to

turn ít into something positive and lookfor all the good that thìs can brìng and so

I thínk that helped me just htowing that sure it was going to be dfficult but it can

be so good in all these different ways. And I think that really helped my recovery

process just htowing that this is sontething that is going to be okay.

It took time fo¡ some of the athletes before they were able to look for benefit in

the situation. Through a process ofgaining awareness, understanding, and acceptance the

following athlete evolved to a point in the experience where they were ready and

receptive to finding the good in it:

I: You mentioned afew ways in which you perceived benefit from this experience.

How does that help yotr?

C: It helps a lot. It helps in the recovery, just going through thatfrst several

,nonths wlich was a blur especially the first month just trying to figure out what

to do and where to go. And stillþr qtite a while it was "lllryme".AndI
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remember talking to [a sport psychology consultantJ and he said, " Thínk about

what you're going to do for future athletes" and I'm thinking, "I don't want to be

the guinea pig". So after I was øble to accept this more, and deal with it, ond talk

about it more, then I could understand that yeah I ant helpíng out other athletes.

And now I can do speeches and talk about it to help other athletes whereas before

I couldn't do any of that. I htow ofcourse that my case has helped a lot of

athletes and will continue to help out more athletes. And if someone needs to

phone or get in contact wìth me I'm always willing to talk to them.

I: Point is you're at a poinÍ where you can do that now.

C: Yeah. I can do it now, beþre I couldn't.

To summarize, the participants describe how they were able to make sense of and

embrace the experience by answering the question "why" in a manner that brought value

and purpose to all that they had endured. Comrnitting to the idea that things happen for a

reason and perceiving benefit proved to be helpful strategies in this regard. Finding

meaning led to peace of mind and enabled the participants to move forward in their lives

knowing that there was in fact a point to all the difficulty they faced. Whether the point

was to make them a st¡onger person, to appreciate life more or to ¡emind themselves what

is important, the reasons the athletes came up with served to help them internalize the

experience in a way that made sense and that brought peace and closure to it.
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Figure 7.
Positive adaptation: __-------------- Negative adaptation:lwl

Athlete identifies a reason that
brings meaning and purpose to
the experience = piece of mind
and a level closure.

Going through adversity enabled
the athletes to identifu and refine
a process that worked for them.

Finding meaning can lead to
tremendous self-discovery (e.g.,
newfound personal strengths).

Adverse experiences reveal
strengths and attributes a person
may not have known exist.

Athlete dwells on "why" and
ruminates about the situation =
perpetual frustration and
disappointment.

Little experience going through
adversity means the athletes
process may be untested and
unpolished.

No effort to find meaning
perpetuates maladjustive feelings
(e.g., person resorts to feeling
sorry for themselves).

Normal day-to-day experiences
reinforce what is already known
about personal strengths and
attributes.
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lV'ork in progress

The underlying sentiment of this sub-category is that getting though the

experience, and getting over it is not the same thing. The research question I posed was

how do elite athletes make sense ofand get through adversity in sport? Throughout this

study the athletes I interviewed have described how they managed to do so, and how they

know they have reached a degree ofclosure that they are comfortable with. However that

is not to say the experience does not remain with them at a conscious level and affect

them from time to time. It is not surprising that an experience as challenging as what each

participant went through leaves a lasting mark. What mattered in the end is that the

athletes we¡e content, and at peace with whatever the outcome.

While the emotion of the experience still affects the following athlete, their desire

to move forward and help other athletes facing similar challenges outweighs any

un¡esolved feelings they may be harboring:

I: In what way does this experience stay wíth you?

B: The raw emotion of it stays wíth me. I hen I reflect I can remember how I felt

when I was holding that paper fom thefrnal test, which showed that it wasn't me.

Emotion is one of the biggest things and stíll to this day when I tell the story I still

get emotional. It stays with me through the lessons I learned, and also through the

sharíng of my story... Because ultitnately I hope to be able to pass on my

, experìence to others... I think beìng able to share our stories and our challenges

makes it easier for all of us to ex.perience challenges because we will all

encounter them at sone point in our lives and it's better to be able to say "There

was someone else who díd ít to".
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According to Martin (2000) the only way to get over a fear of something is to do the

thing you are afraid ofand have nothing bad happen. Fears must be felt and experienced

to change them. Facing some ofthe lingering fear and uncertainty brought on by the

experience is another way in which the experience stayed with the participants. I am

reminded again that getting through the experience and getting over it is not the same

thing. Much like the diffe¡ence between forgiving and forgetting, these athletes have

found ways to accept what has happened, draw lessons ÍÌom it, and find meaning in the

experience but that's not to say there aren't lingering effects.

The participants described how they have come to a degree ofclosure that allows

them to move forward from the experience while cognizant that there still may be the odd

issue to sort out over time. So while they attest to getting tbrough the adverse experience,

it appears that getting over it is in some cases an ongoing process as one athlete explains:

B: l\¡ell I'm still working on it... There is still a sense ofhesitation, there is still a

sense of non-confidence in trusting my body to be thereþr me so yeah it's still a

process [i.e., ongoing] ...And one of the dfficulties I'm struggling wíth right now

ìs when I traín I'm still confronting it. I know ít's there, and every time I train

when Ifeel a líttle hvinge in my leg, If'eak out! But I guess how I look at it is,

I've got to face it. I lonw the fear is always going to be there wìth me ìf I don't

face it and so evety time I train ljust try to push through it and so far so good.

Experiences that challenge things ofcentral importance to a person are liable to leave an

indelible mark as one athlete described:

I: In what ways does thís experience stay with you?
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C: Oh gosh it always wíll. It's a big part of me, seriously getting on the podiunt

when I got my bronze medal, going to Pan-Am gatnes, and thís experience

[dopíng charge and subsequent battle to clear theír nameJ are the biggest

memories of my career. You can say you got your high points and low points ànd

this was definitely the lowest. I don't think you could go much lower.

Coming to terms with missed opportunities is noted as an ongoing issue the following

athlete had to work through:

C: For me I was already in my early thirties and so I was coming to the end of my

cøreer. I had already had my little girl but for myself I had done every major meet

exceptfor the Olympics. And there was no women's (name of sport) at the

Olympics until 2000. So that's what also kept me going is I wanted to come back

for the Pan-Am games andfor the Olympic games.

There were additional unresolved feelings and unanswered questions for the above

athlete to sort out over time as well:

C: Even though we don't htow to this day what happened a lot ofareas are

closed now. Some are stíll open, but a lot are closed, because I lçtow that I didn't

cheat, and I got reinstated. But yeah, there still is some hurt that my career came

to an end so abruptly and my training was going well, I was right at my peak- And

at the world level the people in my sport were li.ke family to me.

Working through certain shattered assumptions and challenged beliefs is an ongoing

process for the following athlete:

B: I think through this process I lost confidence in myself, I lost that just knowing

that I could do it [i.e., perfornt well] and I think that knowing you can do it also
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comes from just loving what you do because you don't question youjust do what

you love and I just need to Jìnd that again. I need to frnd that love ofjust myself,

and what I'm doing and so I'm going through that process right now.

The mark the experience leaves can actually be a welcome one. Being able to

look back on the experience and be okay with it is important. Being able to look back on

the experience as having provided a valuable opportunity to discover or ¡e-discover who

you are and what really matters is better still:

I: In what way or ways does this experience stay with you?

A: I thínk that øll the events you go through in life you can grow from and every

experience you go through in life it helps to shape you and who you are. And so

for me it was about gaining insight on what I value and what is important to me in

life. I think ít was an experience that I really do feel made me a sh.onger person

and more well balanced and...just a reminder of what I value in lífe.

I: And you're okay with it?

A: Definitely I am okay with it and I look back and I lmow there were moments

that were toughfor me, but I think all the way through it and ever since I want to

look at ít as something, that did happen and I'm okay with it, and I'm better

because of it.

At the very least it appears that accepting and finding meaning in the experience signaled

to the athletes that they had come through the experience and gained a degree ofclosure.

Some aspects of the experience required ongoing work but there was a sense of

completion that came from finding meaning that made things okay.
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C: I mean I'm really happy even though there are still unanswered questions but

it's come a long way. And you know what I'm content that ìt's come to a

completion. There are still a few unanswered questions and things that I think

about but...

I: And you're okay with unanswered questions at this poínt?

C: Yeah, I am. I still wouldn't mind finding out but I'm over that though. If I don't

find out the answers it's okay.

Another athlete finds value in revisiting the experience from time to time. Doing so helps

reinforce and refine this athlete's process for overcoming adversity, which they feel, will

make it easier to overcome future challenges:

A: I can go back to that now, having gone through it once where that experience

forced me to go through that process and reevaluate. And now when I experience

mínor setbacks in daylo-day traíníng or thíngs like that I thínk its easier for me

to go back to that point where I díd get reconnected, and remember what I am

about, andjust to enjoy each momentfor what it ß.

Despite the considerable value in the experience each person has described, feelings are

mixed as to whether they would be willing to go through the experience again knowing

what they know now:

I: You mention you have grown Ìn many ways because of this experíence. lllould

you trade in fhe growlh you've experienced for never having hød to go through

îhís?
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C: No I never want to go through this again. Trust me no. And even wìth the

result of this being that I helped out athletes, because that's the person I am, I

wouldn't want to go through all that I didjustfor that, nope.

Fo¡ another athlete the value in what they have learned through this experience was worth

the pain and struggle they went through:

I: You've mentioned that you've grown in many ways because of this experience.

Would you trade ín that growthfor never having had to go through it?

B: Never.

I: Llhy not?

B: The result [í.e., what she's learned, experienced etc.]. I don't regret anythíng. I

never look back, always forward.

To summarize, while coming to understand, accept, and find meaning leads to a

form ofclosure the experience does not go away completely. There may still be

unresolved feelings and unanswered questions that creep into awareness from time to

time and require some ongoing work to sort through. What mattered most fo¡ the

participants is that they reached a point where they were okay with any remaining

ambiguity or discomfort surrounding the experience. A distinction is drawn befween

getting through the experience and getting over it. Getting through is realized once a

person can comprehend the situation, accept it, and assigr meaning to it. The participants

referred to reaching a point ofclosure that makes room for lingering uncertainty and

emotions. The process ofgetting over however is ongoing in some cases as remaining

issues are rationalized over time.
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Gaining closure:

I
Getting though the experience
was realized once the athletes
were able to understand, accept,
and assign meaning to it.

Feeling content with unresolved
feelings and unanswered
questions brought a sense of
peace and a degree of closure.
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Getting over the experience
appears to be an ongoing process.

Dwelling on unresolved feelings
and unanswered questions
perpetuates suffering and
prevents closure,
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The last word

The following is not a category or subcategory, but rather a synopsis ofhow it is

these individuals got through the experience. What I have done is try to piece together

bits oftext that describe in detail the answer to the question "how". This data was

difficult to fit into any one category because it speaks to the entire process in a condensed

form, which is why I have let it stand-alone. All of the sentiments in this section have

been covered throughout these pages however this is what it looks like when you piece it

all together:

I: Illry were you able to get through this?

B: Because I looked at it as ajourney, as an adventure. I let myselffeel when Ifelt

emotions and let myself go through the emotion. Of the support crew thot I had

they were incredible. They didn't direct they werejust a shoulder to øy onwhen I

needed one. They were a sounding board; they were stable when I was going

through roeþ times.

I: They allowed you 1o just be.

B: Uh-huh. And I allowed mysefjust to be, rather thenþrce things... And I think

also to look on anything as a learning experience whether it be a challenge, or

whether it be a success that everything you do is a learníng experience.

A combination ofa positive attitude, gratitude, and strong support were key factors for

the following athlete:

I: l(hy were you able to get through this?

A: Because I think that I do look at things the right way, and I thinlr my øttitude

helps, and I think I've been so fortunate to have the people I'm surrounded by in
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Iife, and also that I have all the resoutces and information I needed to make a full

and proper recovery, and that I'm really fortunate.

For another athlete the beliefthat they had in their ability to get through the challenge

coupled with a healthy perspective on the importance of sport were important elements:

I: llhy were you able to get through this experience?

C: I think it's just my character as a person... I'mvery easy going and I think fhat

helped a lot.

I: You mentioned things within your character. What things wíthin your character

do you think helped you get through this?

C: Again, just confidence and patience and ltnowíng there is another life outside

of sport and I've always thought like that. And I've always-I do my sports

because I love thent.

Another athlete describes the basic elements of their entire process for getting through

sport related adversity:

A: Ijust thinkwith small setbacks or big setbacks, whether ít be this experience I

went lhrough or youjust had a bad game, or you're disappoìnted or you don't

feel that confdence ft"ont the coach it's all lìttle things but we still process them

lhe same way to get to that same outlook. And I mean all of this adversity is

símílar in that youjust have to turn it around, get yourself grounded, think about

what you are about and who you are, and then turn it around tofeel grateful, and

appreciative, and dríven again.
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Discussion
Revisíting the research question

I set out in the beginning to explore how athlete's manage to navigate through

significant instances ofsport related adversity. My hope was to identify and articulate a

process, if there was one, grounded in the participants' experiences. I believe the athlete's

I interviewed have in fact described a process for getting through a significant sport

related challenge. How do we know it is a process? The most obvious support lie in the

language the participants' used to describe how they managed to proceed from crisis to

meaning. The athletes spoke oftransitions, progress, stages and closure all of which

implies a dynamic series of events marked by a tendency towards forward movement.

Moreover there were moments when each person made a conscious decision to shift from

one major transition to another. The process that the athletes have descrìbed however is

more circula¡ in nature than strictly linear. It is circular in the sense that people moved

back and forth between positive and negative emotions as they encountered setbacks

along the way. The linearity of the process is seen in the transition fiom the initial stage

to the tipping point. That is, by being proactive seeking out information and resources

that could help them understand their situation better and by changing their outlook the

athlete's made forward progress from a point of uncertainty and disappointment to

meaning and contentment.

This process begins with a disruption to the athlete's routine. The initial reaction

is largely fear based as people are inundated with feelings ofshock, and disbelief. Once

denial proves fruitless the person is overwhelmed with feelings of fiustration, and

disappointment exacerbated by the fact they know little about their situation or how to

change it. Processing these emotions enables the person to shift their focus towards
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seeking out solutions to the problem. This marks the beginning of the second major

transition wherein the person actively seeks out people and resources that can help them

understand what they are dealing with. As weli they make a conscious decision to tum

around how they think and feel about the situation Íìom disappointed and frustrated to

more positive and optimistic. As they leamed more they began to gain back some control.

These efforts collectively tipped the experience in a man¡er that led the athlete to believe

that the wo¡st was over, and that they were going to get through it.

Simultaneously two sub-processes are at work to assist the athlete in dealing with

issues that may either help or hinder their progress through the experience and to

facilitate the search for meaning. Doing other activities, reflecting on life, seeking out

support people, and reminding oneselfabout what is important helped offset feelings of

loss brought on by the experience and re-established a sense ofwholeness. In addition,

committing to the idea that things happen for a reason and then identifring reasons that

bring value and pur?ose to what they have been through helped the athletes get to a point

ofunderstanding, acceptance and ultimately closure. The experience still stays with them

and comes to the surface on occasion but what matters is each person recognizes this as

part of the process and is okay with how things have tumed out.

Revisíting the literature

Overcomíng adversity

Existing literature on adversity and resilience encompasses many ofthe themes

that have surfaced in this study. Dealing with painful emotions, the importance of social

support, experiencing a loss ofoneself, and the value in finding meaning in adverse

experience is well documented. However little research on this phenomenon exists within
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the context ofsport, which is where the potential benefit of the findings lie. In terms of

sport related resea¡ch on adversity and resilience Mummery, et al. (2004) suggest that

individuals with a strong selfconcept, and coping skills, are more likely than others

scorìng low on these traits, io rebound after challenge or failure. The self-concept of the

athletes I interviewed however was more fluid throughout the experience. Each person

moved f¡om a strong and clear sense ofselfprior to the incident, to a lost or fragnented

sense ofself following the incident, until eventually discovering or re-discovering an

even stronger, more balanced sense ofselfas they reached a point ofclosure.

Other researchers have demonstrated how an optimistic explanatory style

contributes to resilience in sport performance after failure (Martin-Krumm, et a1.,2003;

Schinke & Jerome,2002). Expressing optimism was a significant part of the participants'

process for overcoming adversity in the study I conducted. By changing thei¡ attitude

from feelings ofdespair and frustration to optimism and belief the athletes I interviewed

experienced an increase in energy and momentum and in feelings ofcontrol over the

situation.

Another study described how two athletes dealt with the emotional fallout fiom an

injury that left them incapable ofengaging in sport (Collinson, 2005). The initial

reactions of the participants' were quite similar to the ones expressed by the athletes I

interviewed. They were beset with anxiety, fear, shock, helplessness and intense

frustration before reaching a point where they got busy with getting better. The

motivation for action also bared some resemblance across the two studies. The

participants in Collinson's study were spurred to act out ofanger fiom what they felt was

inadequate treatment on the part of medical professionals. Two of the participants I
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interviewed were also motivated to some degree by anger and resentment towards their

sport for the way they were treated. Wlereas participant "4" experienced tremendous

support ftom sport so anger was not an issue for that participant, Nevertheless the

similarities between each ofthese studies sirggest that being pro-active increased feelings

ofcontrol, decreased anxiety, instilled hope and helped re-establish a sense ofselfthat

had been diminished with the loss of sport. Moreover, the participants in Collinson's

study described the process ofgettìng through as circular and not strictly linear which

echoes the sentiments of the people I interviewed. When setbacks appeared the

padicipants in each study took a step backward as feelings of disappointment, ÍÌustration

and uncertainty resurfaced. Collinson refets to this as being flung back in the "time tube"

þ. 230) wherein the person experiences an "oscillation" of emotions as they move

forward and back throughout the experience. Feelings of depersonalization are also noted

in Collinson's research as the participants' complained ofbeing objectified by health care

professionals who failed to treat them as a person.

Research on perspective within the context ofelite sport also shares several

similarities to the results ofthe study I have completed. Brown et al., (2001) found that

athletes with a broad multifaceted identity, strong support, and who express themselves

openly and authentically are better positioned to process adverse experiences. Further that

maintaining a view ofselfthat does not identi$r too strongly \ryith the athlete role buffers

a person against sport related challenges. Some of the athletes I interviewed felt an initial

loss of the whole self, notjust the athlete self, ìn response to the loss ofsport and through

the reactions of others. However they were reminded of the value in maintaining a more

balanced identity and took steps to ¡eclaim a sense ofselfthat transcended the athlete role
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by reflecting on who they are, and what is important as well as by engaging in activities

that speak to other important aspects of the self. The participants in the Brown et al. study

also indicated that in times ofstruggle putting faith in the idea that things happen for a

reason helps restore a sense oforder and meaning to life,

Nixon (1994) looked further at the significance ofsupport for athletes going

through sport injuries. Nixon suggested that the specifìc support network consisting of

coaches, teammates and trainers is an essential element for athletes coping with injury.

Nixon referred to this subculture of support as an "interactive sportsnet" (p. 341) through

which athletes seek out understanding, encouragement, and guidance Íiom key persons

within the context ofsport. The willingness ofathletes to seek out people in their

sportsnet is influenced by the level ofcompassion and empathy they perceive from these

individuals. ln other words when coaches, teammates and support staff care about the

athlete and empathize with what they are going through, the athlete experiences shong

support and is more likely to access people in sport for guidance or assistance. The

athletes I interviewed mentioned how damaging the withdrawal of support fiom people in

sporl was to them. Applying Nixon's model it is as though their interactive sportsnet was

crumbling in front of them at a time when it was needed most. The questioning and

doubting by people in sport prevented the participants from accessing certain individuals

in their sportsnet. People in sport must be aware that some ofwhat they say and do is

perceived as hurtful by athletes.

Additional research outside ofsport offers firrther examples ofhow individuals

overcome adversity. Again, many of the fìndings resonate with the experiences of the

people I interviewed. For example Felten (2000) found that some women over the age of
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85 who have survived an illness late in life attribute their own resilience to equanimity,

perseverance, meaningfulness, self-reliance and existential aloneness. Equanimity refers

to a balanced perspective, meaningfulness speaks to the ability to find meaning in

significant events and existential aloneness refers to the opportunity to reflêct on life that

presents itself when an illness forces a person to slow do\ryn. Bohn, Wright & Moules

(2003) report that families ofa person who has had a myocardial infarction adjusted

better iftheir beliefs were facilitating as opposed to constraining. Facilitative beliefs lead

a person to look for options and ideas to change the situatìon whereas constraining beliefs

may close off certain options and perpetuate suffering. For the people I interviewed belief

in themselves, in those around them, in their process, in the idea that things happen for a

reason and that everfhing',vill be okay was an essential part oftheir efforts to get

through adversity. Their beliefs were challenged, but even in the lowest moments

remained strong.

The value in expressing optimism is discussed in the work of Mosher, Prelow, Chen, &

Yackel (2006). Optimists they report are more likely to engage in active coping efforts

wherein they mobilize themselves to seek out solutions and are persistent in their quest.

This is quite similar to what the participants I interviewed have described. Once they

changed their attitude they were spurred to action.

The role ofsupport in overcoming adversity is emphasized in the literature.

Researchers point out that it is the quality ofsupport that matters more than the number

of supporters. In fact some researchers make the case that what matters most is a person

has at least one special person who is a consistent source of comfort and strength (Katz,

1997; Simon, Murph¡ & Smith,2005). Each of the athletes I interviewed had broad solid
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support shuctures in place. They received support from a variety of sources; some of

which was expected and some were pleasantly surprising. However the participants did

also point out a nucleus ofsupport that was absolutely essential to them. Primarily this

involved a small group of close family and friends who were a stable presence in a time

they were really needed. Despite the withdrawal of support from key people in sport, the

strong support they received from their core network more than made up. A link can be

drawn to the work ofLyons, Mickelson, Sullivan, & Coyne (1998) which describes the

idea ofcoping as a communal process. Essentially in times ofneed the burden of getting

through is shared by close others who commit to doing all they can to meet the person's

needs and help them cope with whatever is causing them distress. All of the participants I

interviewed reveled in the comfort ofbeing around close supportive people in a familiar

environment. Whether it was going for a walk, searching fo¡ information on the intemet,

or grabbing a cup ofcoffee, key support people were actively involved in the

participant's recovery.

Loss of self

The notion ofmultiple selves is implied in the responses ofathletes I interviewed.

Reference is made to the physical or athlete selfas a distinct aspect of the person or

whole self. Researchers such as Hane (1991) and Hermans (2002) provide a nice

description ofthe multiplicity ofself. The selfofpersonal identity is the core whereas

aspects of this selfare manifested in social relations in the form ofroles. The person has

the ability to change selves in accordance to changes in situation and time. Harre suggests

the idea ofselfbe broken down into self I comprising the entire person and self2 which

is the dive¡se selves that the person presents in given situations. Santee and Jackson
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(1979) add that people anchor their self-identifications in situations and in relation to

others through the performance ofroles. Other researchers point out that the

identification with multiple selves can serve as a potential protective factor against

adverse events (Brown, 2001). Because a person identifies with the athletic role as one of

many important roles, the loss ofsport is assumed to be less depersonalizing than a

person who ove¡ identifies with being an athlete. Webb et al., (1998) also caution against

the pervasiveness of the athlete identity at the cost ofother selves. They suggest the

public nature of elite sport and by extension the status it brings, coupled with the

dedication it takes to compete at the top level leaves athletes susceptible to identifuing

too strongly with the athlete role. The participants I interviewed confess that while sport

is a major part of their lives it is only a part. Further the experience reminded them how

important it is to make time for other selves beyond the athlete selfto ensure a sense of

balance and perspective in life.

The experience ofa loss ofselfis common for athletes who have developed an

injury (Roderick, Waddington, & Parker, 2000; Wainwright, Williams, & Tumer, 2005).

The loss ofsport can by extension threaten the very identity of the person (Sparkes,

2004). Roderick et al. also note that injured athletes struggle with adjusting to a new less

regimented, less meaningful routine, and in dealing with feelings of self-blame and guilt.

The participants in the study I conducted found tremendous value in gaining distance

from the training environment, which had the effect ofreducing guilt and pressure.

Sparkes (1998) posits that injuries th¡eaten the selfbecause they challenge assumptions a

person has about their body, and sense ofwholeness. The injury leaves the selfin a

fragrnented condition, which makes it difficult to assimilate and accept, and launches a
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person into a state ofshock and disanay. This sounds similar to the initial reactions of the

people I interviewed who struggled with the same feelings of disbelief and

disappointment. ln another article, Sparkes (2004) refers to the value in quest stories as a

means to overcome challenges. Quest stories are narratives constructed by the person that

view adversity as a joumey and as an opportunity to grow and help others. Each person I

interviewed extolled the importance ofleaving a legacy through their story so that others

may benefit from their experience.

Finally Brock, & Kleiber (1994) further illustrate how a loss of self occurs with

the loss of sport through the concepts of liminality and stigma. Athletes in a liminal state

are adrift in a sea of ambiguity. They are stuck somewhere between where they were and

where they will be, which is initially unknown. Brock and Kleiber refer to this as a

"¡everse transition" (p.420) wherein the athlete comes from a "sacred to a profane

condition". Stigma is based on the idea that the athlete has gone from a celebrated state to

that of ordinariness. While the comparison can be made to the people I interviewed

having embodied this liminal state early on, I am not convinced they would identifu with

sport as strongly as is implied here. Certainly sport is very important, but there were other

aspects ofthe selfthey held as sacred ifnot more than sport prior to and after being

injured.

Fíndíng meaning

Meaning in life is a core feature of what researchers refer to as optimal human

functioning (Fra zier, Lee, & Steger, 2006). The term meaning in life implies that a person

recognizes and comprehends their life as having significance, and purpose. The athletes I

interviewed expressed how finding meaning in a difficult sport related challenge was a
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key component in their process for getting through the experience. These fìndings are

echoed by other researchers such as Coward & Kahn (2005), who found that meaning

making helped women being treated for breast cancer to adjust and move forward with

thet recovery. Furthermore these researchers add that those individuals who are

proactive, seeking out information and support, find shength and meaning in the search

and through sharing thei¡ story with others going through similar challenges. It is

suggested that a person reaches a state of self-hanscendence by giving to others and by

leaming to accept difficult situations in a way that brings peace and order to life.

The fiustrations ofbreast cancer patients are heightened initially by a lack of

knowledge conceming the effects and implications of the disease. The experience of

breast cancer often leads to a re-evaluation ofpriorities. In the end it is accepted that

certain aspects of the experience, such as a person's emotional reactions to it, stay with

you even after successful treatment. The following quote Íìom one of the participant's in

Coward and Kahn's (2005) study bares some of the same features, in the same order of

occuffence as the people I interviewed. The point is to demonstrate that the process of

getting through adversity is similar across different negative life experiences of different

severity. I am not implying that the experience ofbreast cancer or any other life

threatening condition is similar to a sport setback, rather the process for overcoming these

experiences share certain features.

The discovery ofbreast cancer is associated with shock, fear ofdying, loss of
identity as a healthy person, and an urgent need to leam enough about breast
cancer and treatment to advocate for oneself. When diagnosed, women quickly
reach inwardly for strength and confidence in their ability to educate themselves
as they navigate the diagnosis and treatment process. They reach outwardly for
education and support fiom family, fäends, and health care providers. They call
on past successful coping experiences and motivation for a healthy future to
maintain the effort required to leam to manage breast cancer and its
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accompanying emotional and spirituai turmoil. The expansion ofprevious
perspectives and behaviors leads newly diagnosed women to other women with
breast cancer. Networking and bonding with similar others occurs in a way that
brings them comfort, a desire to modifu previous life priorities, enhanced
appreciation of supportive others and of life itself and a desire to advocate for
breast cancer issues þ. 276).

Additional research on the process of meaning making in persons with breast

cancer suggests that the search for meaning is successful when it brings purpose and

order to life (Collie, & Long, 2005). Citing the work of Viktor Frankl (1984) rhese

researchers explain that ultimately meaning making boils down to a choice. Regardless of

whether we are talking about a sport related challenge or the honor of the holocaust in

the end the person chooses how the experience will be etched in their mind. Therefore

efforts to look at the experience as meaningful in some way leads to closure, peace of

mind, and allows the individual to assimilate the experience more readily. The factors

that Collie and Long suggest facilitate finding meaning include perceiving benefit, letting

go ofwhat you can't control, an ability to see the big picture, making time for deep

introspective reflection, time spent with family, seeing the experience as an opportunity

and quality support. Reference is made to all ofthese factors in the testimony provided by

the people I interviewed.

Lightsey (2006) proposed that meaning making mediates between negative

emotions brought on by the experience and positive emotions that arise through

reframing how we look at the situation. Other researchers have pointed out the value in

perceiving benefit in difficult experiences by illuminating how people are transformed in

positive ways (McMillen, 1999). When people search for meaning it can lead to a

changed existential outlook, the discovery or re-discovery ofpersonal shengths, a
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reshuffling of priorities more in line with what is really important, and more meaningful

relationships. The simple fact is that adverse experiences shock a person to a higher level

ofbeing if the process they have followed leads to finding meaning and acceptance.

Yalom (1980) distinguished between the state of forgetfulness ofbeing where a

person gets lost in the drone and monotony of everyday life, with a state of mindfulness

of being wherein a person enjoys a more authentic existence, fully aware of the

possibilities and limits of life and of themselves. It often takes a significant life

experience to elevate a person to this heightened state ofbeing. The athletes I interviewed

were forced to stop what they were doing and as a result began to reflect on key

existential concems that previously had not been considered or that were placed in the

background by the demands ofelite sport. Each of the athletes I interviewed felt they had

come tkough the experience stronger because they found a way to represent the struggle

in a man¡er that brought purpose and order to their life.

Future research

As the lead researcher in this study the ultimate question to me is what value if

any does this research have from a practical standpoint? Will other people benefit Íìom

learning how these individuals got through adversity in sport? Is it enough to simply read

about the process or can it be taught to athletes, coaches, and other people in sport? It

would be interesting to apply this model to athletes cunently facing sport related

adversity to see whether the experiential knowledge of the athletes I interviewed can be

intemalized in a way that helps other athletes get through their own challenges. It brings

up an interesting point though in that a lot of the growth the participants experienced

occurred because they had to refine their pr-ocess as they went along. One wonders that if
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other people simply emulate what these individuals have done do they miss out on

discovering their o\.vn process, which may look quite different than the one's expressed in

this study.

Perhaps efforts aimed at helping athletes identi$ and refine some of the core

elements oftheir own individual process for transitioning through sport related adversity

would be more practical. While there was some overlap between participants with

regards to what made a difference, each athlete's process was highly unique and specific

to the individual. Recall that a grounded theory is particular to a given time and context.

This study describes what th¡ee elite athletes have identified as the key elements oftheir

own individual process for transitioning through adversity. Each ofthese athletes has had

diffe¡ent experiences in sport and life, they come from different backgrounds, have

differing worldviews, etc. The point is by no means is this thesis meant to serve as a how-

to list for overcoming challenges. There are a variety of factors such as race, gender,

religion and spirituality, that did not surface in the interviews as relevant but which

certainly have a shaping influence on a person's identity and worldview. It would be

interesting to approach this same topic with the intent ofexploring one or several ofthese

variables to see whether any new information emerges that might further enhance our

understanding ofwhat makes a difference for athletes going through adversity. For

example, it is possible that an athlete with a strong faith in god might reason that

adversity is all in god's plan.

A further extension of this study could be to identifu what some of the core

personality traits are for the athletes I interviewed as it relates to research on resiliency.

Resiliency refers to specific traits that make a person better equipped to cope and get
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through personal challenges. Examples ofthese traits include having a strong self-

concept, above average intelligence, and an optimistic explanatory style. I would predict

that in many instances there is a strong correlation between the presence ofresilient traits

'in 
an athlete and the probability for successful transition through sport related adversity.

The practical value ofsuch a study is that while it may be important for each

person to develop, refine, and experience their own process for getting through adversity;

coaches, sport psychologists, and administrators can design programs that aid athletes in

identifuing and developing the kinds oftraits that have shown to be helpful for people

going though a significant challenge. Workshops on dealing with identity issues, and

developing a stronger self-concept, and leaming how to refiame and process difficult

experiences are examples ofstrategies that may help athletes develop the kinds ofskills

resilient individuals possess.

The value of support in limes of need is well documented. Howeve¡ I did not

come across any research articles in sport throughout a review of literature that dealt

specifically with the withdrawal ofsupport, which the athletes I interviewed indicated

was a particularly difficult reality to face. Given the propensity for elite athletes to

associate strongly with the athlete identity it is important to sensitize people within sport

as to how important their suppof is, and how damaging it can be if an athlete perceives

they have withdrawn it. As I found little research on adversity in sport I would suspect

that coaches, teammates, support staffand administrators have little formal training on

how to help athletes get tkough critical incidents of adversity in sport.

Part ofthe responsibility falls on the athlete too, as they are responsible for

communicating what they need fiom others in those situations. Nevertheless it would be
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interesting to interview coaches and administrators to see whether they do have certain

policies and/or resources in place to help athletes manage the effects ofadversity. The

odds are at some point in their athletic career an athlete will be faced with an instance of

setback and châllenge that will pose difficulty. I believe a key part ofthe problem

associated with people in sport withdrawing their support is a lack of information and in

some situations a failure on both sides to communicate effectively. Because people in

sport jumped to conclusions without enough information to make an informed decision,

two of the athletes I interviewed experienced the withdrawal ofsupport from people they

were counting on to be there. Furthermore, in an instance where a coach or teammate is

trying to be supportive or motivating but it is not what the athlete needs, it is the

responsibility of the athlete to let the people around them know what they need fiom

them, and how they can help.

Therefo¡e an extension of this study might be to interview athletes who while

going th¡ough a diffìcult challenge experienced strong support ftom sport. Of interest

would be to leam how that support was beneficial, and what each party did to ensure that

the needs ofthe athlete, coaches, and teammates were being addressed. Moreover, it

might be valuable to interview the coach ofan athlete who has been acknowledged for

being very supportive to leam how they managed the situation. That is how they

communicated with the athlete, what if any expectations they had and how these \ryere

decided on, for example.

The athletes I interviewed described how valuable it was for them to leave the

training environment and go to a place to recover that had a grounding effect on them.

The athletes commented on how gainìng some psychological distance fiom spo¡t and
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being in an environment that was supportive, and familiar acfually accelerated recovery.

Contrast this with the common practice in elite and professional sport that the athlete is

required to remain in or around the training environment in situations where they are

unable to participate. There arè practical reasons as to why this is preferred such as in the

case of an injury the athlete has access to trainers and therapists within the training

environment to ensure they receive proper treatment. In addition, there may be value in

the athlete attending training sessions and meetings to stay informed and to simulate

training as well as the social benefits ofbeing around teammates, coaches and support

staff. However, the athletes I interviewed clearly stated how being home facilitated and

expedited their return to sport. Certainly the goal ofthe coach and the team is to ensure

that the athlete comes back to sport as soon as possible once they feel they have

overcome the challenge facing them. It would be interesting to study whether athletes that

have faced critical incidents of sport related adversity and were allowed to leave the

training environment with the support of the people in their sport retum to competition in

less time than athletes who were required to remain there. Many of the factors people in

sport point to for justifuing that the athlete should remain in the training environment can

be arranged for in other settings such as physiotherapy for example. Furthermore the

relative psychological value the participants indicated they experienced by getting away

from spoÍ can¡ot be underestimated in terms of its influence on expediting their

recovery.

The participants described how the uncertainty of the situation was one ofthe

more difficult aspects of the experience to work through. Leaming more about their

situation including what the irnplications were, and what they could do to improve things
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marked a significant tuming point in the process ofgetting through it. Each ofthe athletes

I interviewed took on active roles seeking out people and information that could answer

many of the questions that were causing them concem. Often athletes are told by their

coaches and other support personnel to focus on training, competing, and recovery and

leave the rest ofwhat needs to be done up to specific people in their sport to deal with.

For example many sports at the elite level have experts in place whom the athlete relies

on to plan training sessions, to provide counseling, to provide physiological testing and to

oversee the assessment and treatment ofinjuries. However, the athletes in this study

explain how the combination oftheir own efforts to leam as much as they could about

their situation from multiple experts across a variety ofsettings and trusting in the experts

they had accass to in their sport hastened the process ofgetting through the experience.

The athletes shared the responsibility for their recovery as opposed to leaving it entirely

up to others and the effect was it reduced anxiety in the athlete, promoted collaboration

befween the athlete and the experts around them and led to a quicker recovery. Future

research might look to examine whether athletes who take on a more active role in

getting through adversity recover quicker than athletes who leave it up to the experts to

take care of their situation. I would suggest the more active athlete would get through

more readily and completely than the complacent athlete. Perhaps as a result, people in

elite sport should be encouraging athletes to think about more thanjust training and

competing and become more involved leaming about other services available to them that

can improve health and performance, such as injury rehabilitation and prevention for

example.
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Finally I have a keen interest in exploring how the ¡everse of adversity (i,e., a

euphoric experience such as a surfer catching a big wave, or a veteran player winning a

championship in the twilight of their career, etc.) can lead to many ofthe same reactions

and effects as observed in this study. Experiences like these can lead to a tremendous

shift in perspective and bring newfound meaning to life. I'm curious to see whether it

takes a negative life event, as some experts suggest, to lead to a similar degree ofself-

transformation as expressed by the people I interviewed or can a euphoric experience

lead to similar levels of growth and enhanced meaning in life? I would like to interview

athletes who have had this kind ofexperience to leam how the experience is initially

interpreted and how it evolves into a profoundly meaningful and perhaps life changing

one.
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Appendix A: Information Letter

Transitions from Sport Related Adversity:

Interpreting the Elite Athletes' Experiences

Introduction

The environment of elite sport can be tumultuous. Athletes in this setting

routinely are faced with instances ofsetback, challenge, and disappointment. These

experiences can pose significant obstacles to personal health and well-being. It stands to

reason that one's ability or inability to manage the effects ofadversity in this context may

partially determine how successful and content one feels about their athletic career.

Furthermore, odds are elite athletes will face some form ofadversity in their sport

through the course of a career, and this may pose significant problems fo¡ them. Problems

may include strong feelings that are difficult to process (e.g. feelings of anxiety, fear,

frustration, etc.), a loss ofidentity, and an erosion ofone's health and sense ofwell-

being.

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to describe how a number of elite athletes managed to

progress from crisis and chaos to meaning, following a critical incident of adversity

experienced in sport. In this study critical incidents refer to unantìcipated highly charged

events and situations in sport that pose significant challenges for elite athletes. Often

these experiences incite periods of self-reflection and serve as catalysts for change. It is

hoped that the findings will provide useful remedial and educational information for

those parties living and working within the context of elite sport (i.e. athletes, coaches,

sport science professionals, and sport administrators).

t78
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Participant Criteria

All participants must meet the following criteria:

1) Must have experienced an incident of sport related adversity while competing.

2) Must have ádapted positively to the experience.

3) Must compete at the elite amateur level defìned as national and,/or intemational

competition, and/or in the professional/semi-professional ranks.

4) Must speak English

Interview Procedure

You have been identified through a network ofsport psychology professionals as

someone who is to be considered an appropriate candidate for the study. Ifyou choose to

participate in this research project, you will be interviewed approximately 1 to 4 times.

Each interview will take approximately 30-60 minutes and will be recorded on a digital

voice ¡ecorder. The digital recordings will be downloaded onto my personal home

computer, which is protected by a password. To ensure your anon¡..rnity and

confidentiality, the transcribed data will be coded using an assigned pseudonym (e.g.,

Participant A). All transcribed materials will be stored and locked in my home filing

cabinet. The results of the study may be published, but your anonymity and

confidentiality will be ensured th¡ough use of the pseudonym. Data will be retained

indefinitely as it may hold archival value.

Contact

This ¡esearch has been approved by the Educationîlursing REB. Ifyou have any

concems or complaints about this project you may contact the Human Ethics Secretadat
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at 474-7122, oremail margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca. If you are interested in

participating in this study, and would like further information, please contact:

Jason Brooks, M.Sc. Candidate

Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Studies

University of Manitoba

Thank-you for your time,

Jason Brooks
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Appendix B: Consent Fonn

Transitions Íìom Sport Related Adversity:

Interpreting the Elite Athletes' Experiences

Jason Brooks, M.Sc. Candidate

Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation Studies

University of Manitoba

Telephone: (204) 338-847 7

Please Read Carefully

This consent form, a copy of which wilr be reft with you for your records and

reference, is only part of the process ofinfonned consent. It should give you the basic

idea ofwhat the research is about and what your participation will involve. Ifyou would

like rnore detail about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you

should leel fiee to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any

accompanying infonnation.

As a participant, you will be interviewed I to 4 times. It is impossible to predict

with any certainty how many interview sessions will be required due to the nah¡re of the

methodology used in the study. Essentialry, the goal is to create categories of meaning

that accurately describe the participant's experience with sport related adversity. once the

categories have been identified and adequately described no more interviews will be

conducted. In a review of literature a range of l-4 interviews often rvas cited as sufficient

to accomplish this aim.

l8l
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Each interview will take approximately 30-60 minutes and will be taped on a

digital voice recorder. The opening question in the first interview will most likely be:

"Tell me about a particularly diÍìcult event or situation you have experienced in sport.

Feelfree to discuss anything you feel is relevant about the experìènce". Subsequent

questions will follow based on your initial response. In short, you will be asked to

"expand on" or to "tell me more" about some aspect ofwhat you have said. The recorded

interviews will be downloaded onto my personal home computer, which is protected by a

password. To ensure your anonymity and confidentiality, the hanscribed data will be

coded using an assigned pseudonym (e.g., Participant A). All transcribed materials will

be stored and locked in my home fìling cabinet. The results of the study may be

published but the anonymity and confidentiality of the participants will be ensured

through use of the pseudonym. Data will be retained indefinitely as it may hold archival

value. This research project is in partial requirements for a M.Sc. degree. Results of the

study may be published in scholarly, peer reviewed, sport and health psychology

joumals.

Interview Transcripts and Future Research

The interview transcripts may hold archival value and the researcher would like

to preserve the option ofusing the information for further research in this area. Interview

transcripts will be ¡etained indefìnitely and used for further research only where the

participant has provided consent. Participants hold the right to have their interview

transcripts deshoyed on request. In the event that the researcher would like to re-use or

re-analyze the interview transcripts from this study, participants will be contacted and

given the option to have their transcripts included or excluded in subsequent research.
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Moreover, participants will be informed about the nature and purpose ofany subsequent

research being done, as well as how their interview material will be used. Finall¡ written

consent will be obtained from each participant prior to re-using any of the interview

material.

Signed Consent

I agree to participate in this study and understand that:

. My participation is voluntary

. All information I give will be treated confidentially

. I may withdraw from participating at any time for any reason without

consequence

. I can obtain a summary ofthe results upon request

Participant's Name þlease print):

Participant's Signature:

Date:

Researcher's Signature:

Date:


